
-Student Name

Home' School

PresentAlrade or placement Reg. Classroom Tchr./Couns.

/um. STAFFING REPORT Date

StudentNo.

Present School or Setting

Case Manager School Phone

Purpose of Staffing

In Attendance:

Directions: Briefly summarize meeting deliberations. Include (1) Gist of dis-
cussion and (2) Decisions (including tasks assigned for the future and those

responsible for tasks).

n: (3 copies)

copy 2 - Special Case file
CmTig 2 r. Student's curs file

Copy 3 - "Yems",liZe



Referral and Assessment

7d

The reasons for referral of my , have been
explained to me. Recommended assessment activities. have also been explained. I

understand. that upon completion 1pf these assessment activities I will have an oppor-
tunity to review-the results and participate in, further planning.

Reason for Referral

Recommended Assessment Activities

Assessment Results: How used?

Assessor Name(s), Approximate Date(s), and Probable Locations

Please check one:

I approve of this referral and give my permission for these assessment activities.
I do not approve of this referral and do not give my permission for these assess--
ment activities.

Disapproval and difference of opinion (of this referral and these assessment
activities)...

It is requested.that a conciliation conference be held within 10 school days of
this date with respect to this case.

Difference of Opinion:

aigad Date
Parent or Guardian

Date
Classroom Teacher/Counselor

School-Admintstrator

Spa

Disposit-Ion oopi.es)

Copy 1 Wet jiZe
Copy 2 -- Parielt.s

Copy, 3 "%Orff

Date
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Elementary ;

Description and Interpretation
cfo1low outline)

A. Classroom Teacher.

0
Name of Student

/

1. Mental and Physical Status
2. Emotional-Social Status
3. Environmental Status (Home and Family)

4. Educational Status Emphasizing Reading
/.

a. Word'analysis,strengths and- weaknesses Signed
b. ComprehenSion strengths.and weaknesses
c.' Levels of achievement Date
d. Attitudes (towards reading)
e. Fluency, phrasing, speed. reading hamits

f. Skill knowledge vs. its applicatio,9

5. Other education: status (strengths **Weaknesses in other academic areas includ

ing arithmetic, spelling, handwritirg, lanruage,'Science, and social studies).

6. A Summary and Interpretation (Sum4ii the above information. You may then wish .

to conclude with your own views as' to needed treatment, causes, etc.)

4"

Note: cennotdeal,with a child' needs without a broad look at the child and

a. the contextwithinwhich he./she exists. We,therefore ask each important

person in this child's sck5inl life to giveus descriptive:information that

will 'enable us to truly Oderstand and have a fee*ng for him/her. the

areas (above) are theide0 which you need to respond. ":Be complete and brief

and follow the outline./ f If you have nothing to contribute for an item,:llum-

bei it and leave it bnk Attach reports, papers, etc., that may be of use

In making- decisions lative to this child.
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Name of Student

Descript. ion and InterpretatiOn
(follow outline)

1. Mental and Physical-Status

,2. EmotionalSocial Status
EnitirOnmental Status (Home and Tamily)

Educational =- Status Emphaaizing Reading
Weid analysis itengths'ane weaknesses

bf:omprehensiodstrengths and weaknesses

C. ::Levels of achiev:=int

d. AttitudeeH(toWar.:i,teadiOg),
e. Thiency,'phrasin spoed, reeding habits

f. SkillknOwledge application

Other edUcatiOnal
;StrangthVand weaknesses. in other academic areas in--yH

aluding--atithmett: spelling, handwriting, language,-science, and,eocial sivileS)

A SUMMarilanOnter7etation (SUm up the aboVejaiormition. you'mayfthen,Wisk-

to conclude with ow views as to needed :treatment, causes, etc.)

Signed

°

Date

Note: 'We'cannot-Aear*isha child's-needs without a 'broadiook at the child and the-.,,

conieki_within-Unich 'be/she axists. We therefore. ask each important person

life to give us' deectiptiVainformation that ;will en
able,!us,to trulTunderstand-and haVe a feeling for'himiher. The 'areas-0E1061:

ara.a4Ose toehickYou.need to respond;: Be.00mplete and'brief

outline. Tflyou haveaothing to:contribute-for an'item, number itand leave

-it blank..., Attach(tepartS,
papers,'ethat may be ofluse in making decision

e-to this-child. //'

: .
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Steps Elementary'

11

20

Name of Student

Description and Inter etation

4C
(follow outline)

C. Psychologist (It is assumed.thecs full psychological evaluation of this child
Wilk be done-In the near future if. not already completed -- and

a copy of the report forwarded to Learning Services. In the mean-'

time, a brief reactionIto each of the items in.the outline below
is essential with particular emphasis.on specific educatioraliy
relevant factors in the child's functioning.)

1. Mental and Physical Status ..

2. Emotional -Social *acus
3. Environmental Status (Home and-Family)
4 . Educational Status.Emphasizing Reading

a. Word analysis strengths and weaknesses Signed
b.; Comprehension iengths.and weaknesses

!,

c. Levels of achitvytement. Dated
d. Attitudes (towards reading) ...,

:e.. Fluency, Thrasing,_speed, reading habits
f. Skill knowledge vs. its application e

5: Other educational, tatus(strengths and weaknesses in other academic areas in-

cluding arithmetic, spelling, handwriting, language, science, and social studies).

6. 'A Summary and Interpretation (Sum up the above information. You may then wish

to conclude with your,own views as to needed treatment, causes, etc.)

Note: We cannot deal with a child's needs without a broad look at the child and t'-e

context within which he/she exists. We therefore ask each important person in
this child's school life to give us descriptive information that will enable ,

us to truly 'understand and have a feeling for him/her. The areas (above)'are

those to which you need to respond. Be complete and brief and follow the out-

line. If you have nothing to contribute for an item, number it and leave it '\

blank. Attach reports, papers, etc., that may be of use in making'decidions

relative to this child.



steps
11

20

Elementary Name of Student

Description and Interpretation,
(folloW outline)

lld

D. Social Worker (It is assumed that a full spcial worker evaluation of this child
and his or her home situation will be done in the near future --'
if.not already, completed --.and a copy of the report forwarded to
Learning Services. In the meantimei`a brief reaction to each of
the items in the outline below is essential, with particular em-
phasis on specific educationally releVant factors in the child's
functioning.)

1. Mental and PhysiCal Status
2. Emotional-Social Status
3. Environmental Status.(HUme and Family)
4. Educational Status Emphasiiing Reading

&L Word analysis -strengthand Weaknesses Signed
b.: Comprehension strengths and weaknesses
c. 'Levela,ofachievement Date
4. Attitudes (towards reading)
e. Fluency, phrasing, speed, reading habits
f. SkiWknowiedgavi.:.

,5. 'Ocher educational status (strengths and weaknesses in other Acadethic areas In-
Cludingarithue0C,:i00.1inghandwriting; language, science, and socialstudies,

6 A SUmmery and Interpreta.7,ion :(Sum up the above information. You maythen
to conclude Withyour or, views as to needed treatment, causes, etc.)

Note: Wanannotdeal needi withOUt al3road look at the child and the
context:Wiibinwhicn/she exists. We theieforaask each mpOrtant personin
thia.-thiid.."asChnOilfreto give us descrikive :Information that will enable
ua:tO:trulY,understu,10:Andbaimajeelingjor Ihe:areas labov0
are those to which you need:.to4espond. Bey'cisnOlete and brietand follow the
outline If youThaVe:nothingto contribute for an item,',numberit and leave'
it blank.Attach'-reports, Oapers,':atc...0,tbat: may be of use in making decisiOns

.

relative to this Child.:;:
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Steps , Elementary

11
20

Name of Student

Description and Interpretation
(Follow outline)

E. Nurse (Please include results of visionland hearing screening and most recent
physical examigation(s) including dates. as well ai:other significant

information about health, physical, and nutritional status.)

0

1. Manta' and Physical Status
2. EmotionalrSaciarStatut
3. Environmental Status (Nome and Family)

4. Educational Status Emphasizing Reading
a. Word analysis strengths and weaknesses Signed
b. Comprehension strengths and weaknesSes

c. Levels of.4chievenient . -

d., Attitudes (towards reading),. .

Date

e. Fluencyc phrasing, speed, reading habits

f. Skill knowledge vs. its application
Other educatity: status,(strengths and weaknesses in other academic areas includ-

Ang arithmetic, spelling, handwriting, language, science, and social studies).

6. A Summary and Interpretation *Sum' ui. the above information. You may then wish

to conclude with-yourown views as to needed treatment, causes, etc.)

Note: We cannot dealwith a child's needs without a broad look at the child and the

context within which he/she exists. We therefore ask each important person in
this chlid's school life to give us descriptive information that will enable

us to .truly understand and have a feeling for him or het. Thc.areas (above)

are those to'which'kou need to respond. 'Se.complete 'and brief and. follow the.

outline. If.you have nothing to contribute for an item, number it and leave

it blank. ,Attach reports, papers,'etd., that may be,of use. in making decisioni

relative to this child.. ,
fage



Steps; 'Elementary.

11

20

Name of Studene3

Description arn,Interpretatioo
(follow outline)

F. Other "Team 'lamberts) (appropriate to this case)
(e:g., Instructional Assistant, Speech Clinician, etc.)

1. Mental and Physical Status
2. Emoilonal-rSocial Status
3. Environmental Status (Home and Family)
4. Educational StatUsEmphasizing.Headtng

a. Word analysis strengths and weaknesses Signed
b.: 'Comprehension strengthe, and weaknesses

LevelsithieVement Date
d. ,ArtitUdes:(towardS *ceding)
e. ,Fluency.,:-pbrasing,:-,s0eedreading habits

f. .,SkillknoWledge'vaitsapplicaeiOn
OthetHedneitiOnalliatuitatrengths and.weaknessesln other.academie areas in-
clUding'nrithmetie*spellinghanOriting..-language, science, and socialstudiea
A'Summary a:WIntetpieration-(SOM up the above: information. You may then wish

to eenelUde with Your Mwm vieWS'al.needed treatment,- causes, etc.)-

13d

Note: We:cannot:dealiirithe Mhild'ineeds without a broad look at the child and the
context within which .he /she: Me therefore ask each important person in

,

this thilesacho01-1.1.fetegiVe descriptive,: information that, will enable'.
ust*trUlY.:anderstand:and:HhoYe'ajeeling- for hiM/her.- The areaa (abo.A0 arp
thoseto which:Yoa:needHco'respoad, :Be complete and brief and the

line. If:yo*haVe:::nothing'-tatentribUte. for an item,-numberand leave ie
blank.HAttSeh'reportgaperS, etc., that may be of use in making decisions
relative tothiuthild.
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gi

Steps Elementary
11

20

G. Parent

Please write any comments about your child's personality, attitudes, behavior,
and achievement which you believe would be helpful in our team analysis.

Description and Interpretation
(follow outline)

f

I



Elementary

Description and Interpretation

1.5d

H. Student

Please describe yourself and your needs in your own words. Include special
help you think others could give you.
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Steps, Elementary

'20'

Educational,Analysis

Attach,all educational analysis materWs'tn this pages. Report of Educational

Analysis will be typed from draft actime-07,-reyiew of Special Education "(Step

,15) and one copy inserted with this page at thiC time

- -,An additional statement (on, this page) may also be appropriate (but not Acres-

sary)'.

1.

14



1'

Steps
12
21

Student Name

17d

1

ASEEESMENT REVIEW AND. NEEDS DETERMINATION
(Upon completion, must be attached to page 14 and both pages of IEP.)

° School *Grade

Date

TEAM MEMBERS participating in Attsgeseent,Aeview, Needs Determination, Level and Type of Service
Need, and Least Restrictive Alternative Statement (all parts of Step 12)

Name Title Name Title

ASSESSMENT REVIEW AND NEEDS DETERMINATION (Statement in this section should be a complete, concise
summary of observations and formal assessments and statements made by child study, team.)

1. Summary of Strengths: (Describe strengths and areas 'which permit the student to be integrated
successfully with regular students:. Speech clinicians comment on speech and language strengths.)

2. SpeClel Needs of Student (In particular, describe those needs of the student that cannot be met
in the regular school program and require special education services.)

4.

STATEMENT RE LEARNING DISABILITY (Complete only for LD cases.) This student has a specific learn-
ing disability based on classroom (or other appropriate) observation ind on evaluation (a report of
which is found in the case file). Student does not achieve at ge or ability levels and presents
a severe discrepancy between ability and achievement in one or more of seven basic areas. Such
disability is not primarily,the result ,of a visual,' hearing, or motor handicap; mental retardation0

emotional: disturbance; or eqvironmental, cultural, or economic disadirintage.

Certified by each team member (signatures necestary):

(Team members notsigning must submit a separate* report justifying their coh.cloeions.)

APPLICATION APPROPRIATENESS

*This application for Special Education Services corlt.inues to be appropriate.
checked, continue With pages 14 and'i 'and with IEP.

;

/ 4-

If this is

It now appears that:this'applicatigh erSpeciai Education Services isinappropriate.'

Aeeestent Reviesr and Needs; etermination do nocaubStantiate further referral and application'------
foresPecieducation servicei'(Note: Parent Involvement -- Step 16-- must still take place)

If this is checked; no diCd to complete next two pages (pages 14, and 15). IEP must still be
initiated, however (only'larts I, II, III, and V of IEP are completed, in this came).

Disposition: (3 capies)
Copy 2 -- Cass file
Copy 2 -- Parents (with IEP)
Copy 3 -- "roam" file



A

/Student Name:

School- Gradc

LEym AND TYPE
AND LEAST RESTRICTIVE

n completion,'mult be attached

IT?

1

OF sERIcc NEED
ALTERS STATEMENT
to \page 13 both pages of IEP.)

G Vim" oici4Nakmfiew, a.c.r.v
I

11

Wo'.*
UAter.
'... tesk

...

'
Soo

....1

,5

i b
..

1

4-.-....
.

S
64,2

°I.712

,.
.

... a...

t. 24z .1
dr

IS
clf

I. Stokoss to postage sIosoc000*
eguctooltaiaporaprlosely %atomic
asset 'pastel educutPo soroups.
Ittlp."Iiriolloclodot 4,44,11040C

ostplcui soelcortms: olviervictoo.

Toed AIIIMptibrdosh: .:

2. :Sudan, to Om regutoroducosteo
program mlth Cm msoIssOC41 4('
'apactat'iducattan supportive tor.
'Wm Pototosivtdedto,sho slogs-
sou'ioscOss.

3. stud*". 4* *WWII Plummets
to

a torialauitacatioa programs. but
oipillaCdirces.serrtcp olosstaom .

tree suctol'opocutoo memorial.

6 'colors, otsh ;flum placiaaqi to
op losesstmi special oduesstom pea.
0160 to a ooleiboshOwschool olth
totsoustom tscorsoolat oducattoo
Orolumotenta'Appioutoto. I

i. Sradaats to a aracolltiNitol soul -

. ;.tot cbildtaa4md yo4ch,4%o are
litticiaiatd.

If. .4 SiSeDU at a tellUeslaL facgttv
for cilldepo aria ybotk otto *so -,

bOodlipmpol:

.0

40.

0 heir special procedures, Consultation; issiStance,.therapy, etc. previously,

currently, or contebplited-relative\to this student' and his/her problems (aside

roe District 281 Special Education Services outside agencies)
,-

LEAST RESTRICTIVEALTERNATIVE STATMENT (Pleats give, reasons why en equally appro-

D11.ate,prOgran:,.Codld not be prOvided.,tnmeet,the student's edUcational needs in a

lisS restrictive environment.)

gideAlkala4M
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'steps

12
16 INDIVIDUAL EDUCATION PROGRAM PLAN

(Open ceepletioa, must be attached to pages 1311,, and 17.)

ratifying Information Date
stuDkitt Mkt GRADE

IEP Staffing Members
Name, Ti.'1.1 Name Title

Ar"

III. Special Education Services to be Provided
1. Application not being made at this tine (if this checked, skip to Parr V)
2.. Type of Service Beg. Date Level:of Service - Daily No. Necessary Changes 1 Eersonnel.

of Service Firs. Anticipated Transp., Facilities (alio
duration Of ServIce(see p. 14) scats if other than home school)

3. Statement Ra Phvoicel Education
Angular phy..ed. Ae:ptive phy. ad. No phy. ed. required

(If student's primary .placement ull'he in-e'sPecial education program for more than
. SO pereent of the time, plesie domplete.page 18.) .. -- --

IV. Periodic Revievs and Reassesiments:. Tenative dates gem Rev. f Pcrent Inv. I Reassess.
for the nexeperiodie:revievs:ut this ease are' -,/-
(611thniired4erson may call for earliot taviev.).

.
. . ...

.

v.."AarovaLand'Ve'rfleation...--H- .

.

. ),
1. Who clearly communicated this IEPArifornation to parents ?_

Acme Title . Data
2,-. ApprOvaVochhisapproVal School .- - School phone

Plea:W.Chackmnec...
,

1 ..-Approval : of this IndiAdualIducaCion Program Platt
DisepOtoyarof this. individual Education Program Plan
Agealmeni,se to the.inspprOpfietenees.pf.neicrfer,SpiCiel Education Services --:,

DisepOrdeal'aelasestamment end.,01-ffirsince,of Opinion forthiii individual EdUostIon
Program PliniMr4ctipprol#iiteases of heed for SpedielAducatiMM.-.Services.
"Nifferideu of Opinions .'1'

... .

ClisarieuilieCher/COUnielor;

School AdmInistri%or

Specialist

Student (yhensii0;c70Frai) 7-

Disposition: (3 copies) 1 Cass file;

Date

.t



IEP (continual)

(UpOmomPletion must be: attached to pages 13, 14, Ind 16.)

L. ,Leng-range-Gpats-tnusber and list)

. Number, of Sbort-tent Objective(s),

Lang-range Criteria for.Attain"acd

Coals -MomExpected 'Emration

above)

,

Activities

Person(s) Review/Adjustments/

Responsible Outcome ldate,anet

initial._ each



Steps
12 21

16 22

I

21d

VIM Complete this.section only when the student's primary placement will be in a

special education program asdefined in levels:

4. Students with primary placement in an intensive special education program

in a neighborhood. school with integration into regular education programs

when appropriate.
Studenusin nonresidential school for children and youth who are

capped.
/6'.. Students ai'a'residential facility for.children and youth who are handi-

.capped.

handl-

Dmscribe the.educatfMnal activities and involvement this student will have in the

regular mainstream education program. (After completing this section, go back to

page 16 and complete the remainder of that page.)



.PARENT INVOLVEMENT

Program Change

The recommended program change for my child
has been explained to me. I understand the reasons for this change.

Change:

I approjre of this 'change.

I do ric, -approve of this change
Disapprnval and Difference 'of, Opinion (with respect to this change)

Difference of' Opinion:

Signed
Parent; or Guardian

Clasas om Teacher/Counselor

Date,

Schooi Administrator

Date

Specinlist

Disposition: (3 copies) Copy Case fiZe, Copy 2 -- Parente Copy - "Toreie
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Steps
21
29

REPORT OF PERIODIC REVIEW

23d

Date

-STDDENTNAMH' SCHOOL GRADE

/

In attendance:

.11117

Date of last review/placement
,

. .

-vMost recent IEP continues to be appropriate. Comment on progress toward goals

and objectives.

_Most recent /gp dots not continue to be appropriate (a new IEF must be PreOared)

CoMment:

Next Periodi'd RevieW scheduled for
.(dete).

NOTE:TO PARENrANDIOR RESIDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT: If you wish.to. schedule a codferehce;
toAliCitekthis.revilMireemrtpleaSecontiCt the school official whose signatureappears":

,

Allelow'to,Make..the necedserY'..irrangementi...

NaMe of school employee Signature

Address and phone number'

Try

Drsposttion: (3 'c tesl
,

Copy 43T-1::',Vecifi!!;;AZe



REQUEST FOR PARENTIEP APPROVAL
-::(701)e used only.,when:parents unabletnnCet with school officials.)

Date

Attachedtb this letter is acopy of an Individual Educational,Plan (IEP) for the
siodennnamed above..

Since,we are inable to mCenWithion,personally, weAlsk you to examine the plan,
Indicate your approval or disiOprovali:and return to us by
If we do not hear from you by; thIS date, We' will proceed With the plan and prop ram.

,f
If you hive any, uestioUsplease contact me.

Name ,of. school employee, Signature. ,

Title

e't

'N

u.3-gilcf441,1



PUBLICATIONS

Inititute for Research on Learning Disabilities
University of Minnesota

The IfigtitUte is 'not funded for the distribution of its publications.
Publications may be obtained for $3,00 per document, a fee dedigned to
cover printing and postage COSts.'Onlycheoks and money orders payable
to the University of Minnesota can be acceptec. All orders must be.pre
paid.

Requests should be directed to: Editor, IRLD, 350 Elliott Hall;
75 East River Road, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455.

Ysseldyke, J. E. ,Assessin the learnin disabled. (Ain ster: The state
of the art (Research Report No. 1). November, 1977.

Yaseldyke, J. E., & Regan, R. R. Nondiscriminatory assessment and
decision making (Monograph,No. 7). February, 1979.

& Ysseldyke, Susceptibility to stereo-
' typic idea (KesearchLReport No 3) : March,

, .

Algozzine, B. Analysis of the disturhingness and acceptability of
behaviors _as a function of: diagnostic latp1 (Research Report No. 4).
March,:1979. 7 ,

Algozzine,,B & McGraw, K. ^Diagnostic testing in` mathematics: An
extension of the'PIAT? ~(Research, Report No 5). March, 1979.

Deno, S. L. A direct observation approach' to measuring classroom
behavior: Procedures and application (Research Report No. 6).
April, 1979., f

1

Ysseldyke, J. E:, & Mirkin, P. r. Proceedings/of the Minnesota round
`table conference on assessment of learning disabled children
(Monograph No. 8) April, 1979.,

.

Somwaru, J. P. A net; approach to the:assessment of learning disabilities
.(Monograph No 9). April, 1979.

Algozzine, B., Fognone, C,, Mercer, C. D., fejrifilettie J. J., Toward
defining discrepancies for specific :;learning disabilities: An,
analysis 'and,alternatives. (Research Report No.. 7). June, 1979. -

AlgoFzini3', B. The disturbing child: A 'validation report, (Research
Report No 8) . June, 1979.

Note: Monographs No. 1 - 6.and'Researc Report,.No. 2 are not available
-for distributiOi. These documents were part of the Institute's
1979-198Q Continuation proposal, and/or are: out of print. ID,

vs



Ysseldyke, J. E., Algozzine, B., Regan, R., & Potter, M, Technical

adequacy of tests used by professionals in simulated decision

making (Research Report No. 9)., july, 1979.

Jenkins, J. Deno, S. L., & Mirkin, P. K. Measuring pupil progress

toward the least restrictive environment (Monograph No. 10).

'August, 1979'.

Mirkin, P. K & Deno, S. L. Formative evaluation in the classroom: An

approach te improving instruction (Research Report No. 10). August,

1979. /

Thurlow, M. p., & Ysseldyke, J. E. Current assessment and decision-making

practices in model programs for the learning. disabled (Research Report

No. 11). August, 1979.

"eno, S. L., Chiang, B., Tindal, G., Blackburn, M. Experimental analysis

of ^rogram components: An auroaeh to research in CSDC's (Research

Report No. 12). August, 1979.

YsseldYke, J. E., Algozzine, B., Shinn, M., .& McCue, M. Similarities and

,differences between underachievers 'and students. labeled learning

'disabled:'' 'Identical twins with different motherso(Research Report

No -13). September, 1979.

Ysaeldyke, J., & Algozziner R. Perspectives, on assessment of learning

disabled students' (Monogrcph Na. 11). Ottober, 1979.

,/.

/Poland, S. F. Ysseldyke J. E..- Thurlow,'M.,L., a Mirkin, P. K. Current

asscisment.and decision-making practices in-,school settings as renorted

hy_Oftestors of special education (Research.Report No 14). Nov-ember,

1979.

"McCue,',M.,-Shinn, M., &.Ysseldyke, J. 'Validity, of the.WoOdcoCk-JohnsOn

psycho - educational batterTiAfh learning 'disabled students (Research

Report No05). NoVmherl 1972.
,
m

Deno', r., & Shinn, M. Behavioral perspective 'op the. assess -:

ment Of learning disabled children (Monograph No.' 12). November 1979.

.

,

.Sutherland, J,; H.011gOzzinei.
,

Ysseldyke, J., E., .5Young,' S. What

, can7j ssY"iftei,I aiY-f,D? (ResearchtReportlice. 16),.DeceMber,.1979-.

Zr,

'71

Deno, S.' L., & Mirkin,:P. K. Data-based IEP development: An approach

to substantive comliance'(Monograph-No. 13). December, 1979.

-Ysseldyke, J.,, Algozzine, B1, Regan,' R:i & McGue, M. The, influence of

test'scores and naturally-occurring Pupil characteristics on psycho-

educational decision' making with children .(ReSearch Report No 17).

\December;. 1979.

Algozzine, ScNsseldyke J. E. . bedision Makers ,4prediction of
studentS' aeademie 'difficulties aie_a function of' referral, informa-

tion. (ReS'earch'Report 'Decemher,' 1979,

1 el
= 4
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i;

Ysseldyke, JE., & Algozzine, B. Diagnostic classification decisions
as a function of referral information (Research Report- No. 19).
January, 1980.

17-
Deno, S. L., Mirkin,.P. K., Chiang, B., & Lowry, L. Relationships.

Among simple-measures of reading and performance on standardized
achievement teSts'(Research Report No 20). January, 1980.

Deno, Mirkin, P. K., Lowry, L.,,& Kuehnle, K. Relationships
among simple measures of spelling:and performance on. standardized
achievement tests (ReSearch Report- No. 21). January, 1980.

Deno, S. L.,,Mirkin, P. K., & Marston, D. Relationships among simple
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or bellavior.pxoblems. 'Other apeci4 edUcation services required by

school an dprthsive diagnOstiC teaching_ setting;-,

:Iul.IdayprograWs:for.children.with-learning-digabJ.lities,.emotional

problems,phyaical-Or:sensory:iMpairment, and developmental delay) are

available at the 'distriCt. leVel.

alAficisionMaking Process

..,BeqUence.Figure3sumMatize0 the typical assessment and decision-

!!Ociii4 process at theSchbal and district levels. As portrayed in the

figure, 'speCial:eduCationreferrals in-this district are initiated by the

Classtdom teacher, usually. After a: disCuSsion with the parents. The

Special education team aethe lOcal SChool handles most referrals. Ho4 .- .

eVer,thera are procedures for calling on district resources when those

in the building ArCinsufficient. In addition, there are numerous. points
, ff.

in the'forMal procedureaatWhich parents may contribute to the planning

i:ar bring it to a halt by denying' permission for further individualized

Work-Wth their child

InsertFigure 3-1 about here

Each teacher deeides when classroom intervention strategies are in-

.sufficient and a referral is necessary. There is no evaluation made of

teachers' attempts at classroom modification or the criteria they use in

deciding to refer the child. The teacher completes a "Student'Beferral

Form"-(see Appendix B), which includes nine areas of possible concern:

Intellectual 'Academie Communication Skills, Physical, Perceptual,

:Social/Bmationel, Adaptive Behavioral, Vocational, and Other. This form

is .sent to the school social worker, who takes the referral to a regular



meeting of the permanent special education team. Ihe'team may decide

that assessment is necessary, or they may end the referral at this

point. If assessment is needed, the areas to be tested and the staff

member-to oonduCt theaseessment are assigned.

Parents are notified by phone and mail of the planned assessment,

its scope, and purpose (iee Appendix B, Letter #1). Written parental

approval of the assessment is requested. Parents may terminate the re-
4 .

ferral at this point by indicating that they do not give permission for

assessment. During the study/reported here, schools were permitted to

assume parent approVal and begin the assessment process if they had'

received no written response within 10 school days. (Recent state law

requires writtenparent permission.-prior to assessment.) After receiving-

parent permission, assessment must be completed within 30 school days of

the team decision' to assess.

Once the assessment is conducted, a school staff member contacts

the parents' to. the results of the assessment. The school also

notifiesparents by:mail of the scheduled time for the Educetional Plan-

ning Conference (see Appendix R, Letter #2).

Several deciiions are made at the Educational Planning Conference:

(a) the studenteducational'neede'are defined, (b) the student's

eligibility for ppeCial education services'is decided, and (c) the types,

of services that will be: provided are selected. The team may decide

that no special edUcation services are needed, that the building has the

-resources to4rovide services', or that more intensivedistrict-level

services are required. In case of the latter, a new referral is submitted
.

.to_the distriCtlevel special edUcation team And a process similar to the
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one within the individual school is initiated. When the home school

Plans toprovide the services, an Individual Educational Plan (IEp) is

13repared. The IEP includes the details of the decisions reached at the

conference and a copy of it-lsmailed to the faMilY for signed approval.

The program begins when parent approval is given.

Within six weeks of placement, the staff :embers responsible fot

implementing the program develop.an Individual Instructional Plan (IIP)

and contact,the parents to explain it to them. The IIP specifies long-

range goals, Specific objectives to accomplish these goals, definitions

of success, target dates, and the names of staff members responsible for

implementing each goal.

Once a student has been placed in a learning disabilities program,

the program must be reviewed by the team twice each'year, with formal

reassessment at two-year intervals. At the appropriate time, Termination

of Services Procedures(See'Appendix B) are initiated.

Decision-making team. The' school's permanent special education- team

consists of the School Social Worker. (SSW), the two Special Learning and

BehaviorProblem (SLBP) repourceteachers; and the speech and language

Specialist. Special education. decision-making meetings may also include

parents, the clissroam teacher, principal, school nurse, school psycholo-

,gist, and representatives of other agencies.' The SSW acts as team

coordinator. She arranges and chairs team meetings and, with the help

of a part-time clerk, isiresponsible for assuring that district due pro-

cess requirements are met fot all4referrals.



Eligibility criteria for LD. services. In order to obtain LD
-

vices for a student in this district, the team must sign a "Learning

Disabilities. Eligibility Written Report" (see Appendix B) stating that:

(a.) "a severe discrepancy exists between ability and achievement"; .(b)

"there is a severe discrepancy between achievement'and ability in the

'following areas: [oral expression, listening comprehension, written

expression, etc.]" and (c) the discrepancy is'not the result of other

known handicapping conditions or of environmental, cultural, or economic

disadvantages.

Methodology

Sub ects

Two students were selected from a group of referrals received by

the SSW after fall parent-teacher conferences. The first child, Susie,

was referred by her third grade teacher for a combination of academic

and social problems. The teacher wrote on the referral: ,

difficulty attacking new learning situations such as math;
"blocks" when, attempts work....academic problems sounding
out, words....poorline motor coordination, handwriting, can't
admit beingtorong,Ipicks on other(s)....not'well-liked bY:peers,
pouts When.Corrected,...short interest-span....seeks excessive
teacher,,attentiOn.

:Thesecorid..childBerri",W#Sknown.Atrthe social worker as a Child':

withsiore serioUg.behavtorproblems than-Busie.

heard about him whileHhe Witt still enrolled in a

The school staff had

private kindergarten.

The referrall.fOrMSUbmitted to the special education team by the teacher

contained the following observations:

slower rate:needed tO,absorb concepts; short attentiOn span;
-difficulty'Staying-on:topics in disCussion.4.below average
in all [academic] areas -- related to Physical/emotional
problems... :not fluent, 'needs 'time:to, express self. .falls
down whorwslktUg, :often fails off chair...4rinting.and hsnd-
work is great.effOri...'.bothers others; .doesn't seem to,under-

Lfi

va



stand apprOpriate behavior. Likeable and loving,. Good
manners....hard time finiShing most tasks; paver challenges
or refuses what teacher requests.
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Procedure

The data reported 'in"Ithia study were gathered over a six -month

period by'iwo researChera; data were collected during a, number

of schookvisits, a home visit, and'numeroUereIephone-OOntacte.

The primary informant was the school social worker. Interviews also

werecondUatediiith.the two learning:disabilities

language specialist, and the parents. and classroom teachers of both stu-

dents. Standard interview questions (see Appendix B) provided the scope

and direction for these interviews l but respondents were encouraged to

discuss their personal perceptions, in an open-ended manner:' The observers

, .

attended-One Educational' Planning Conference for Susie and two for Bert

NarratiVe notes df the proceedings were used in caMbination with the

,interviews to prepare this report.

Findings: Sui3ie

Assessment and Decision- Making' Process

Figure::12 depicts the,generaIsequence of the assessment and

decision-making'process in EUsie!a case. Therelationthipofthe
1.0

activities to the todeksequence (seeChapter:1) is summarized in Table

Insert Figure 3 -2 and Table 3 -1 abOut here

:..Quite early inthe school Year, Susie came to rhe attention of the _

SSW as the result of a recurring social conflict with:anOther girl in
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her third grade class. The SSW observed informally in the classroom

and met both girls to discuss ways they could get along better. The
-

classroom teacher informed both pardnts.ofthe problem they

were having.

Referral. ,Susie's third grade teacher identified the child's

academic and behavior problems and initiated the referral. There

actually were two separate referrals: the first, to the SSW for the

behavior problem, focused on conflict With'a classmate; the second,

to the special education team, concerned the academic problem.

A parent-teacher meeting was held in 'November. By this time the

teacher had decided to refer Susie to the special education team and

informed Susie's parents of the decision. It is possible that the

:teacher's decision to refer was influenced by her.previous conversations

With the SSW, who hadbeen observing and talking to Susie oncasionally.

TheSSW,stated that.referral decisions are often made by the clisiroom

teacher after discussion with:a member,pf the special education team.

The referral to the building special education' team was reviewed, at

its next meeting (November 30)... Although the team felt that Susie's

prObleMs Wererelatively mild,.itagreed. to-the requeSt for assessment

nonetheless.

tests

The..iSLBP teacher was assigned to. administer achievement

and the speech clinician to conduct visual-motor testing.

From the inforMatiOn available to the,researchersi, it did not

appear that Susie's level of achievement relative'to her grade place-

ment was any more discrepant in the third grade than it had been in

second. (Her PIAT:reading scores` were in the third to :fourth grade L

range, her math onthe,.second grade level.) Yet, herthird grade teacher:

3
71.
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decided to refer while the second grade teacher had'not. This smggests

that otheOfactors, porssibly classroom achievement norms in the parti-

.

cular school,Thehaviors that appeared to be inconsistent with learning,
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or the,availability ofthe,ptu resource room, may have influenced

the referral decision.

The fact thatSusie had been referred to the SSW for observation

and brief counseling suggests that %sr social behavior' was disturbing

to the teacher at an earlier point than her academic performance. The

teacher's special education referral seemed to stress the social,

attentional, and attitudinal aspects of her learning problems ("diffi-

culty attacking new learning situations," "blocks," "not well-liked,"

"short Interest span," "seeks much attention") as opposed to limited

:academic concerns ;( "Can!t sound out the 'words," "pOor.fine motor

control handwriting"). :

The classroom teacher was not spedific about interventions or

ClasSroom modifications tried pricir to referral, although she stated

/that she.attempted to-Increase Susie'S.indePendence and improve her

social relationships with:classmates:

Assessment. Parental permission for assessment was obtained after

the meeting of the special education team. The formal assessment was con-

ducted by one of the SLBP tutors and the speech clinician. The devices

used and-the persons administering them are included in Table. 3-2. The

speech clinician administered the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities'

(ITPA) and the Berry- Buktenica Test ofyiSual-Motor IntestratiOa (7/1.11),

spending.about 3 1/2 hours altogether in assessment and meetings. The

SLBP tutor adMinistered a reading, screening test, the Peabody. Individual,



Aclievement Test.(PIAT),,. and Key Math, spending aboOt 5 1/2 hours alto-

gether on meetings and assessment. The SSW had spent about 2-1/2 hours

141 meetings and2Ohntacts th Susie:and.her parents over the four montht

.preceding the Educational Planning Conference.

MEMP.P,M1

Insert'Table 3-2 about here

`,

Additional' meetings. After. the assessment, the next formal meeting

was the Educational Planning Conference., The SSW contacted the parents

.about the scheduled meeting. Both parents attended. It appeared that

team members had not decided on Susie's eligibility for services.before

the meeting. The parents had no idea what the-outcome would be. After

hearing the test results, the SSW asked, "On the basis of your testing,

is she learning disabled ?" The two testers:agreed, "No," ancl-the ineli-

gibility decision was made.: The team also decided that Susie's learning

Problene were emotionally based and could be best approached with praise

and encourageMent.. This conclusion appeared to beA3ated on observationt

by:various staff meMberi during both testing and non -testing situationt,

The parents were given a printed litt-of. ways to help. Susie with reading

,and spellingat'hOMe, along with some suggestions for increasing her in-
k

dependence ancL)4elfConfidenct.

The test.datandicatiniNishal motor immaturity and below grade

level math skilltdid notf7Ohtweigh other test results in the decision

that she did nothave4'learning disability.. TheT.were not addrested

in edocationall4anning,by,ithe team. 'The,staff used observations gathered
.

in:thehohristAal adminisieringsttndardized..'indtriimentt, rather than'the

scores themselves to learning probltms. But once the..
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ineligibility .'decision. was MA-Wei, the team was not responsible for"develop7

:ing a plan for:,*imediation in the regular classroom,

:Tlie,SSW described thel,rocedutenfollowed'in thiscase'as being

:representative' of those referrals 1n:which no:services were delivered.

Had the perCeptualand achieVement testinivbeiniore...clearly within nor-

age score on a visuSl perceptual was two years'',

I belOwlier,Chronological:ege),'iiis:ualikely:that 04anning Conference

Would 'have,been held. Usually,' when testing indicates satisfactory

achievement; this information is conveyed to:the parent's by nphone call

frOM the SSW and the case is, closed, unless the decision is contested.

In s case, one tester lbund-results suggeating,.A. learning disability

and One'tester did not. r40 inconsistent results wdre.disCussed and

integrated at the.cOnference.. NuTreliminary meeting was.held to recon-,

cite results'ind preaentirunified viewtOnirents.

A numbei of informal meetings and phone contacts were also evident
. .

tiIrOughoui, the proceSS:' among special education team members, between

team members and teaOhers,;team members and child, and teacher and parents.

After .the eligibility decision there'were frequent parent- teacher phone

Calls to work. out an intervention plan and inform each other of how it

proceeding..

interventions

Secause,the special education team decided that Susie did not have

a learning disability and thus was ineligible for special eduCation

services, no interventiOn7Was-planned.- Nowever, special:education team,

lliabers.offered.adVice,antirecommendations7tO Susie's 'parent's and,

indirectly, to her classroom teiCher. ,Suggestions inCludeiiprovidinv
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praise for independence.and growth, not comParing Susie to her older-

Sister, and rewarding her in conCrete'ways. One of the SLBP tutors

explained a Printed list of recommendations which he give to'the parents

to use at home to improve Susie's written language Skills.

The team decithion that'Susie was normal and could be educated in a

regular classroom was followed by a parent-teacher effort to provide reme-

dial instruction. After a month of consistent home study, Susie's parents

were satisfied that her work was improving. From/time to time they

ceived.positive reportson Susie's' progtess,from/her teacher.

Before ;he end of_the school year, there was one more Incident be-

tween Susie. and her classmate this time serious enough to bring in the

principal and both parents: Susie's parents felt it was resolved satis-

factorily.

Next year Susie will be in a regular fourth grade classroom. She

is not scheduled to receive special services.

Parental Reactions

In response ,to the teacher's concern and suggestion at the November

parent-teacher:conference,. the parents agreed to the afiesithent. They

further cooperated by taking .Susie to a pediatricianAiMophthamologist

ta:rule out any vision problems. 7; They,sPoke by PhOne to the classrooM.

teacher and Social:Warketabeat Suileearlier problem with a class-

'mate:. They attended,theRducational Planning Conference where the eli-

gibility decision was made.. Later in:the'ichooI year, a relatively

serious. incident:between Susie:and her claiaMate led to a conferende

-attended by the principal and both girla' parents.

As an outcome of the Educational Planning Conference,. the-perm:10

36
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.,t

assumed 'elmajor role, along with the'classroom:teacher, in remediating

Susie's deficit in basic-ak ls. This required daily after school study1.

sessions and frequent phOne /contact with Susie's teacher
. ,

During.the patent interview with Susie's mother, several themes re

lated to the school- parent communication were- noted. First, there was

an overall positive attitude of the famili.toward. the school as a result

of-the referral7assessment process. Susie's mother viewed the fact that

her daUghtees problems:were caught early, taken seriously, and approached

. by a high-powered team of professionals to be a sign of the school's corn-

4

petency and concern for students.

Second, the effectiveness of home-school communication was empha-

sized. The classroom teacher has been in regular contact (by phone or

meetings) with the family since the fall. After the formal evaluation,

the classroom teacher did not lose interest, but continued to call home

to keep parents curreht. This seemed to be a new experience for the

family and led them to become far more involved in their child's educa-

.tion than they had been in previOUs.years.

Third, the trauma associated' with the assessment process for the

child and family was evident. Both child and parents expected the worst:

the daughter envisionedretention and having "something" wrong with her

and the parents foresaw a major problem with yeard of tutoring. Some

of the positive, glowing attitude toward the assessment may haire reflected the

Sheer4xelief of finding out.that Susie was "normal." For ti+e month or

so from referral to the'placement meeting, the mother gave the impression

that the familyyent through some. anxious times.
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Fourth, acceptance of educational reSpOnsibility by various'indi-

viduals occurred.. The decision that. Susie was not "disabled" and was

not qualified for spedial services shifted responsibility to the parents,

child, and teacher. Accqrding to Susie's mother, "buckling down" and good,

hard effort were what was needed. Effort then was expended by the three

- "responsible" parties (child, parent, and teacher) with excellent academic

results. It is interesting to speculate.What might havehappenedif Susie

had been identified as U. Would the teacher, parents, and child have

taken the same active role in remediation, or would the responsibility

have been handed over to the "specialists?"

Finally, the impact of the placement meeting itself was described.

Susie's mother stated that she and h$r husband approached the meeting

with mixed feelings of eagerness and trepidation. They were not com-

fortable enough to participate. in the discussion until the meeting was

nearly over. In general, their attitude seemed, to be that "the school

knoWs best," and thet interpretation of complex test data was the:busi-

ness of educational specialists. 1However, they would have liked more

time to ask questions about the'testing after the school staff had com-

.plete4 their functions at the meeting and were ready to end it They

understood very little of the feedback about Susie's test performance.

That the was normal, 'made reversals, and had atademic skills near grade

level wis:Wharthey. learned from the specialists' rerkirts. Susie's

.Motherviewe4 this'more as a eign'ofthe parents' inadequacy rather than

rhe:SchoOl ataff'S:inadequacy. They also expedted the clastiroOm teacher

o have more input in the meeting and were disappointed that so



time was spent discussing ictualclassioomperformance.
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In preparationpreparation for-the meeting, the paients had no written reports

or
:

contact with thote who did the-assesiment;they came, into the meet-

ing "cold." :The.Mother'suggested that it would have been helpful to her to

have more specific knowledge about the 'testing, Even in retrospect, the

parentS knew nothing more about the testing than that it included some

reading and Math. This was not a criticism by the mother, who accepted

procedures as reasonable given the demands on the school staff. But at
6

Several points during the interview, she suggested her discomfort at not

really understanding what her daughter was experiencing.

Generally, the' parents ,and school staff's perception of the appro-

priate role of the family in the referral/assessment decision process

was rather. unclear. While there were a few formal points at which par-

ents had to be. notified in order to grant permiseion to proceed, the

substance of their' participation was not prescribed by district policy.

Neither Susie's.parents nor the school staff members appeared to have

strong expectations regarding parent participation in panning a suitable

school program for-the child. :These attitudes contrast with the ideal

of the parent role that motivated advocacy groups to seek legislative

of parental participation.

Findings: Bert

Assessment and Decision- Making Process

Figure 3 -3 portrays the general sequence of the assessment and

decision7making,process in Beres' case. The. relationship of. the Activi-

ties to the Modelsequence (see Chapter 1) is summarized in Table-3-3.



Insert Figure733 and Table 3-3 about here

Referral. Although the speCial education team did not receive a

formal referral on Bert until hehid.been in first grade for three months,

at-least two, team:members were previously aware of potential-problems.

Bert's motherOlad initiated'the,consideration of special eduCation ser-

vices for 'herChild by contacting the SSW prior -.to.the child's entry

into the public school first grade. She expressed her own andthe'private

. i

kindergarten teacher's concerns about Bert's hyperactivity and potential

learning problema. The speech clinician on the team also knewof Bert

through a friend whose child attended the private kindergarten. Those

two staff members had held informal.conversatiOns with Bert's teacher,

apparently supporting her decision to refer. In addition, the SSW was

familiar enough with the case to make the ju4gient that school,district

assessment procedures might not provide all the answers: Thus, at 'the

meeting in which the parents were infOrmed of theteacher's intention

to refer Bert to-the building speCial education team-they also vera told

of an Outside agency that offered neUrolegical an0:psyCholOgical evalue-

.tion. The SSW was.cautious-about phiasing`this.inforiationliOtAat it

could not be interpreted as a reeommendition :(for*ich-,the district
,4-4

would have had tcLassume financial.res
r,

Bert's teacher was concerned primarily with his task -rata
. N..

havior,- phyaical'COordination, and -social/eMointonsit,,'

'Ohe believed 'that theca interfe. ed with his pro

Pl ,
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Her written referral mentioned both global areas of need (e.g.,

"beloW average laaadeticallYL..releted'to physical/emotional problems,"

tine"dOeSet..;OOderStand:spOrOpriate behavior") and specific behavior .

. -

"falls down when walking.....falls off chair"). In her discuisicin

Bertduribiteee.meetingsl: this teacher was skillful at categorizing
,.

Oixoblea.arat sndthinbacking,her:general observation with specific

examples.,

Beret:teacher had atteMpted:A 'number of Modifications in the- regular,

olassrOoM7anvironmentthat,werehased on .concrete behavioral observations.

She'hail enlisted: the help of a university student. to make systematic base-.

lineObservatiOna Of!lores:on-task and off-task behavior.' Responding to ..

his brief:attentionAvan and his tendenCyto be frustrated by'coordinition

Bert's teacher cut.-long_asaignment.papers in half before giving

:thee to himOr brOkillia:work into'a series of small tasks,teinfOrcing

his co pmletidn of each portion of work. Student assistants were sometimes

assigned to help him. Although she was not specific about methods,

Bert's teacher reported "working on" socially inappropriate behaviors like

tattling and hitting. As a sign of progress in social relations she

noticed that he was being "chosen!!-with increasing frequency by-classmates..

After_ eacher submitted a referral, the special e4ucation team

,(SSW, Speech Clinician, anctrno.SLBP resource teachers) met to decide

whether to conduct_a formalastessment.:.At this point, the referral out-

side the school had been mentioned to the'parents, but they had not yet

decided what to 110.. -The,schooltesm accepted the referral and planned

an educational assessment that waa:to be conducted by One of the .SLBP

tutors and thespeech:Clinician.



The SSW reported that, in many cases, the classroom teacher dis-

cusses a referral with a member of the special education team before

filing a form. The team member may informally observe in the classroom

or otherwise help the teacher decide whether to refer. At other times,

a team member maz.observe a child yho has not yet been identified by a

teacher but' appears to need service. The team member will encourage

the teacher 'to refer that. child. Thus, the informal relationships among

long time co-workers contribute to the form of the referral and decision-

making process in this team. While all formal steps in the district

process are followed, in many ways they become the procedural aspect as

opposed to the substantive aspect of delivering special education

services in this school.

Assessment. Following the special education team meeting, Letter #1,

the notification of the assessment and request for written approval, was

mailed to the parents by the SSW. In this case, the notification was a

formality since close home-school contact had been maintained and the

decision to accept the referral for assessment was assured by the severity

of the case and prior involvement of team members.

TWO.separate groups were respOnsible,for Bert's assessment -- the

school staff end .the outside agency:. Each reported their findings at

seperate,thietingsi'with:littleAntegration except by the classrooth

teacher, who provided her. own Anecdotes and daily examples to add to the

observations made during formal testing.

Within the school,

speech clinician and one

forthal assessment data were collected by the'

SLBP resource-teacher, These4ati were in...

to the classroom teacher's observations. Table 3-4 summarizes,

and the persons .administering them. The speech clinician
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.:gave the ITPA, Beery-Bnktenicay/11, and Benton Visual Meffiory Tests.

She also tested auditory discriMination, with and without background

- .

On the :Goldman7FristOeWoodcock Test of Auditory Discrimination.

She concluded that Bert's.visual skills and langUage development were

appropriate for hiS age; but that his auditory skills were "spOtty,"

with particular problems in auditory sequential memory and distractability

from noise. .6
Insert Table 3 -4 about here

ants
The SLBP resource teacher gave the Slingerland,-also observing un-.

even development. He reported that Bert appeared to have visual-motor

coordination probleMs on writing, and copying tests and to be easily.

distracted by peripheral visual and auditory stimuli. Iloweirer, he worked

persistently, verbally cued himself as a compensatory device, and was

progressing normally in -reading skills.

The assessment by the outside agency diagnostic team required the

family to spend one full day 'and one half day at the clinic. Sensory'

screening, pediatric and neurological exams, intelligence and projective

personality testing, achievement testing, and classroom observation.

were included in the assessment. The parents were able to observe the

medical evaluations through a one-way glass and were given an immediate

interpretation of the results.

Additional meetings. At the first Educational Planning Conference

(in December), the patents and a representative of the outside agency

(whom they had contacted) met with the special education team to hear

the school's assessment results.



At the conference the school team summarized their test-results as

// .

"uneven," !hypothesizing distractibility and perhaps underlying physio-'

/
logical problems to be retponaible for inconsistent,perfOrmance. When

the team coordinator (SSW) asked, "Do you see anything clearly LD?" team

members did not respOnd directly.!, The concluding statement was that the

team was "concerned about growth, motor problemi, and inconsistent task

behavior," and recommended further testing, either through the school dis-

trict or outside agency. jNo eligibility or placement decisions were

,

made. This was at least partially due to the ambiguity of the'test re-

-sults, which showed giade appropriate academic skills in spite of some

interfering problems (distractability, poor fine motor coordination,

auditory sequential memory weakness) that suggested specific learning

disabilities. At the end of the meeting, the parents made arrangements

with:thq agency staff person (who attended the meeting to gather informa-

tion) to go ahead with the outside assessment. Up to this point, the

SSW had spent:2 1/2 hours, the speech clinician 5 1/2 hours, the SLBP

tutor 3.1/2 hourC:andthe classroom. teacher 1 1/2 hours, meeting and

gathering infOrmation for dedision making. If-additional timespent in

informarieetingS:and assessment duriig instructional periods were'inclnded

in geld-illationsof time spent, the times would increase considerably.

In staff members and the parents met with

the school teal. The test results.indicated that. Bert's in-

telleCtual:skills were at. least average :ILA that he had Motional problems

..which'aggraVated:his physiological tendency toward hyperactivity. Aca-:

demic and perceptual test results were siMilar to those:obtained by:theH

local schOolTassestiment teat.':The agency recommended'family Individua

psychotherapy and possible medication .for hyperactivity (contingent on
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participationim therapy):. There were a few incidental.recommen-

to the USssronm teacher, such as providing an isolated desk for
.

"

At the conclUsion of the; agency: report, the SSW stated ..hat

.3ert was not learning

disability tutoring.

problem and

disabled nor was he to be recommended for learning

She expresded relief at knowing the nature of his

the:way.towork on it. This was the first formal team state-

ment ofan eligibility/placement:decision and did not seem to be open to

discusSion. It was.iipparently based on Bert's grade-appropriate achieve-

, ment test resultitrather than the behavioral obServations and perceptual

. testing. The abruptness and firmness of this decision statement suggested

that it had evolved during previous information exchanges and was con-

firmed by the latest assessment results.

At least two basic questions were raised in Bert's referral: What

is ti etiology of theHdonstellationof behaviors observed during school?
=

Dpes'thiAconstitute'a learning disability such that special education

services should.be provided?.\ school team referred Bert's family to

an outside:Agency because they suspected a neurological and/or emotional

basis to the problem behavior reported to them. The agency assessment

provided the information the school team sought: Bert was "mildly -to

moderately neurologically dysfunctional,".meaniqg that he was overly

sensitive to irrelevant stimuli and had difficulty controlling impulses.

The neurologist felt that emotional stress increased Bert's excitability

and sensitivity, which in turn intensified his emotional stress. The

neurological and emotional assessment data led to this 'diagnosis.

The question.of eligibility for Lb services appeared to require two



sets of inforiationi achievement and IQ data. (The district's erigi-

bility requirements for LD services state that there must be a discrep-

ancy between achievement and ability.) This issue appeared to be tenta-

tively decided, but not verbalized, on the basis of the school team

assessment data and then confirmed by the IQ and achievement results re-

ported from the outside agency. The contribution of the perceptual test

results, classroom behavior observations, neurological, and emotional

. findings to the eligibility decision appeared to be minimal.-

Since the special. education team had declared Bert ineligible for

their serviceE4 the responsibility for further planning shifted wholly

to the classroom teacher. Little meeting time was devoted to using the

assessment data for decisions about classrOom management and instruction.

The_Oassroom teacher, aware of the responsibility being placed on her,

verbalized her long-term objectives for Bert and reqUested some concrete

-suggestions for working with him. The agency team mentioned. several

ideas, including a systeM of charting taskrelated behavior.

The parents also requested some ideas forhelping,out:with school

work at home. This discussion was-deferred parent-teacher. confer-

:ence. The parents tentativel" arranged with the agency staff to attempt

counseling.

In addition to these fOrmal meetings, it was evident that informal

communication also took Place. For example, in Januaiythe family visited

theoUteide agency. They made...,an appotOtient forassessment in mid

February and the mother contacted the SSW to inform her ofthe.appotatMent..

The agency psychologist phoned the SSW, wondering; the delay would

Cause the teacher distress. The tSW. contacted the teacher to discuss the



delay and then phoned the agency psychologist"toseythet the teacher

was seeking some interim help.:.. TheAmychologist:anct. teacher talksd-..4.

length by phone. The teecherindParentselso talked by, phone during

this period of time.

Interventions

7Since noaPeCial.eduCetioneducation` were granted to Bert and there

were no specific intervention plane, given to the regulat,claSeroOjeteacher:

es:-a resultof.,,the 'placement' teaMmieeting, theeducetiOnal'interventions

thit *twiny occurred between-the time of .the meeting Nand end of

the school Year (apprreciMetely.threMmonths)'were'developed and carried

out by-the first grade classroom teacher almOst entirely on her own.

This reqUited extra time and 'energy by the cl4gsrocim teaCher,at a level

that she'expressed es "tremendous" in terms of individual attention to

educational MenageMent'of a single child. in iiregUlardaseroom.

Shortly,after the placement meeting, Bert's off -task behaVior became

Such a setiOue problem to the tee-ether; that she dedided to institute a

forMal, individualized, behaviormodificetiOn PleE. 'Feeling that this :

should be done thoroughly, she conetlted*thm diptrictAevel,spicieliet

in learning disabilities to devise .an,;observation-iend-:- intervention system

thitishe-could manage in edditian:to'regular teaching'. She began gather-

ing baseline observations about task - related behavidi.

During the firet:four weeks/of observation, off-task behavior was

high and the teacher was receiving reports of serious Sodsl problems

that Pert was mxperiencing,with Other.thildren outside the de:48room.

After a particularly diffiCUlt.few days, the teacher called BeW111'

.mother requesting. that she and the neurologist' hink once more about



using medication for Bert's hyperactivity.

Themedication.was prescribed. Bett's on-task behavior, as charted.,

by-theobteration system,improved remarkably.. However, there were side

effects from the meditation and he continued to be extremely dependent

on the teacherfetattention, guidance, and motivation. The charting of

behaviotnbservations continued and guided the neurologist's experimentation

to determine a correct dosage of Ritalin., After eight weeks, the teacher.

. discontinued charting.

Since that time,'the teacher feeft that Bert's off-task behavior

has increased, despite continuing. medication. She is especially con-

Cerned that his academic progress.- which had been satisfactory despite

.
the behavior problems - -has slowed recently. She also is.discouragecU

that she sees little progress in self - reliance and self-control since

Bert enteredfirst grade :last fall. The teacher observes that he has

been socialized toclatsroomroutines and interactions to a satisfactory

degree. She is:able to "Manage" himArt the classroom and his academic'

leyel.is within: normal expectations.: But sheds concerned about Bert's

lack of tOcialdeVeloOmehtindependent of her control.

At this point, Beret teachetexpressetWieh for understanding Of

the "emptiOnal prOblems'Hthat were identified by the assessment conducted

outside the schools. Shesees her rold:as one of making all reasonable

modifications possible in the regular classroom, regnlarly communicating

with Bete's. 'Parents, and making occasional ricomiendations: trying,medi-
.

cation,. a 'special summer school :Class 'for emotionally ditturbed children,

or a child guidance clinic. does not view er role at one of pushing

to obtain same.form'of special education services to supplement her class-
:is

room. Work:with-Bert, Shefis not ,aware of any services within'the school

ypt:;41;^V. 1',
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thinthe,diatrictfor which Bert is eligible. She hap not

requested\urther information or planning help froi any of the parti-

She accepted the decision of Bert's in

eligibility, forlearning:disebilities services as an irreversible

transfer of respOnsibility.:back: to her classroom.

The school plan for next year ia,tUplace Bert in 'a regular second

grade class with no special education services.

Parental. Reactions

concerned ebaUtpotentialschool piobleMs and

hyperactivity' evenl)efOre he::entered the first grade. They initiated

contact with the SSW while their child was still in preschool, a sign of

an unusually high level of concern.

Bert's parents, did not respond to a number of attempts to arrange

a follow-up interview with:the research assistants. It is clear that

they are not eager to discuss the process ofacontinuing, stressful ex-

perience. It is not clear whether they-are hesitant.to'discuss their

chile \situation\becausi of their discomfort with the intransigence' of

Bert's behavior probleme or because of ill feelings toward some aspect of

the schOol process or the observation of it

Discussion

The assessment and decision- making processes fOr'Susie and Bert.

.differed gre4tly.in,coMPlexiiy 'even though both folloWed the same recam-"

mended procedure and both resulted in the decision that the student was

ineligible for services.' In both cases, the.teacher provided'the formal

referral to thJuilding special education team;:for Susie,thia.was preceded

by referraltO the school social worker, and for Bert this was Preceded



by parental contact with the school ocial worker. In both casees, the

special educaton.team recommended asse sment. However, while Susie's case

followed a more'typiCel Pattern, Bert's c se involved two assessments

And two Educational Planning. ComMittee meet ngs. In the end, both Susie

and Bett were declared ineligible lor,LD sery ces., Parents were highly.

involved in both cases.

The prodess in'both cases was consistent with the model sequence

outlined in Chapter 1. In Susie's case, five separa e activities occurred.

Two of these combined more than one of'the steps, in the model sequence:

review of referral and appointment of assessment team were both done

at the meeting of the special education teem; review of assessment re-

:sults, contacting parents, eligibility determinatiOn, and.placement de-

cision were all accomplished at the Educational Planning Conference.

Given the ineligibility decision, allOcdel steps except.pre-referral

,interventions were included.

In Bert's case
\

eight distinct activities were observed. Again,

More-than one Model step Often was encompassed in one ,activity in the

procese; 1.n:additiOn, Some steps of the model occurred more thin once

in the actual prciceee/for:Bertc Specifically, Bert was assessed by the

school; an Educational Pianninonference was held, then Bert was

assessed by the agency and another Educationel:Planning Conference was

held. It was atthe setondconferencethat the eligibility decisiOn

made Given the. ineligibilltydetermination,.'all steps in the

model sequence-Were included in the process for Berti": indluding:pre-

referral; interventions.,

Two meetings were held to determine that Susie was ineligible-for

7.1
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services and three meetings were held to determine that Bert was ineli-

gible for services. While Susie seemed in general to benefit from the

process the degree to which Bert benefitted is difficult to evaluate.

Overall, the special education team in this school appeared to function

effectively in dealing with the complex tasks it had been assigned.

As a unit, the team, demonstrated both concern and a sense of responsi-
/

bility in its decisions regarding children, parents, and teachers. Not

surpirisingly, the decision-making process worked out better in some cases

than in others. In this discussion of the findings, we will attempt to

tease out some of the elements that contributed to the team's effectiveness,

along with some factors that may .have interfered with optimal functioning.

One of the most noticeable characteristics of the particular school

setting observed was the degree to which personal relation hips and in-

formal social*networks permeated and mitigated the formal decision-making

process. In many ways, the social context appeared to be more signifi-

cant in the formation of attitudes and opinions than formalprocedures

and concrete data, with resulting advantages and disadvantages.
lr

For example,' Susie's mother's _favorable attitude toward the school.

and the team decisions made for her daughter'seducation.appeared to be

bafied almost entirely. on her frequent communication with the classroom

teacher, wham'she perceived to be competent and caring. The incompre

hensibilitynf much of the data and interpretation presented at the Edu-
.

e'cational ,Planning Conference mig t.have been perceived in a negative

light. by Susie'S-parenteif-their generalized belief in the'skill and

goodwill of the school.staff hacUnot been previoUsly established in

their communication with the nlassroni teacher.

InA3ert's:case,.:acquaintancea oUschoOlstaff members in the neigh7
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borhood'had kept them informed of his out -of- school behavior even prior

to 'his enrollment in the school. A personal friendship :between his class-

room teacher and a district level learning disabilities specialist enabled

the tkather to plan a more 0.8orOus behavior observation/moeion system

th!:'7'1. would be available to most classrooth teachers. Familiarity between
CA

regular and special staffs is acknowledged by the team coordinator to

facilitate the referral process. Some potential referrals are screened

out in informal conversation or observation before they enter the formal

referral process, while other cases are, identified after special education

personnel call them to the attention of classroom teachers:

r.Qrhaps because the special education planning team has functioned as

a unit with minimal staff and procedural changes over severaloears, members

appear to interact smoothly, harmoniously, and efficiently. While this

se.:/es time and facilitates the complei work the team must do, it may be

a disadvantage interms of responding to-change (e4:,:when,a new member

joins ihe team). The team appeared to operate in the-cOntext.of some

assumptions that no longer needed,yerbaliaation and thus were difficult. to

identify,. One set of unspoken AssumptionamonCeined the criteria for eli-

gibility for SLBP services. Apparently Bert was not granted services

. : ,

because the deficit between-lis ability and achievement-waS insufficient

to warrant However, this criterion was not verbalized. during the

meeting in'which:ele-eligibility dediaionaccurred. During an interview,
. -

the classroom teacher stated that she had monCluded. that an additional

readonfoi'Bert's2ineliglbiiitYwaS that SLBP teachers in her school worked

with academic OrobleMinot behavi'or problems. This would not be consistent.

with district:policy,:;butwati inferred by the.teacher on the basis of her
- -

observationaaf. the decisionmaking process and contacts with the staff:
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It should also be noted that -the special- education team in this

school, serving a stable, socioeconomically secure.neighborhood,-exper-

iencea a different set of constraints on decision making than do teams,.

IunctiOning'in:inher citTschoOlain the same district.. One of the SLBP

tutors obsertedthet thejtudents he:ierves:generially have- less - serious

academic deficientieerthan 'students he has worked within other'city-

schooli. :Because',acadelic expectations vary with school populations,

atudentevconsidered.academically handicapped in one school might be well

within the average range In another. .11us, there is. considerable discre-

tion granted theindividbal school team in setting standards-for eligibility,

based on total:student bodyAleeds'and availability of aervices (both LD

and other, such as Title 1).

The two cases observed at-this school suggest that the eligibility

and placement decisions might also be construed as "locus of responsibility"-

decisions. Had either child been declared eligible for SLBP services and

scheduled to receive'them,the special education team would have assumed=espon-

sibility for planning,Ampleienting, and monitoring an educatiOnal program.

Since both children were declared ineligible, the educational responsibility

was transferred to otherresources. Susie, her classroom teacher, and

her parents implemented a remedial program, with positive results, once

they were informed that her deficit vat- not due to a learning disability

and thus was remediable within the regular educational system. In Bert'

Case, while the laMily and mental health agency agreed to work together

outaide of school, the Primary edUcational responsibility reverted to the

claisroom teacher. Both Beres parents and-his teacher. seemed dill--

appointed with the decision not to provide.sPtialeducatiOn services

at school, -yet neither of thedi pursued furtheryevaluaticin following
_ .

the EduCationaljilanningConferenCe.,bY ihe team

it,
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Another issue relating to responsibility wasraiSedin Oekt s case

because of the sharing of assessment and treatment functions by :tigen-

tirely separate agencies with no experience at coordinating . thei: actions.

While the special education team conducted the initial assessmeniijihiCh

tentatively, suggested ineligibility), they deferred tc(the-diagnOstiautt4i,
,;14r

ity,of the outside agency, basing their,final. decision :-'0'it.,.tbose

The advanced professional traininvandcompeteUce of the externalas

went team and their skilled presentation of findingSseemed to displacethe'

sense of responsibility that would other ire have been felt by the SChool

team. The presentation suggested that: this sgeneywea,.also Opable'of

handling the treatment of the problem:. There was, little attempt,t0

integrate the findings or treatment responsibilitieSof both teams. We

speculate' that the local school team might have,declareOhe child eligible_

gad-providedservices had help not already been aVailable,40eiitio.sOme',

extent, through-i well-managed classroOm and faOily therapy by another:
:

agency.

The outcomes in the two cases of Susie and:Bert sUggest:thatan

important implication of'the7decisiOn is-the reassignment OfTs04cati.

aftd'that the:team must be aware of the resources of

various parties whenHdeilignating such retponsibility. The SSW Commented,

that .the refertel/aisestment/deCisinu'process oftervturns:oUt,to be usefUl

even when-itconcludeti,:in7adecisidn PerhaOs it, 'is
' :

r

theHaspect of clarifyinvtheeource of the problem and identifying'the

appropriate'sOurCes for reMediation,that makes it' productive.,

reviewing both school and district -level one step

in the process "stands out as potentially iMportant for inClUdinS:parenta
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in information sharing and:decision making. Between the completion of

lermal assessment and the EdUcationil Planning Conference, distriCt policy

requires a special education team member to contact the parents and

;.explain the tept,reiults. Although:thii step is unelaborated in district

procedurei, it is a pivOtia stage in the process:im terms of possible

outcomes. There is no specification of-which team members must participate

. in evaluating test data and communicating results to parents; yet, in some

cases this may be the point at which the eligibility` decision is made. At

.oheextreme, a staff-Member-could report that test- results indicated no
,

need for services, terminating the case without consulting the entire team

. orrequesting parental input.

On the Other hand, this stage-of home- school. contact' appears to be

at ideal point'forpreparing parents for Active participation inthe upv-

cominLEducationarPlanting Conference. .jhip could be the time when

parents are given a full explanation of test results, in language and
.

concepts appropriite for non-educators. It could also be a time to en-

courage questioning and,active participation and to clarify the potential

role of the parent in the Planning Conference.

; . .

jt the cases me.observed, the staff contact was a phone call to in

form the parents that testing was completed and that a meeting (the Edu-

cational Planning Conference) had been scheduled to-discuss the results

and make educational plans. The full explanation of test results was

collapsed into the Planning-Conference,; occupying the majority .of that

meeting time In turn, this,procedure limited the time available for

program planning should eligibility have been established andIEP develop-7

ment required:
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One consequence of reporting assessment results to parents in the

presence of the entire team is the need for staff members to maintain

professional stature in the eyes of colleagues. This may encourage ex-

tensive use of technical jargon and discourage questioning by those least

familiar with speci education, usually the parents and tlle classroom

teacher,

In summary, the team attempted conscientiously to follow the fortal

'procedures for decision making designated by district pOlicy. In addition,

they. clearly demonstrated concern for children and their families and

teachers in spite'of pressures and influences (such as long-established

team expectations and norms, teacher characteristics, availability of

Services, and other unidentified case by case variables) that complicated

the decision-making process to the degree that even team members them-

selves may. not fully had understood the basis of a decision, TO the extent

that thile factors can be identified and verbalized during decision making,

teams may increase the rationality and objectivity of their decisions and,

.in the long run, better evaluate the outcomes...



CHAPTER 4

Decision Making in an,Urban School: An Example of

a Simplified Process

and Richard Regan

'Background Information

School District
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The school district is a large urban -school district in Minnesota

With aritelementarienrollment of approximately. 20,000 studelits.

Approximately one-fourth.pf_the students (26.4%) are from minority. groups.,

. Special education'aervices'are provided in all disability areas, and include

district-wide. services as well as school-based services. Most children

receiving special eduaation services fill within,the SLBP (Special Learning
I e

itild.Behavior Problems). category.. The district is the same as that described

in Chapter 3; however, the school from which the case study was selected

is different.

School

The elementary school is one of 55 in the school diStrict.' It-is a:

"fundamentals" school that concentrates on basic skills in structured,

self-contained, ability-grouped claSsrooms. Minimum standards ofachieve-

ment, based upon the school's program guidelines, are required before. a

student can advance to a higher grade.

Typical Decision-Making Process,

Sequence. During the initial stages of the referral process, the

classroom teacher and the SLBP teacher work together.to evaluate the

student's level of academic competence in relation to the school's basic

program-gaidelines_far_the specific grade in which the referred child is
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enrolled. The school social worker serves as a liaison between the

teachers and parents.

Decision-making.team. Within- the elementary sChool, the parti-

cipants in the. Educational Planning Conference typically include the

school social worker, the SLBP teacher, the regular classroom teacher,

and the parents.

Eligibility criteria for LD services. Determining which students .are

eligible for special education services is strictly an in-house decision

in this school. Personnel within the school evaluate the student's mastery

of basic program criteria without consulting outside support services (e.g.,

psychological services). A psychological evaluation is not requested.

Methodology.

Sub ect

Doug-is a seven-year-old black first
.

grade student from a single-

parent home. The.teadhers described, him as quiet and shy, with poorjine-

motor skills and slurred Speech. His kindergarten-teacher first expressed

concern.abont his readiness for first grade. A school conference was

heleat the end of kindergarten and the mother decided that she did not,

want Doug to repeat kindergaiten. Shortly after Doug startedfirst

grade, his classroOm teacher referred him to the SLBP teacher because of

poor performance in reading and matheMatics,

Procedure

Two researchers collected information on Doug. Data were collected

from interviews with the.classroam teacher, the SLBP teacher,. and the

school social wor er, as well as from informal.conversations With the 7:

principal and the pa ent. In addition, observations were conducted in

the classroom.



Findings'

Assessment.and Decision-Making Process
ft

ThaseqUenceHof activities in Doug's case followed the school's

typical proCedure. The relationship of the activities to the model se-
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cluence..(see Chapter 1) is s III II rized in'Table 4-1.

. Insert Table 4-1 about here

Referral. Doug was referred-by his first grade teacher in November

for poor performance in the areas of reading and mathematics. No inter-

ventions were' employed prior to referral.

A screening committee met in November to discuss Doug's case. In-

cluded in the meetingkere the classroOm teacher; the SLBP, teicher,-the.,

principal, and the social worker. The committee depided that SLBP.

teacher shouldissees Doug's,current'perfOrmance levels in reading and

mathematics.and deterMine the'extent to which supplementarserviCes

were needed.

Assessment. Parental permission to assess was obtained in Novem-

ber by the school social worker, first over the telephone and then in

writing.

The assessment of Doug's current performance-levels in reading. and matIr

emetics was conducted,by the SLBP teacher. The devices used are summarized

in .Table 4-2. The SLBP teacher spent approximately 4 1/2 hours in assess-

ment activities and used informal inventories to evaluate. reading skillS,

and ReyMath and Criterion Math to evaluate mathematics skill. developMent.

Insert Table 4-2 about here.
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Additional meetings. After the screening committee meeting, only

one other meeting waaheld. This second meeting was held to report on

and evaluate the assessment data, and to plan an educational program.

'Doug's mother was present at this meeting. School staff attending this

meeting were the regular and SLBP teachers and the school social worker.

At this meeting, it was determined that Doug was eligible for LD services.

Doug's mother was infOrmed of the proposed program and interventions.

She agreed-to these. .

Approximately 1 112 hours were spent on Doug's case in the two meet-

ings. A third meeting, the year-end staffing, was planned, buc was never

held.

Interventions

The major intervention implemented for Doug was one hour of SI,BP_f_
,,

services each day (30 minutes in reading and 30 minutes in mathematics).

,

Doug's remedial-program was designed to deveYp specific skills missed

and /or not mastered in reading and'mathematics. Thin program fits

within the school sgraded' lock-step curriculum whi!th is based upon the

concept of fundamental sk4,11 'developMent The classroom temaher is re-

sponsible for the implementation of this program..

EvaluatiOns of DOug's progress-were made,bq means of weekly tests

that were designed to ascertain those skills he had acquired. No changes,

were made in interventions as S-result of.these weekly evaluations,

The plans fcr"Doug for the next academic year were nOt.determined

at the-end of this school year. Plans for the fall will be made at the

end of August.
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Doug's mother was involved in the'second meeting. During this

meeting, herTinvolveMenttontisted of being provided with feedback on

the evaluation. of DOug,the proposed program, and the interventions.
.

The mother-expressed satisfaCtiOn with the program and:with the school's

willingness to make changes,to "help" Doug.

Discussion

The assessment and decision-making protess for Doug was consistent

with the procedures of'the-_sthooL The process was simple and, at least

in-thiS case, minimally time consuming. .Doug was referred by his teacher;

'V

the screening committee,acCepted the referral andappointed the,SLBP teather

to conduct the assessment. Afterthe evaluation; the EdUtational Planning

COnferenceWas held at:which test results were reviewed, Doug was declared

eligible for LD services, and a program was devised. Doug's mother was

present, at this meeting.

The proceis in Doug's.case was consistent with.the model sequence

outlined in Chapter 1. SeVen separate activities occurred, beginning

with the referral and ending with, implementation of the program. Most

ofthe model's steps. (reView assessment results, eligibility, contact
.

perent,-;develop IEP, placement, JET. strategiwa were combined in one
, r

activity, the. Educational Planning'Conference. '.A.11'model steps except

the pre-referral interventions were included,. in the assessment and

vdecision-making-program for Doug.

TwO meetings were held to determinethat-Doug waseligible for LD

services and to plan a program for him. jleekly monitoring of his

progress was a specific part of the implemented program.



'CHAPTERS.

Decision Making in an Urban School: An Example of How
Procedural.Compliance Does Not Equal Substantive Compliance

Kathryn KUehnle and Margaret Potter .

Background Information

School District

The school district is a large urban school district in Minnesota.

'It has an elenientary enrollment of approximately 20,000 students; Slightly

over 25% of the-student population consists of students from minority

groups. Special.educition services are provided at both the school and

district levels; all disability areas are served. Of the children rer,.
.

.

calving speclal_education services, most fall 44thia the SpeCial Learning.

and Behavior Problems:(SLBP) category. Although, the district is the same

as that'describid:in Chapters 3 and 4, the schoolltom which the case

Study was selected is differ*.

The elementary school is one of 55in the school district. It.

.differs from other district s6hoole in that it serves as a home school

for the English as-a SeCond LanguageProgram.... .:Thus, this schOollme,

ona!of thelargest southeast Asian populations within the state. Other,

resources for:serving children with special educational needs, within

the school, include Title I services and n.SPecial Education RepOurce

Room service. The Title I program is, served by two full time and one

part_tinie Title I tutors: Onefullrtime special eduCationteacher,

certified in SLBP,:and one fullrtime special eduCationtedcher, certified.

in General Learning:Disabilities, serve within the resource room structure.

,55
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Typical. Decision-Making Process

Sequence.. Within-this school,' the social worker js assigned, the

major responsibility for the, due process file related to eachreferral.

The first step in, due process decisions is initiated by the regular

classroom teacher. when he or she sends a written student referral form

to the. social worker. 'At'this'time, the parents .do not have to 13e noti-

fled. Upon; receiving the teacher referral, the social worker completes

.identifying information on the referral form and directs the form to

the special education teacher wtiia completes the remaining information,

indicating any past testing or service. A review committee meeting is held

next. Information provided.on the referral form, which includes learning

. patterni, behaviOr;problems,and past standardized testing, are used ail.
, .

data to help the revie -committee determine whether the referred child

should be formally. assessed. The committee's decision appears also to be

influenced by the number of students currently referred, the.conviction

of the,referring teacher, and/Or the pressure from,the student's parent(s).

If the committee decides not to assess, the case is dropped. However, if

a decision to assess is made, the social worker sends the first letter of

notification to the parent.

Assessment does not take plade Until the parent_ returns. formal writ-

ten permission for the.assesSment. If the first permission form is not

returned immediately, a second letter is sent after an unspecified interval

Of time.

Upon completion of the formal assessment, the review committee meets

again to determine whether special education service will be provided.

School.personnel-indicated.that the strain on special education service
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is great, and there are a limited number of professionals available to

Serve the large population of children with special educational needs.

This means, that only those students needing services most can be served.

However, school persOnnel acknowledged that it almost always agrees to

proyide service if a parent demands it, regardless of whether the child

is the "most needy" of the children referred.

Decision- making team. The typical review committee meeting in

the school .is attended by the social worker, the special education

,. teachers, the referring teacher, and the principal.

Methodology

Subject

Marilyn is a.third-grade eight-year7old Caucasian girl from a

.single-parent home. At the time of referral she, was receiving Title I

service for reading and math. Marilyn's third -grade teacher expressed

concern during the first week's of school because of Marilyn's distracti-,

bility.during.academic work periods and'her 'Ifaniasy play" with toys

brought to school from home.

Procedure

Two. researchers collected information on.Marilyhis case. The

researchers attended meetings at which Marilyn's case was discussed and
.

interviewed personnel involved in the.case.

Findings

Assessment'and Decision-Making Process

The sequence of activities in Marilyn's case is presented in Figure
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illiereletionAhip of these activities to the model sequence (see

Chapierl.) is summarized in Table

1 OMMEI

Insett Figute.51 and Table 5-1 about here

Referral. Early in the school year the regUlar classroom teachet.

became concerned over Marilyn's distractibility during acadetic tasks.

Prior to sUbmitting'S formal referral, the referring teacher shared

his concern.oveillatilyes attention problems with the special educe-
!

tion. staff. Following these informalAiscussionsi the teacher. submitted

a formal referral to the school social worker. After the referral was

submitted, the Specialeducation teachers met informally and agreed -tol

condUct a formal assessment of Marilyn. During this period, the teacher

also formally discussed the problem with the student's mother at the
1

fall pkient-teaCher conference.

The formal referral indicated that.the ClassrOom teacher was pri-

marily concerned with Marilyn's low math and reading sk4.11s;_her probleks

in retaining knowledge, hei short attention spen,land the lack of inde-,
, .s

pendence and:selfdiscipline. The teacher wrote, "it is very'difficUlt

fOrKarilynto follow-through's task, withoutsay offering constant re-

minders, sometimes very. firmly!"

Marilyn's teacher teported thati prior to filing the. formal referral,

attempts, were-made to mo \vate Marilyn (by rewarding her with free time)

to do assignments. HoWever, these plans were not specific and it appears

these rewards were not consistently and systematically available.

Assessment. The classroom teacher secured written permission for

assessment from Marilyn's mother during the fall parent-teacher conference.
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At this time, the teacher told the mother of his concern about Marilyn's

attention probleMs in the clasiroom.:

Table 5-2 summarizes the personnel and devices involVed in the

formal assessment of Marilyn. In this school, the special education

teacher was responsible for conducting the assessment. The assessment

instruments included both formal and informal devices. The Peabody

Indiyidual Achievement Test,.(PIAT), the Ginn reading levels test, and

the home school's scale,were administered to assess academic skill

levels. The Slingerland and the Visual Motor integration (VMI) tests

were used to measure perceptual and fine-motor ability. The Peabody

Picttre Vocabulary Test (PPVT) also was administered to evaluate receptive

language.

'Insert Table 5-2 about here

The assessment results indicated Marilyn's performance was in thi.

.

"normal range" on most devices; however, her reading.skilL as measured

by the:Gin reading levels test, was found to be two levels below her

appropriate grade level.,

Additional meetings. While the classroom teacher had informally

discussed.. his concerns witkspecial educatiOn personnel since the begin-

ning weeks of school, the first formal Mpetini4as not held until Decem-

ber: Rather than cmaducting the formal meeting to determine the need

to assess. following a written referral, the special education.teachers

met informally and made the decision to conduct a formal assessment of
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Four into the school year, following the educational assess-

ment, a referral reviewmeeting was held. It was attended by the school

principal, social worker, two special education teachers, and the refer-

ring teacher. The purpose of this meeting was to review the assessment

data and to determine'special education eligibility. The assessment

data provided at this meeting were derived from instruments that mess-

used academic performance in'the areas of reading and math and from in-

struments that are designed to measure "perceptual skills." Direct

observation datS were not presented.

In his discussion of the student at the referral review meeting,

the teacher also stated his concern over what he-described as her.ex-

cessive fantasy play.. This excessive fantasy play involved small toys

brought to school by Marilyn, which she played with at inappropriate

times during school. The teacher's delineation'of this problem was gen-

eral rather than specific; he did not define "fantasy play" beyond indi-

cating it was play that took place at inappropriate times. While both

academic and behavior problems were included in the referral, the

teacher's primary concern was Marilyn's-behavior; he indicated that her

non-attentive behavior was affecting her academic performance:. The out-

come of the referral review meeting-was an agreement to provide indirect

special education service for this student. (This decision automatically

eliminated the provision of Title I services to Marilyn.) It appears

that the school psychologist was notified at this time that the school

would like consultant help in setting up a behavior modification prograM.

Based on the decision to provide service, the Individual Education

Program (IEP) Conference was scheduled to meet two weeks later. The

meeting, attended by the mother, the social worker, and a special edu-
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cation teacher, began with a presentation by the special education

teacher. Marilyn's obtained scores on the assessment instruments were

reported and LD was essentially ruled out by the special educator's

statement that Marilyn had no perceptual problems. This was follown,d

by a proposal of a behavior modification program to develop Marilyn's

"on task" behavior. At one point, the mother interrupted to ask far

an explanation regarding the meaning of a "Ginn Level 7." A majority

of the meeting time was spent questioning the mother about her daughter's

behavior at home .and speculating on the underlying meaning of her behavior.

For example, the special education teacher questioned how much Marilyn's

diet had to do with'her inattention. The mother appeared confuied by

the question and reported Marilyn-had always been thin. After the

mother indicated,Marilyn had a slight hearing loss, the special education

teacher postulated, "Don't the hard of heaiing fantasize sometimes?"

After-outlining the school's proposal to get .the psychologist involved,

even though on the day the psychologist observed in the classroom her

behavior. was "no. different than that. of the other kids," Marilyn's ..:-

mother inquired about the school's disciplinary policies. The social,

worker replied by saying, ,"The interes1;ing thing is; ['Marilyn] is not a

behavior problem."

After continuing discussion on Marilyn's attention Problems and

fantasy play with her stuffed animals, the *other asked whether there

were any special programs for children,with attention problels. The

speCial education teacher responded, "there were some schools in California.

The mother then inquired about'a local child.guidance clinic whereupon'

the social worker suggested.. another child service clinic as an option
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./4a the meeting ended, the mother offered to work "oh academic material

with Marilyn at-home; the social-worker and special education, teacher

agreed. It was also agreed that the special education teacher would

contact the school psychologist to set up the behavior 'modification.

program. The IEP would then be written and sent home to be signed.

A second IEP parent consent form was sent home with Marilyn after

waiting a month for the original IEP to be, returned. Once the signed

form was returned, a meeting, was held to formulate the behavior program.

The school psychologist had observed Marilyn in the claasroom before the

IEP meeting for,one hour, and reported to the researchers that her activity

level and On-task behavior were not significantly different from those'

of her peers, (It was unclear Whether a systematic process of data

collection was used during the observations.) In January,, the school

psychologist and the previoUslyinvolved school personnel net to discuss

the behavior program -for Marilyn. At this time, the special education

end referring teacherii felt.Marilyn had improved considerably. Because

of the perceived improvement, the teachers indicated to the school

psychologist that they did note need = formal systematic program. Therefore,

during,this meeting; the psychologist made only general suggestions, ones

that could be useful for on-task behavior of all children in the dead

(see Appendix C).

One month following this meeting, the school psychologist met again

with the special education and regular class teat:tiers. 'The-teachers

indicated tat they felt Marilyn's behavior was under control. From

ekfig meeting until the last week Of school, no formal meetings were held
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to review Marilyn's progress.

During the final week of school, a case review meeting was held

by the school social worker, special education teacher, and the regular

teacher. The decision not to terminate services for Marilyn was macia

at this time based on the information that her attention had improved

but, was still a problem. The regular class teacher noted his concern

that if Marilyn needed services next year, it would take unnecessary

time to have her go through the referral process again. The plan for

next year will be for Title I to provide services to Marilyn again; if

that. fails, she will be moved to direct service in special education.

The school psychologist was not aware of this meeting and vas not in-

formed of the decision not to terminate this case.

Interventions

The intervention was described by .the classroom teacher as "sugges-

tions and hints" provided by the school psychologist as to how to keep

Marilyn on task. :These suggestions included changing the peers who sat

next to Marilyn and making recess contingent on assignment completion.

When asked whether there was any difficulty in implementing the program,

the teacher reported that there was no. difficulty "because [he] did not

really do anything specific,,"

The teacher did not know whether the indirect service was speci-

fically helpful ,Marilyn, bui felt that it was important because it

brought her to a attention of the .special education personnel. He did

feel, however, _that direct service would have been preferred and that

she will probably need direct service next year.

This lack of clarity regarding the specific intervention program
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provided through indirett service not only was expressed by the regular

class teacher but by the special education teacher who wrote the IEP, by

the school psychologist who consulted on the case, by the parent, and

by the student who was the focus of the indirect service.

Parental Reactions

At the IEP conference, the mother asked some questions for clari-

fication and answered questions about Marilyn's behavior at home. During.
4

the presentation of assessment information, the mother appeared not to

.understand the educational terminology used by the special education

teachers (e.g., Ginn level 7). It was difficult to determine whether

the mother understood the meaning of other information presented, such

as a PIAT score of 2.7 or a test that assessed perceptual problems.

When the mother asked about - special programs for children with atten-,

tion problems, she was provided with the name of a clinic as an option

to follow-up on if the school program was notiffective.

The only school follow-up with the mother, after the decision was

made to proVide Marilyn with indirect service, was a call from the social

worker. The social worker contacted the mother to inform her about a

program at a child guidance center;` however, nothing was mentioned

about the progress of the school program..'

When asked by the researchers about the reason her daughter was

referred for special education service, the mother reported it was due

to "discipline problems." While she reported she had been aware that

Marilyn had academic problems, this was the first time she had been

notified that'a behavior problem existed.

When queried about how the problem was being.remediated, the mother
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indicated she was not'certain about what was being done at schoOl. When

Marilyn was asked about the special help, she was not able to describe

anything that would indicate special help was being provided. Specifi-

cally, Marilyn told her mother that nothing different had been done in

the classroom. Overall, the mother reported that she was pleased with

the concern the school had shown.

Discussion

The assessment and decision-making procesS for Marilyn appeared

to be somewhat inconsistent with the school's recommended procedure

that the decision to conduct a formal assessment waa.made-Itformally
.._____..

and the assessment was conducted before a referral review meeting was

held. After that point, the activities followed the basic guidelines

of the school for meetings to be held. As a result of the assessment

and decision-making process, Marilyn no longer received Title I services

for reading and math. While Marilyn's name was entered on the special

education caseload rolls, service.consisted only of some general

suggestions to the teacher for improving attending behavior.

;The nine separate activities occurring in Marilyn's case (see Table

5-1) excluded some of the steps inclUded in the model sequence outlined

in Chapter 1. Foi example, strategies to implement the signed IEP were

not developed-because the teachers felt they were .not needed.: In adation,

several activities occurred in an order different from that of the model

sequence. Most notably, the team referral review occurred after parent

permission to assess had been obtained, and after the actual assessment.

Several steps of the model sequence (referral review, assessment review,
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eligibility, placement) were combined in one activity -- the referral

*01.010teview Meeting.'

Although the decision to provide special education service for

Marilyn appears to have met the mandated guidelines for structuring this

decision through formal meetings, it is qpestionable whether the decision

was based on empirically-deriNied information. The use of the perceptual

and. fine-motor testing is questionable at best fora referred behavior

problem, but was used to rule out a"learning disability." The lack of

any objective behavioral data:at decision meetings was evident. Ironical-

ly, the indirect special education service for this student made her

ineligible.for-the TitleI 'services she had been receiving for her

academic deficiencies. Therefore, it appears the assessment data collected

for the specific referral problem and the resulting decisions based on

this assessment information may have reduced services to Marilyn, even

though they placed her on.the special education rolls.

'Compounding the problem of lost services was the fact that this child

did not receive the Level II service for which she had been scheduled.

While the special education staff listed this student as receiving indir-

ect special education service, no individual involved in this case

could explain specifically whet intervention had been implemented.

Furthermore, during the case review meeting, the decision reached was

that the behavior of this student!had not improved enough to terminate

her special education service.

On numerous occasions, school personnel commented to the researchers

that this was not a representative cede. It seemed, in fact, as though

they-were not sure how to handle an indirect service case of this sort.
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Essentially, the referral was made becaus Marilyn's behavior was dis-

turbing to that particular regular '.1i.aes teaEher. when the teacher

became less disturbed by the belAavior,- the motiiration to prcvide any

intervention dissipated. Unfortunately, in this case, p7OViding minimal

service was perhaps mt,e detritental than hi the decision been made not

to provide any services since Marilyn could not legally be on both the

SLBP and the Title I rolls. This conflict of services was not considered

during the placement decision process. While Title I services were

discontinued during December, January, and February, Marilyn started,

receiving Title I reading and math services again after the spring audit.

Considerable. confusion seemed to surround the exact nature of

Marilyn's problem. The teacher was concerned about attentiveness:- the

mother was told that Marilyn was not a behavior problem and that she was

not LD. And yet, the end of the year plan was to move her to direct

service next year if Title I could not provide the help she needs, implying

a concern with-academic, rather than attentional deficits. Thus, although

the school generally. followed the appropriate procedures for referral,

assessment, eligibility/placement and review, the services provided were

not of substantive benefit to this student. In fact, this process inter-r

fered with Marilyn's opportunity to receive academic aid - aid which may

have to be delivered next year in the form of direct service.

# 4
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of the Process

Sandra Christenson

Background Information
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School District

The school district.ia located in suburiJan Minneapolis and has a

total school population of 18,500. ACcording to the Special Education:

Director, Ocross section of SES levels is represented in the district,

ranging from those receiving assistance from Aid to Families with Depend-

ent Children (AFDC) to those with a reasonably high income level. Ap-

proximately 44% of the distriCt's population is-comprised of " single- parent

families. Group achievement scores in the listrict are significantly above

national norms.' 'The director characterized the distriCt as an "average

suburb."

Slightly over 2000 students receive special/education services in

the_district. Services provided range from_LeVel I to Level IV.

School

The school is one of 15 elementary schools in the distridt. Although

the district provides Level I Level /tV special eduCation services, this

school provides only Levels-I-III; therefore, monitoring and direct teaching

from resource personnel are available. Within this school, special edu-
/

cation personnel include: one full-time and one part-;.time Special Learn-
/

ing and Behavior Problems/(BLBP) teacher, one part-time General-Learning

Disabilities'(GLD) resource teacher, and one full-time Title I teacher

with three aides. A/speech/language therapist is assigned to the school

half-time. The paYchologist and social worker are available one day per
,

./ ./
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week. The.physical education teacher conducts adaptive physical educa-

tion evaluations but provides no remedial training. An instructional'

assistant is available to provide classroom teachers with curriculum

modification ideas for the benefit of the regular and special education

students.

Typical Decision -- Making Process

Sequence. The decision-making process within the school district

includes nine steps These steps comprise the standard procedures for

decision making within each school, although minor idiosyncratic dif-

ferences may occur. The nine steps are summarized in Figure 6-1.

Detailed descriptions of each step are provided here.

Iniert Figure 6-1 about here

The decision-making process is initiated by a written referral from

the regular classroom teacher. The referral. is sent to the principal,

who schedules the student for staffing.

The staffing team meets at a regularly 'scheduled time each week to

discuss new student refekrals, to conduct periodic student progress review,

and to provide plans for classroom_consultation. Any time a student is

discussed during a staffing, one of the team members records the purpose

of the staffing, meeting delibekations, and larticularly decisions, on

the district's "Pupil.Staffing Report" (see Appendix D).

Next, after team input suggests the need for specific team member

involvement in future assessment, parental signature for this assessment

is sought. The typical procedure is for the case manager to place a call

to the parent, follawed by mailing of the form "Parental Involvement:
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Referral and Assessment" (see Appendix D). Upon receipt of this form from

the parent, two outcomes are possible. If the parent is in agreement with

the proposed assessment activities, the assessment process is initiated.

However, if the parent disagreea, attempts are initiated to clarify and

modify the proposed assessment adtivities to satisfy parental concerns

so that parental approval is obtained.

After parental permission is obtained, the fourth step in the

process, the assessment, is started. The full assessment procedure in-

volves formal testing, including intellectual, language,. and educational

evaluationg,-informal testing in reading, writing,spelling, and mathe-

matics using a district-developed instrument, and classroom observation..

In those cases requiring parental interview, the parents are contacted

either by the social worker or case manager. The results of.the varied

assessments by the appropriate team members are written on a.standardized

form entitled "Desdription and Interpretation" (see Appendix D). Each

member assigned to the case respondS within his/her area of expertise on

thiS form. The outline,of the form includes: mental and physical status;

emotional-social status; environmental status; educational status; and

summary and interpretation. Comple* 4 112:! reports, such as the

psychological, speech/language, or educational evaluations, are attached

to this forM.

After the data have been collected and interpreted.by each team

member, the student's case is scheduled for the weekly staffing. At. thiS

staffing, information is shared and the form. "Assessment Review and Needs

Determination",(iee Appendix I)) is completed. This comprises the fifth

step within the process.

Next, -an explanation of the assessment "results and.. the school's
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list of determined deeds for the student are shared with the parent.

The...Case manager, regular class teacher, and parent consistently attend

this meeting. If psychological testing has occurred, the psychologist

will explain the results; however, speech/language and educational testing

results often are explained by the case manager. The purpose of the

meeting is to explain the assessment results, to obtain additional

parental'input, and to jointly arrive at the special education services

to be provided.

At the conclusion of this meeting, the seventh step often is

achieved. IEP approval by the parents and involved team members is

obtained on the form "Request for Parent IEP Approval" .(see Appendix

D). Two other forms used during the sixth and seventh steps include the

(a) "Individual Education Program Plan" and (b) "Level and Type of Service

Need and Least Restrictive Alternative Statement",-(see Appendix-D).

After written parental' approval of the IEP, placement within the

determined level of service occurs. Placement usually occurs withA,a

week of parental-agreement. Although the IEP has been discussed, the

speOific.long-range.goals and short-term objectives recorded on the "Indi-'

vidual EdnOation Program Plan" form,are-develOped-during.the first two

weeks of placement. ParentS are oontacted, either'over the phone or

during a scheduled meeting. If a program chaige is deemed necessary, by

either the special education teacher or the parent, the change would be

discussed and parental agreement/disagreement would be recorded on the

form "Parent InVolvement: Program Chani3e" (see Appendix D).

Upon completion of the, placement, the numerous forms are compiled by

the case manager. Until these forms are reviewed by the Special Education
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:Director, eligibility is not official. According to the case manager,

studehts often receive service prior to the Official approval, since peper-

-work.is extensive. The Special Education.Director reads the input from

the several team members,. including the parents and the student (usually

when the student is of secondary age). Should eligibility not be approved,

a meeting involving all team members would be called. This is a rare occur-

rence since the team decision appears to be of primary importance in the

school district's decision-making process.

The ninth step in the process includes periodic review-, which occurs

at least twice a yeAr. Students identified for periodic review are

scheduled for the weekly staffing. Either of the forms "Pupil Staffing

Report" or "Status Report" (see Appendix D)is used. The parent, student

(usually when of secondary.age), .and regular.or special education teachers

may request a more frequent review schedule. Therefhrei periodic review

is achieved both by regular schedule and upon request.

Decision-making teams. A staffing team is established within each

elementary and each secondary school. The team, chaired by the principal,

usually includes the follaWing individuals: nurse, GLD resource, SLBP

resource, Title I, and classroom teachers; speech/language clinician;

psychologist; ,social worker; and instructional assistant. This team

meets on aregularly.scheduled, weekly basis. The nature and extent

of each team member's involvement in a.case depends upon the referral

question and is determined. through team Input at the staffing.

In the target school, the team composition was consistent with

district policy.' While the principal chaired the staffingi, the case

managers were assigned to cases by using'a combination of (a) a rotating
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schedule, and (b) the identification of the studenCs greatest need.

For example, if a student was referred because of behavior problems

both within school and at home, the social worker might be assigned to

the case because of anticipated involvement with the parents. In con-

tZZif a student was referred for low reading and language skills, a'

special education resource teacher might be assigned because of anticipated

involvement in diagnostic testing. During the initial staffing after re-

ferral, team member involvement for assessment is determined. Team member-

ship may change during the assessment process. If a team member's involve-

ment is necessary in data collection, he/she is included. After all the

data are collected and described in the "Description and Interpretation"

form, all team members listen to the assessment review and assist in deter-

mining needs.

Eligibility criteria for LD services. The school district does not

use specific criteria in determining the extent to which pupils are eligible

for LD services, but relies on the team decisIon. The team addresses find-

ings about the student within a broad context that includes such guidelines

as: (a) the extent to which the student is behind academically, (b) the

extent to which the student "fits" in existing classroom groups, (c) the

regular classroom teacher's perception, and (d) the extent to which a

classroom aide will solve the problem. Upon addressing these guidelines,

the team votes as to whether support services through special education

should be offered. If approval for these services is indicated, the next

question addressld is, "Who has an opening to. serve this student?" All

resource teachers (GLD, SLBP, Title I) are potential service providers'

for students determined to need special e ucation services. As a result
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of this procedure, a student identified as learning disabled may receive

services from the GLD resource teacher. Similarly, one student may be

served by both GLD and SLBP resource teachers. The decision as to who

serves the child is not dictated by the diagnostic classification for

the student.

Sub ects

Methodology

Two subjeuts were identified from referrals made within the school

during the period October 16 to November 27. The firs student, Tom, a

sixth grader, enrolled at this school for the first/time at the beginning

of the school year. Tom was referred for poor reading and spelling skills

by his classroom teacher. According to the teacher'switten referral,

Tom, despite his placement in the lowest reading group, was experiencing

difficulty in sight vocabulary, phonics, handwriting, comprehension,-oral

reading, and spelling activities. In addition, his behavior was described'

as immature; behaviors specifically mentioned

loud, "blurting-out" characteristics.

were attention-seeking, and

The second child, Joey, a fifth grade student, moved into the school

district in November. His mother telephoned the principal about-the.

anticipated move, whi was to occur the next day, and provided some

background information, emphasizing thespecial programming,he had been

receiving in a nearby district. This parent referral was the basis for

the discussion of Joey at the weekly staffing.

Procedure

To collect information on the decision-making process in the school
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and school district, one researcher attended meetings, conducted inter-.

views, reviewed records, and maintained ongoing communication with the

case manager.

Attendance at weekly staff'meetings occurred. from October 16 to

Hovember27, at which time two students were identified who met the

specified criteria of the study. After the two students were identified,

Attendance at the Staffings was 'eliminated unless one of the students

was to be discussed. This occurred twice.

Intetviews were condr.zted with the parents, classroom teachers,

managers (who were the special resource teachers) and the Spe ci..fr Fducation

Director. A one-hour observation of each student.was coiducted also.

Finally, a system was devised for the case managers to, collect data-on

the students. Monthly communication c,durred betieen. the case, manager

and the- researcher. This inftirmation, along with. the acquislotion of

the required special education forms, comprised the datsepcollection,

procedure..

Findings: Tom-:

Assessment and Decision-Makinglorocess

Table 6-1SuMmarizes the.reliti,ashinof the activities in ores

case to the Model sequende described it Chapter-1".

Ihsert-Table 67,1 about here

Referral. Tom's mother expressed herconcern6 about Tom to the

school secretary prior to Toes enrollment in the school. Herrequest

for the retention of. Tom in the fifth grade was diScoeraged, and Tom
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was placed in the siith.grade. The written, referral of Tom was submitted

by his classroom teacher who noted both academic difficulties and immature

behavior as reasons fnr referral. Illemajor concerns of. the referfa

were Tom's poor reading and spelling skills The teacher did' not note

any interventions that had-beph attempted prior tc referral.

The referral was forty rded, to 'the ':principal, who. schedulrA the

student's case for the team staffing., At the October, 23rd. itaffing, TOm's

backmUndyasdiscaused briefly by-allteam members, including the

classroom teacher. Points of discussion included: (a). the recent death

of Tam's fathef in aXregic accident. (b) the mother's reports of Tom's

difficulties with reading and languige since third grade, (c) the need for

complete records from the scLool Tom previously attended,. and (d) the .

teacher's' observations of Tom's academic and behavioral :charaCteristics.

After this AisCussion, the teem specified a need for language, psychologi-

cal, and reading evaluations. The social worker was designated as case

manager. 'foie psychologist agieed,to complete the "Parental Involvement:

Referral add AsSesament" form. Approximate dates for completion of the

assessment noted on this form were October-NoVember.

Tom's case was eviewed at four additional meeting's before all

evaluations were completed. At the Octobet 30 meeting it was noted

that testing had not been iitiated because patental permi*idion_for assess-

_

went had'acit been received; the student had lost the form. (Althotigh

diatriat:procedure is for the pezmiasiOn slip to be mailed, thrs school

relies on students to take the slips home and return them to the school.) \,or:

446
The rase managir then contacted the mother by telephone, and sent another

Parental Permission slip home with the student.. The permission slip for

assessment was returAed the next day..
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At the next meeting (November 0, only the.reading assessment and

Tom's previous school records were available. Team memi,,?rs discussed

these is well as Tom's current reading placement. The r from

Tom's previous school indicated that he had received one f Title

I service daily. in addition, the records indicated that Tom displayed

silly, lazy, manipulative behav,r It was noted that he often was

"irresponsible, spending most .
time trying to get out of work."

His reading placement was thin discussed. In the clasdroom, Tom

was placed in a group that was at a level 1 1/2 years above his test

score. The possibility of help from-an aide was discussed. However, it

WAS felt that such help might he demoralizing for a sixth grade student..

It was reported that Ti o enjoyed the Phoenik Reader and Open Highways'

Program. Tom's attitude toward school this year was reported as being

vpre positive, perhaps because .there was less harassment than in his pre-

vious inner-city school situation.

Finally, a team member asked what the team was accomplishing for Tom.

It was determined that the testing permission slip had been secured, that

involvement in a social group would be considered if the social worker

received additional referrals, and that temporary aide help could be

provided.

At the November 13 meeting, data from the psychologist's classroom

observations of Tomrwere presented., First, however, a generdl aiscussion

regatding Tom was,,necessary in order to refresh team members'Anowledge

of the reason for referral. Then, the psychologist reported' that, )ased

on her classroom, observations, Tom had the ability to "work on-task but

failed'to complete tasks. Tom baited the teacher with inappropriate
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attention- getting behavior; however, the classroom teacher handled this

appropriately by ignoring Tom." At this point, concern was raised by

the SLBP teacher regarding Tom's reading group and reading ability.

Discussion ended with the decision that the principal speak to the-class-

room teacher regirding the reading. program for Tom. Fiogily, the psycholo-

gist indicated she would test Tom during the'next week.

At the November 20 meeting, discussion again centered on Tom's reading

ability and placement. The lowest group in his clPssroom was reading fifth

grade materials, and Tom was experiencing difficulty due to his grade 3.5

skill level (as assessed by the Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests). Psycholo-

gical testing had not been completed; therefore, further discussion was

`deferred to the next staffing meeting.

Tae discusSion regarding Tom was delayed longer than planned due co

difficulties iA completing the assessments. Student absences or an exces-

sive testing caseload for the psychologist caused the deliy. At Ole Decem-

ber 11, 1979'staffing, psyChological test results were reported. It was

at this meeting that all-assessment data were available to team members.

Assessment. The assessmen of Tom required approximately 13 1/2,

hours, and involved the psychologist, speech therapist, nurse,'social

worker, and SLBP teacher. Table 6-2 summarizes the devices used and the

personnel administering them.

Insert Table 6-2 about here

The SLBP teacher administered the Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests

(Form A) and reported to the .1 (at the November 6 meeting) hat Tom's
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total score was 3.5. His weakest areas were in word ident_fication and

comprehension, while his best skill was in word attack. The SLBP teach(

indicated that she felt Tom lacked necessary background vocabulary.

Observations of Tom in the classroom were conducted by the psycholo-

gist. She reported (at the Noyember_13 meeting) that Tom had the ability

to work on-task; but also that he "failed to complete tasks." She also

reported on Tom's attention-getting behavior but indicated that it was

being handled appropriately by the teacher.

The WISC-R and Bender were administered by the psychologist. Informal

,

district reading tests were administered by the SLBP teachc,. These dats

were reported at the December 11 meeting. The results of the language

testing conducted by the speech/language clinician were not reported to

team members. However, the clinician indicated to the research assistant

that the results,weie communicated to the mother at a cOnfeience held

regarding Tom's younger brother, who was in kindergarten.: Speech and

language services were not recommended for Tom.

Visual and auditory screening was conducted by the school nurse prior

to the final review conference.

According to the district, a staffing occurs when assessment data

are collected and team members have completed the "Description Aid Inter-"

pretation" form. In this school, information was shared as each team

member completed his /her evaluation.

Additional meetings. PollOwing the completion of all testing, Tom's

case and the tet results were discussed at the December 11 staffing

meeting. The psychologist reported that "on the WISC-R Tom functioned

within the lower end of the average range on the Verbal Scale, but

within the low average range on the Performance Scale.' (Tom's birth-
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date was corrected at the parent staffing. After rescoring, Tom's verbal

ability indicated average functioning.) On the Bender, Tom demonstrated

"drawing and integration difficulties." He also had difficulty hold -

sing his pencil as hc applied extreme pressure. Other observations

were that Tom does attend to and follow directions, that he likes feed -

back,- and\that he often has trouble understanding language. The SLBP

teacher reported that the informal district reading tests that were ad-

ministered supported the Woodcock score of 3.5.

As the meeting continued',,the psychologist asked, "What Lan be done

for Tom?" She prioritized her concerns as: (a) handwriting, (b) reading

vocabulary development, and (c) word attack skills. The regular teacher

wanted help for Ehis student in reading, because he was functioning three
,

. _
years below grade level.'-Since there,was evidence of perceptual handicaps

as well as academic problems, the psychologist felt direct service was

important. The SLBP teacher agreed that the student needed individual

service. At this point, the social worker expressed concern that Tom

had her,n. referral nine weeks ago and nothing. had been decided.

had 'oeen decided that Tom required direct services,

discuss centered on who had time to provide such services. As Chair-

per, n, :,he principal asked ;he team, "Who has time for this student?"

The Title I teacher eportce, :ime was available; however, due to Tom's

sixth grade placement, crams felt that SLBP service might be best,

particularly if the student, might geed help in seventh grade. The SLBP

teacher reported that time could be secured if another student was put

on a monitoring status/ The psychologist expressed anxiety about making

a decision without the parent present. The social worker then requested

a review of available options for Tom. At the end of this meeting the

o
c.14



agreed (through the entire team's vote) that SLBP services were

,,propriate. The principal was to contact central office administra-.

tion regarding the increased need for a SLBP teacher.

The IEP conference (December,19) was the next meeting held about

Tom. Tom's mother, accompanied by a friend, met with the psychologist,

the social worker (case manager),. the SIgBP teacher, and the classroom

teacher. Test scores were presented by the psycholcgist, who stressed

Tom's visual perception, fine-motor, and erbal abstract reasoning diffi-

culties, coupled with a weak knowledge base and a three-year delay in

reading. As the psychologist conveyed her findings, Tom's age was

mentioned. A one year discrepancy was identified by the mother, which

resulted-in the rescoring of the WISC-R at the staffing. The meeting

terminated after one hour with the decision to place Tom in SLBP in

January. Parental agreement was obtained.

Determination of the specific services to be given to Tom was made

at the first staffing"meeting in January. It was decided that he would

receive one hour of services daily, consisting of 1/2 hour direct service

from the SLBP teacher rnii 1/2 hour indirect service involving modification

and/or provision of classroom assignments. Level III service was indi-

cated because "Tom needs daily support in tha language arts Areml to

function adequately in classroom." A SLBP teacher received the infor-

mation on Tam. During the next tic) weeks she completed all forma,

specifically the shortterm objectives and long-term goals.

Longterm goals included improvat- in reading skills and compre-

hension, spelling, and handwriting. Specific short-term objectives

included a mastery criterion of 90% on sight vocabulary, daily drill work
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on comprehension questions, 00% mastery of spelling words, and daily

handwriting practice. Test data; both formal and informal, were used

to determine the level of materials selected.

The necessary forms were compiled and sent to the Director of Special

Education fat final approval. Eligibility was approved.

On February 4, 1980, the SLBP teacher who was providing direct

service to Tom met with his mother and explained the short-term objectives.

Parental signature on the IEP was obtained.

A periodic review meeting was held in May. At this meeting, the

SLBP teacher reported, that Tom had made 1)r-c. -ess in reading, math, writing,

and spelling, but that-his progress was not as much as is characteristic

of the average student.

Intervenrions
*

T;:c beg& roneiving one hour of services daily (1/2 hour direct

.service: R hour indirect services) in January. This was three months

after farmal wrltten refe,:ral.'was submitted. Planning for this service

involved the classroom er.41. 6%.Br -eachers, who conversed daily regardin3 Tom's

cmgolng academic needs, necessary modifications and behavior. Test data,.

daily observation, review of daily'work; and diagnostic teaching were

used by these trachers in order. to plan on s day-to-day basis. The major

intervention involved teaching Tom reading and\language arts skills with

materials at his tested grade level.
. _

The SLBP:teacher ardo evaluated Tom's program by recording daily notes

on his progress. This enabled the SLBP teacher to keep,, track of Tom's__

assignment,completion as well as to ensure the appropriate use of work

assigned in the classroom.

e
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Difficulties in program implementation were encountered because of

.Tom's resistance to task completion. A checklist and ongoing written.

communication with the mother were used as techniques to assist Tom in

compleAng tasks. Since Tom seemed to work best when monitored, the

SLBP teacher had Tom work 45 minutes in her room, and used 15 minutes

for indirect service. This change occurred in late February. All pro-

posed interventions were implemented.

In providing interventions for Tom, the SLBP teacher was involved

daily .or one hour from January 9 to June 4, 1980, while the regular

class teacher was involved 15 minutes daily. An additional 1/2 hour per

Week was utilized in teacher communication time. With the assessment time

of 13 1/2 hours, and the conference time during and after assessment of

2 1/2 hours (all of which involved the psychologist, speech therapist,

nurse, 5ccial worker, SLBP,teacher, and principal), the total time spent

on Tom's case was 156. hours.

In the fall, a comprehensive evaluation will be completed in order

to plan for seventh grade. This academic evaluation Will not include a

psychological evaluation unleSs the two-year reevaluation date is indicated.

Tentative plans for Tom-includelbasic classes in seventh grade science,

social stm-fes,, and math, as well as one hour of SLBP. The specifics_of,

this program will be determined after the comprehensive educational eval-

uation. This was explained to the mcither at the periodic review in May.

Parental Reactions

Open communication existed between the_moth:-- a regular and

SLBP teachers. Involvement existed through the.- regular school conferences,

placement meeting, IEP meeting and periodic review. Given the tr.ttnb. of

meetings that occurred.from January to May, contact occurred almost monthly.
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Contact between the mother and school was considered supportive by both

parties involved.

In a follow -up interview with the researchers, the mother stated

that the IEP conference meeting was very general: "I saw his low reading

scores. I've seen those for years. Of course, I agreed to the need

for service." The mother indicated that she supported the school's

desire to change Tom's behavior, particularly his lack of task completion.

The mother explained her daily reading and writing work at home with Tom,

the need ior short, interspersed assignments for task completion to

occur, and several of Toth's experiences in his previous school.. The

mother stated that she understood the IEP meeting to be a chance for the

school "to get_mote input from me and to explain their. reading coMprehen-
.

sion program for Tom."

,Perceptions from Tom's mother and teacheisegarding 47heir stasis

faction with his prograM were obtained by the researcher at the end

of the year. Tom's mother, although satisfied with the program plan,

felt the major mistake'was not retaining him. She felt Tom was still

too immature for seventh grade but that she could not get her son

retained because "they have 10 people at the school whOloust make

that decision." The mother was particularly pleased with the regular_

classroom teacher's desire to obtain a good program for Tom in seventh-

grade. The team process was viewed positively by the mother, except

that it "took a long time to get the program squared away."

Reactions of Others

The regular class teacher Indicated he:-fe1t that Tom was receiving

-an adequate amount-of resource help. He. was very disgusted with the
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bureaucratic decision-making process, stating that the "regular class

teacher knows the student the best and should make the decision." In-

addition, he felt the paperwork involved caused less actual teaching time.

His recommendation was for spending federal funds on good inservice of

regular education teachers in how to teach low-functioning students.

The SLBP teacher indicated she felt that Tom could perform better

in reading than his test scores indicated. She stressed that he needed

to be taught at his appropriate level but did not require special methods

or materials. She felt his progress would have been greater if he had

spent the entire year in appropriate grade level materials. His task

completiOn improved when appropriate level materials were used.

The Case manager was asked whether there was any additional information

pertinent to the decision-making process far Tom that she could supply. Her

reply centered on a:description of how atypical this process was for the

district. Evidently, the disposition of the case, particularly from.refer-

ral to placement, was much longer than usual. In the case manager's words,

Tom-"fell through the cracks; time is usually not wasted like this.",

Findings: Joey

Assessment and Decision-Making Process

The relationship between the activities in Joey's case and the

model sequence (see Chapter is presented in Table 6-3.

Insert Table about here

Referral. Joe. case was actually a parent referral. Prior'to

Joey's enrollment in the school in November, his mother called the school ,
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principal to,inform him that Joey would be moving into the school district

and that he had received special help in his previous school. The priAcipal

mentioned the telephone call at the November 6 staffing, the day before

Joey waa to be enrolled in the school. At this meeting, it was decided

that Joey's previous school records should be obtained and reviewed by

the team. The principal indicated that he would obtain parental permission

for the release of Joey's previous school records. All team members

indicated that they would review the records before the next staffing

meeting which was scheduled for November 11.

The team also dismissed the, availability of services for Joey: Es-

sentially, the referral question generated by the parenti was "what kind

of service are you going to provide to a student who has had 1/2 hour daily

speech, 1/2 hour SLBP math in a small group, and one hour daily of language

and reading services?" The question "Who has space for this student ?" was

posed. The GLD teacher stated that she did; however, she noted that the

student had been considered as SLBP in his previous school. She questioned

whether GLD service would confuse the mother and whether such a placement

might 'violate a "requirement." Another team member suggested that the

stt3dent "automatically" qualified under these conditions. The psychologist

suggested that decisions be made after team members nad reviewed the pre-

vious school's records and IEP for 2y.

Although the mother made the initial referral, the teacher submitted

a written referral statement. This statement, which was entered on the

school: district's various forms in December, read: "Joey is unable to

function adequately in the regular classroom reading and other academic

areas."-

/ -9
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At the November 11 meets , the SLBP teacher reported on information

she had obtained in a telephone conversation held with Joey's previous

case" manager. (Joey's records from his previous schoolnad not yet been

received.)' In his previous school Joey. had .received one hour of daily in-

dividual help in'the resource room for reading he was in a math group of

13 students with a SLBP teacher; and he received language therapy four

lea a week for 30 minutes.

Information about Joey's background was reported also. The family

had made four moves since Joey's birth, and three since he started school.

At birth, Joey had a severe hearing loss, but this had been corrected.

Parental referral was initiated in second grade, but no placement was

made until fourth grade, when he received the special help described.

On the basis of her converson with Joey's previous casemanager,

the SLBP teacher noted that Joey's ability to function in a fifth grade

classrodm was likely to be difficult due to his poor penmanship and his

second-grade reading skills. Math was his stronger area and he generally

functioned well within smaller classes. In terms of behavior, it was

reported that Joey appears to be lazy, and that he procrastinates and

daydream ," 'er this report, the SLBP teacher commented on the apparent

wide .discrepancy between Joey's functioning level and the level of fifth

grade students in this school.

The staffing_ended with the OLD teacher reporting that 1/2 hour daily

service was available. The speech/language clinician stated she had only

1/2 hour per week available, noting that Joey was used to 1/2 hour per

day. It was'also reported that Joey's current classroom teacher expecied

services comparable to those provided to Joey in his previous school, and

perhaps more.
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At the November 20 staffing, dismission of Joey was deferred since
.

his school records still had not been received. Informal testing was to

be conducted in areas of reading, math, and spelling. The need for formal

testing was discussed but deemed inappropriate due to the parental report

that extensive testing had been comp kited duringJOey's fourth-grade year..

Assessment. Permission for formal assesses At was not obt,:dned since

none was to be conducted. Parent pe, ission was obtained'for the release of

Joey's records from his previous school. This was done after the first

meeting at which Joey's-case was discussed on the bwis of the i-,rent

referral. Permission was not obtained for the informal assessment that

was done.

The review of assessment data from Joey's previous school rPmared

a total of 10.25 hours. The GLD teacher's informal assessment oi Joey

took 1/2 hour. The speech therapist. also conducted an informal analysis

of Joey's expressive language and administered the-Cart-cm, Elicited Language
- --

Test and part of the Detroit Test of Learning Aptitude.

Visual and auditory screening was conducted by the school nurse prior

to the final review conference. This information was recorded on the

"Description and Interpretation" form, which was shared with team members

at the regulltr staffing. The "assessment" Ltctivities.on Joey's case are

summarized in Table 6-4.

Insert Table 6-4 about here

Additional meetings. Joey's records were available for the November

27 staffing and were discussed by theprincipal, GLD teacher, psychologist,

speech therapist, social worker, and nurse. The records indicated that

95
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Joey furt6tioned well -4To n "spoon fed."

were reported a,2 o.i..iiimation of

his previous school.

The results of the tnformal testing

the. Information-on 'oey's performance from

Joey's current classroom teacher reported-that he felt APeciat edu-

cation placement was necessary. His feelings Were:

Joey is grossly behind in all academic Areas.
babyish,. restless, daydreams, and. is
keep to ,a task. His parentg Nava ;.ftcrded quite

the past year .or two.: ,Evaluaricns and tests
need fer.special instruction 1- to areas of
He has been scheduled for Boole, -la special

but I would strongly suggest ' be enrol
class than the one that: he 3 :t) students

Also, he needsto be with I I,' ,coup' with s

specialist in remedial inclufn
continuous educational prev-m ,:oey's needs

time is of the essence.

(These. feelings were expresSe

He is immature,
t to motivate and
frequently daring

have confirmed his
acedemics'and speech.
instructional help,
led in 4 much swaller
inthia clase),
bailer needs and .a
responsible for"his
are great, enc..

,...;re In writing on December 16.)

The GLD resource teaehe7 disagreed with primary special education

placement'since "Joey has good. qualities, needs to be challenged, ,aid

would. lose out socially." _His math skills were reported to *near grade

level, ',evidence, by his ability to work 1..4 the low third-grade group.

The class teacher responded that Joey needed one -to -one Ostruction* .

The GLD teacher suggested that she- might see Jo ..in the late-afternoon

for 1/2 hour. 'She also said she would provide appropriate lelfe assign

ments for his morning work ,The use °L an Aide was suggested and agreed

upon,

The principal mentioned that the mother is expecting service', adding

that the.mother,ia aware of her rights. The GLD teacher. reported that

.

she had explained to the mother that joey'S new schonl-cOuldnet pravtde.

as much service as his previout school. 'According,to the GLD.teaCher
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the mother's primary Concern was for the school to be aware of and

challenge Joey. The principal again stated his concern about parental.

rights. The speech/language clinician suggested that she see Joey one

hour per week. Again, the classroom teacher requested a .special class.

The response from the psychologist and GLD resource teacher was "Let

Joey try regular and see what happens. The special classes have really

low kids and Joey has more skills." At the conclusion of this meeting

the team decided to provide GLD resource help daily, speech therapy

three times per week,1 and mainstream spelling (4th grade) and math. \,

The following weLk, the GLD teacher and regular class teacher met

with Joey's parents to write the IEP. The IEP stated that Joey would-

receive Level III service, at least 30 minutes daily for reading help.

On December 3, the parents met with the speech/language therapist

and agreed to service of one hour weekly because his total communication

needs could not be fully met within the classroom setting. Service

began for both resource and speech help on DeCember 3.

Specific short-term objectiies were added to the IEP, using the

results of the informal testing completed by the GLD resource teacher,

as well as the information from Joey's previous school. The objectives

concentrated on skills necessary for 85% successful completion of the 2

!

basal reader. An objective was written for task completion and daily

handwriting practice. The least restrictiveE6ernative statement. in

didated that Level III resource help is provided.fOr Joey, "who is

\;

functioning at a loWer level than fifth graders and thus needs individual-

ized instruction rzeading at a 22 level and math at a third-grade leVel."

2
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Parents returned the signed 1EP on December 15 1979. Althbugh service

began on December 3, official placement occurred in January after the,

completed forms were sent to the Director of Special Education for the

eligibility decision.

At the December 11 staffing, it was reported to the team that the

GLD and classroom teachers had met with Joey s parents. His math was

being closely monitored since he was the lowest in the low group. If

a change needed to be made, the GLD teacher would assume the responsi-'

bility. Other services were progressing. Review of Joey's math program

was scheduled for the January 1C) staffing. This was. deferred until

January17,'ai which time it was determined that Joey's math placement

should continue in.the'mainstream low group,, The GLD teacher, Who.was

the case manager, continued to monitor Joey's functioning in math, record-

ing her observations on the Pupil Staffing Report forms. She was uncOm7

fortable with his program; therefore, in February, parentlIfeission to

administer the Key Math DiagnOstic Arithmetic Test was obtained in order

to assist. in planning.

In February, the parents attended the usual school conference. They

were very upset and confused regarding Joey's report card, specifically

the 'grading procedures. 'His progress was being measured against expec-.

tations of. the fifth grade class, rather than against the short-term

objectives written for Joey. Again, the classroom.teacher verbalized his

concerns, for Joey. He felt Joey was doing unsatisfactorily in many aca-

demic areas, particularly reading and writing,; and that he/displayed

poor work habit l a short attention span. At this meeting, the GLD

teacher report el thc4:. Joey was doing satisfactory work within the resource

room.

.7
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At the next team staffing,'Joey's school conference was discussed.

As a result, an aide was assigned to monitor classroom teacher assign-

ments and to assist Joey. The classroom teacher also requested that Joey

be given anextra 1/2 hour daily in the resource:room. The resource 'teacher

agreed on the condition that the regular education teacher send along wc,:k

for Joey. Since the classroom teacher did not follow through on this, the

program change was never'made.

Interventions

Twelve hours per week of direct service time were provided to Joey.

The major interventions were classroom work in spelling and reading at

'his appropriate skill level, resource room help 1/2 hour daily, speech/

language one hour weekly, and on-going communication with the parents

and GLD resource teacher., Two plannedInterventions. were not implemented.'

In math, the GLD resource teacher had hoped that an individual program

would be implemented-for Joey since his previous school had designed such

a .program. Due to.lack of communication between the classroom teacher and

the special education department, Joey remained in the low math group with

the regular curriculum and "did fine." The lack of .communication was in

part due to the special education teacher being assigned to the school only

in the.afternoon. The other planned interven'5.on, increased time in the-

resource,room, was not implemented due to lack of cooperation by'the

classroom teacher.

The day -to -day programming for Joey was the responsibility of the
,

GLD resource teacher; for reading,:language, and handwriting. Spelling

and math were the responsibility of the mainstream teachers.. The regular
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classroom teacher, who strongly felt that Joey should be in special edu-

cation placement, was responsibly for curriculum modification of assign-

ments within art, science, and social studies. According to the regular

classroom teacher, modifying was particularly dificult, because he felt

Joey was.a "really severely handicapped yOUngster." A classroom teacher

must know "how to communicetewith him. He needs everything step by step."

Joey's.final evaluation on formal testing revealed math at the 5.2

level, reading at 3.2 to 4.1, spelling at 4.0, and grade appropriate

handwriting.. His greatest gains were in the ability to handle reading,

spelling, and handwriting assignments independently. The GLD resource

teacher felt Joey's gains in teat scores'.for math, reading, and spelling

were fairly good, given the lack of cooperation by the regular class

teacher and the fact that tutoring resource help had to occur during the

last half hour of the school day.
/.

Partially as a consequence of the parents' concerns about thL.

services their son received, plans for the 1980-81 school year

teacher selection, preconference with the teacher and parents, increased,

resource room help to one hour daily, and similar.speech/language

services. Joey will continue in his mainstream spelling and math groups.

In addition, he will partake in a social skills group tOiecoordinated

by thn social worker. It was reported that increased services are avail-

able because the student is currently in the district rather than entering

mid-year.

Parental Reactions

According to the parents, they had cooperation from the GLD resource
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teacher, but found.the regular classroom teacher lacking in underl-

standing of their son's needs. Phone contact between the parents and

the GLD resource teacher' occurred at least once a week and often twice

weekly after the IEP meeting. The parents reported that they understood

that the purposeof the IEP meeting was to plan the program and for. the

school to explain the type of help available for Joey. They felt the

classroom teacher chose not to modify the,program or try to understand

their son,. but rather spent his time suggesting the need for full-time

special education placement. (The GLD teacher accompanied the parents on

a visit to Level IV special education placements within the district.

Both the parents and GLD resource teacher felt the children placed in-'

these programs were lower functioning than Joey.)'

In interviews with the 7esearcher, both Joey's parents and the GLD

resourcc.teacher indicated that theAistrict lacked available services.

to meet Joey's progiamming needs. The parents felt that the district

needed a program for mildly handicapped students who "learn slower."

In an interview with Joey's classroom teacher, the teacher- indicated

that Jeey demanded too much attention, which meant that other students were

shortchanged. "I must put4n excessive effort for Joey,,and get minimal

results. I recognized Joey's problem immediately, but the state 'requires

restrictive processing to get state aid to service Joey. This:, takes a

lot of time." In addition, the teacher commented that, expectations were

great for Joey, his learning rate was slow, and the spread between Joey

and his classmates was'2,1/2 years now, but will be greater in the

future.
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The parents' frustrations with the process in the school were related .

tb.the poem selection of programs within the new school, the slow communi-

cation that existed between the schboisi and the apparent regular vs%

special education disagreement on hOw to serve their son. The pressure

felt by Joey from his regular classroom teacher was evidenced, according to

the parents, by Joey's increased bed wetting. "Our confusion is that

we've been told he needs structure. However, he goes to one room for

-gpeech, one room for resource, and one room for classroom instruction.

oneIf,he could have ne teacher,to provide assignments he could do, we think

he'd learn," stated Joey's mother. The parentS described their son's year

as. a "love-hate" relationship between regular and special education.

Discussion

The assessment and decision-waking processes for both Tom and Joey

--wafe complex and time consuming. In Tom's case; nine formal meetings

were held after he was referred to determine his eligibility and place

him in a program. In Joey's case,,six formal meetings and numerous in-

formal meetings were held before hewas placed in a program.

The process in both cases was-different in several ways from the model

sequence (see Chapter I) and apparently even from recommended practices

in the school. Fifteen separate activities occurred 3n Tom's case;

these combined some of the.model steps and separated others. For example

review of assessment results,' eligibility determination, and placement

decision all occurred during one activity; while -assessment was separated

into three activities because of the interspersed meetings held to
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review the'results as they were obtained. No pre - referral interventions

occurred in Tom's case. Further,, the proposed program was implemented

before parental permission for placement was obtained (on the IEP form).

In Joey's case, 11 separate activities occurred during the assessment

and decision-making process. As in Tom's case, some ofthe model steps

were combined in these activities. The proposed program was implemented

before parental permission for placement. was obtained.

This discussion of the decision making in this suburban school

addresses four issues. First, both students had experiences in several

other schools prior to their enrollment in this school. Since their

academic difficulties were apparent in other educational settings, the

parents were accustomed to "a'certain kind of services." The transfer to

a new school ,was particularly confusing to Joey's parents. Joey's transfer

resulted in less direct teaching hours per week from the special education

department as well as less individualized planning within the area of math.

In Joey's case, a shift in categorical label from SLBP to GLD also occurred.

Had the GLD resource teacher not taken the time to communicate the new

school's policy in providing'rescurce room help, the parents would have

been additionally confused regarding. their son's academic difficulties.

Therefore, this, case illustrates the lack of consistency between school
'ft

.districts in labeling practices, amount of time provided, and who provides

the service.

A seCond'iasue, that of bureaucratic procedures, was observed and

verbalized by both school personnel and parents. The extensive.paper-

work. was highlighted'in the-numerous forms necessary to make an eligibility

decision on each student. During each staffing, members questioned which
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form was to be used for a specific procedure. Team members, despite

their contact for over two years, appeared. to le uncertain with some .

mechanical procedures. Team members were very concerned about the

length of time it was taking to process these two students. In Joey's

case, transfer of school records caused some delay. In Tom's case, the

need' for parental agreement for assessment caused delay. It is important

to note that a greater delay/would have occurred had.written rather than
,r,

verbal IEP agreement been necessary. Joey's regular classroom teacher

summarized this delay by stating, "The teacher recognizes the problem

immediately but the state requires extensive processing before giving

state aid. The process is too complicated and restrictive:."

A third issue was illustrated by Joey's parents' comment about a

hate" relationship between regular and special education. The

regular and special edUcation teachers were able to communicate and

coordinate efforts on behalf of Tam, but created conflict and less service

(resource room time) for Joey. Although the working relationship was

cooperative in Tam's case, it is important to emphasize that the regular

educatiLn teacher was uoncerned. During an interview with the researcher,.

he indicated that the structure ofthe law was poor. He explaiaed, "The

teacher [regular] knows.the child and yet decisions are made 1-1, specialists."

He felt strongly that students were lost in the special education paper-

work, resulting in less teaching time fOr the student. He went as far

as proposing the'elimination of current special education services, sub-

stituting in-service training that would re-educate the classroom teacher

to work with low functioning students. Another problem related to this

issue.is that of curriculum modification. In' Joey's case, the regular,
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class teacher was responsible for modifying social studies and science

assignments. Given the verbalized need for inservice training, is it

possible that the% regular class teachdr felt unprepared to handle the

assignment of. curriculum modification within science and social studies?

Is resistance between regular and special education personnel a function

of lack of communication, knowledge, and involvement in the decision-

making process?

Finally, although both cases ended in services for the students,

dissatisfaction was expressed by either school personnel and/orlparents.

Repeatedly, paperwork, amount of teaching time, communication between

school personnel, and student's learning rate was mentioned as frustrating

to school personnel. The parents mentioned availability of services, the

need for a mildly- handicapped program for Joey, and the need for retention

for Tom.
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusion

Phyllis K. Mirkin

The diagnostic process iaisllays a consequence of
.

somebOdY-saying that someone has something wrong
with him. We-.put it .this way .because freqUently

it is not the individual who decides to initiate

the prOcess. This ituthe7 case with children, but
there_arealeo times when adults are forced by
pressure -from or by-legal action to parti-
cipate:in:rho PrOdesd. In all of those instances,
peOpleA.ndividually or society in -general communi-
cate foUrinesi4 something may be wrong with sbme-
one; oUr.liVes are beingAdfected; we should find

out the'sOut;.ce of the it:mble; and we should come

Op with so4.4tions to alter theindiVidual'e status .

and ,allow us to experien e our lives. in 'the ways

we Wisk.' (Sarason 6 DOr s, 1979, p. 16)

Current knowledge of the assessment and decision -making process in

special edUcation for the purpose bf .classification, placement, program

planning, and.evaluation is, based largely on anecdotal reports by those

who have participated in the process. Where naturalistic observation

has been employed, only some aspects'of the sequence (e.g., placement

team meetings) have been .studied 'in any detail, with little regard for -

the procedures that may haveltreceded followed After a careful

review of the literature it was concluded that little is known about the

nature of the- total assessment and decision-making procesi as it exists

in the natural setting. iWhat is wn suggests'that we are still in a

ratiler primitive state with respect to the development of a decision-

making system that is reliable and valid both within and between schools

441.

and schoo'3. systems.
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The current study used naturalistic observation and a longitudinal'

framework to follow seven sAdents from the point of initial referral,

for special education assessment to the time when an educational program
A

was implemented or a decision was made not to provide service. The pur-

pose of the study was to provide a comprehensive description of the se-

quence and direction of assessment activities and procedures across time

and settings and to document the effect of this process on students' pro-

grams and parents' attitudes;

Although it is difficult to generalize from tha.seven dased-followed

/

in this study, the observations do; provide a valuable description and

perspective of the current state of the art in special education assess-

ment and decision making, Further, the observations provide some direction-.

for improved practice.

What Have we Learned?

Among the questions that the study addressed, the following are of

particular interest:

(1) To what extent is there atypical decision-making model that
\ \

can be used to compare events across settings and that prO7

vides the occasion for substantive as well as procedural

.decision making?

(2) What consistency exists,. if any, in

(4 the criteria used to determine eligibility;

(b) the amount of time spent in completing the process,

(c) the assessment instruments used, and

(d) team functioning?

(3) To what extent do students who are referred for evaluation

benefit from the process?

107
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(4) What understanding do parents have of the purposes Of the

assessment/decision-making process and what is their degree

of satisfaction with its outcome?

(5) What is the end result of the process for teachers?

Some observations with respect to each of these questions are addressed

in this chapter.

The Decision-Making Model

In each of,the seven cases in which observations were conducted, a

majority of.the steps in the decision-making Model shown in Table 1-1

were obser4ed in operation. It would appear, however; that although each

school implemented the protedural requirem,pts specified by PL 94-142,

considerable variation existed in the extent to which these requirements

were used as an opportunity for substantive decision making (cf. Deno

& Mirkin, 1979).

Merely counting the number of steps that took place or the extent

to which Tandated procedures occurred might lead to the conclusion that

the decision-ma ng process was operating to produce substantive programs,

for students. I) Marilyn's case we see an.example of a team that adhered

in principle to the procedures in the decision-making model. Yet, these

procedures did not, appear to produce a program for the studene\that was

more effective than what she had previously.recolved\through Title I.

Instead, the net result was a loss rather than an im2rOvement of services,

a situation that was Subsequently rect'fied without team approval.

The disposition of referrals foi Tony and. Doug, both first graders,

in different schools and school districts, provides further evidence of

the difficulties_ inherent id,using a decision-making model, to ,:ompare
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,events across settings without attending to the substance of theSe

activities and their outcoMes. One might hypothesize that the team

that complied more closely,gothe decision-making model (see Table 1-1)

would produce results that would be of greater benefit to the student

than a team that operated more informally and perhaps arbitrarily. Tony's

team exhaustively 'reviewed the referral_ problem, conducted extensive

assessments and meetings to determine whether he was eligible for special

education- services. Doug's team "streamlined" all but the initial step

in the sequence (referral review) into -one meeting that took less than

One hour. The outcome for Doug, however, may be more substantive than the
.

outcome for Toby. Both,students were experiencing diffiCulty in school,
4 --

yet one student (Doug)_was provided with a program that served directly

to'remediate skill tlefidiencies'necessary to progress throughthe curri-
.

culuM, whereas the other student (Tony) continued. to receive a somewhat-

larger dose,bf a previously developed program. One prObable, explanation

for thedifference in the,serVice:aVailible to Tony and DoUt was the impo7
.

.

sition of different criteria. for eligibility., In'Tony's case, while not

explicitly. stated, a, severe discrepanCy between intelligenCeand` chieve

pent Was a requirement for LD SetVice: LW Doug's case, eligibility was

r. determined by' extent :to which tfielatudent had` Mastered the basic

SdhoOl,prograM. Therefore,Aesgite academic-difficulties of a similar

nature theiMpoeition of_ different, for' eligibility resulted in

different outcomes.

Eligibility Criteria

Our observations ,revealed as many different critetia.operatiOnalized',

:,as there were schOol districts-. This lack of consistent practice betWeen 5

. : t. Rz
.

i .

I '-.



School districtsSge s that thedecisiOn to declare a student eligible
,..

for service, as welll s the amount and type of service provided, may be

entirely situation specific. The assessment and decisiOn-6king processes

observed in the cases of Tom and Joey provide excellent examples of this

point. Both atudents previously had been served in other districts, Tom

in a Title I program for one hour a day and. Joey in a Special Learning

and. Behavior Problem. (SLBP) ftSourceprogram for a similar. time period.

Referrals at their current schools both were initially prompted by parental f

contacts. s
. //

Joey mother wished to obtain service for her son that was com

/I

mensurate with the service he lad previously received; Tom'S mother, con-

/

cerned about 'his pOor performance,: wanted him.. to be retained in fifth: grade.

The criteria for eligibility'and 'placement proceduies in effect at their
.

.

new schools resulted in a shift in categorical label.fOr one Student, and
% .

a reduction in.direCt-individual instruction for both students.

Clearly Joey's.change in statui,cannot be attributed to the move
f

across the town. Rather we must acknowledge the differences in the cri

teria used to establish eligibility and to,etermine service provision.

While we "are not awareof'the procedures used to.` establish 4We"

"learning:disability"'originally,'we know-that in his current school

the ability teyazdommodite the student in the-regular class and the,

availability of services were the primary' determinants of eligibility

and the level at which services ,were provided. Were these_ students- to

be referred at another school, it -is highly probable that a, different

outcome Wouldresult..

Time' Spent in the ASSeSament Process

Our observations Suggest that there is considerable variability in
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the amount of time devoted to the assessment process. Estimates for

testing alone ranged from 4 1/2 hours (Doug) to 13 1/2 hours (Tom). When

meetings of the team, interviews with parents, and paper work are added,

and multiplied by the number of team participants, time estimates for

completing assessments range from a low of nine hours.(Doug) to 156 hours

(Tom). Using these figures and current hourly rates for professional

services we estimate the cost of assessment alone for Tom to be over

$3,000. Is the time and financial expenditure warranted? This is an ex-

tremely difficult question to answer given our current inability to pre-

cisely determinethe parameter's of a godd decision. We.ae able to examine

the-extent to which there appear to be any substantive differences in .the

benefits-that accrue to Tom comparedo those that accrue to Doug. Using

these criteria, wewould haVe to conclude that at beat the benefits are
.

no different=and that:the scale of benefits may-well be tipped in Doug's

favor. The process of:declaring Tom eligible for servide'took three months,.
, . .

during, which time Tom. experienced Continuous,fallure in his regular class

pladement-withoutthe,benefit of-services that had been available, to him

prior to .referral.. Doug, on the other hand; was aSsessed,'-declared'eligible

, for service, and placed in a program designed to. remediate.his skill de-

ficiencies within a few weeks of referral. We are :forded to question':'
-

,

the extent 6 which in some instances we are providing students with "more

process thanisAU '.(Reynolds,,1975), 0

Assessment Instruments

As has ,been k und in other researdh (ThurlOw ScIsseldyke, 1979,,

.1980), the curien observations reVealed enormous variation in the number

sand type of asse nt deVices aelected to'evaluate students. There was
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not a clear correspondence between the presenting problem and the devices

selected. Rather, the criteria for eligibility appearedmore influential.

Thus, in those districts where a definition of a severe discrepancy between

ability and achievement prevailed, devices.that assessed IQ and achieve-

ment were implemented. .in those'schools where eligibility was determined

by mastery of the school curriculum, informal inventories that assessed

skill mastery were employech In those instances where the definitional

criteria were less.precise, more tests were 'ased. The latter approach

resembles what somellaVe called. a Search for nathology (Sakes= & Doris,

.

1979); throw out a net and see what can be caught! The availability Of

specialized.persohnel,also seeMed'to affect the quantity and type of

AsSeasmeni data collected. At TOm'Sschool, a speech therapistnurse,

:psychologist, social worker, and BLBP teacher...were all available to con-

duct:assesS4nts. At Doug's school, only the teacher participated in

%

the data collection process: Tony was assessed using 13 different pro-

.

cedures:administered,by five different, people. :Alert was exposed to

,

more than two'.dayS'of, exhaustive mediCal as well as intelleCtual, per-

Ceptual, and eduCational asseSsment:. Lacking any, findings'to corroborate ,,,

\
an ability-a chievement discrepancy, Bert was declared ineligible for

,.. .

...
.

Service despite continued evidence of problem behaVior in the classroOm.

In onl one of the cases that we_observed (Doug) Waa-there:any

evidence that e assessment deviCes were useful in pinpointing specific

.problem behaviors or inA3rovidingdireCtionfor:programplanning.. all
\ /

f

Other cases, the data 'were. used to. make inclusion and 'exclusion decisions.

. -

The practice of aesessing studentsonlylor this puipose must be seriously

questioned (Of% Ysseldyke & Ifirkin, in press).



Team Functioning

Multidisciplinary team decision making is mandated

the "Protection in Evaluation Procedures" proVision/and
/
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as part ofboth

the "Due Process"

provision of PL 94-142. The law does not specify/team dedisiOn-Making

procedures, with the obvious exceptions of ensuring; parents a number'

of rights, including, for example, the right to be represented by counsel,

to subpoena witnesses, and to be given a verbatim transcript. Thus, team

procedures have evolved functionally rather than hyimandate or based on

empirical evidence.

Therefote; it was not surprising to find theethe teams we obseryed

"had each deve100ed.their own style and modue-operindi. The idiasyncratic

nature of the decision making process was evidenced by, among other things,

the variability in the. organization and composition of -the teams, the number
4

of steps in the decision-making procesaiehe attention given to clarifica-!

tion'7of the referral ptoblem, the types af. asseismeni insttuments selected, .

the time devoted to aspeaemeneand disduiSion ofassessment;-ihe extent to

whiCh eligibility criOrietwete imposed, the degree of participation of

classroam teachers and parents, and the extent to which decisions N.7ere

actually made, rather. than just formelized;'et the meetings-that were

aonduCted.'.,

In.aut observatione found that some teats appeared 63- be actively

involventhedirectionofthe assessment,, thedeterMination.of
a.

bip.ty and program planning.lat eligible students. Team miffibers:used

the:meetingsk.es an opportunity ti:vahate-informatinn,:a#amlnealternatives,

and discuss options thetmight be appropriate for the student. These

teams created the impression that the decision was theirs to make and
. (

1 , ;



that they had considerable discretion in setting standards for

gibility and developing programs.

In contrast, other eams Appeared'indecisivei expressing lack of

clarity as to the.purpoSo of their activities. Concern over internal

constraints such as availability of servee was often overriding and

permeated the docision-making process, with less attention given' to, the

potential effect of.the decision on the interested parties (i.e., student,

classroteacher, parents). In one case (Doug)., we 'observed a team

that did not apppar to: ;rust its own judgment" and shifted responsibility

for d9ision making to an outside Agency. Anfferences-emerged in the

consistency with which the same team implemented established procedures

coatingent,upon the.complexity of the problem or the'lack of specificity
"

regarding the nature:of the problemnor thereason for referral (Joey, Tom).

Facedwith nonrepresentatiVe or nonspecific referralproblems, asense

of frustration'and/or,confusion prevailed with the result that the student

and his or her-teacher were caught "in. the middle" or, as one.. teacher ob-

served."the.student was lOst Inethe paperwork and the bureaucratic pro-

.cedured" that surrounded the4eciAion-making prOdess:

In each instance we Obierved schodl-base&teams try ng to Serve

children, pAients4, and teachers as best they could within thespecified

guidelines, and services available: WhatiAat issue,, however, i *the
,

extent to.vhich the Children whose cases we observed ,benefited from the

process? What was ihe rIptilt of theproceserlor other interested parties

such. as Virents and ClasSiopm,teachers1

Benefit's to Students

In a majority of the caseanbserVed, theAnoCess did not result
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a substantive change in program or services for the student. In several

instances, however, positive benefits did accrue to students. These

included more frequent schoolhome contacts, a greater degree of parental

involvement in remedial instruction, counseling, increased tutoring.ser-
,

vices and use of volunteer aides, and closer monitoring of student pro-

gress.. It is unlikely that these would have occurred had the student

not been called to the attention of the deAdaion-making team.

In contrast, the decision- making process seemed to have produced

negative outcomes for students who experienced a loss of other services

(i.e., Title I, Marilyn) or an abrogation of school responsibility for

managgment.of their program .(Bert). ria the latter instance this was

-particUlarly vdxsome sincethe claisroom teacher was particularly

rdsponSible, cooperative,, and willing to implement any program that

would have been recommended...,

ThOde students for Whom,a substantive change Di program was imple-, ,

merited also did not alwayAbenefit equally. The time-consuming nature of

,

the decialon,-Making .proce,ss resulted in. inordinate delays in service for

students who had previpUsly:beendeclared eligible for prOgrms in other.

school districts. Only one studen0oue,seemed to emerge froxithe%-

,

_decisiont-miking.proc'ess unscathed.an&with apingram that ApPgared to -

C.

be tailored isO;:meet: his indiVldual needs,

Thg,pirallel nature of the referral-problem :several of the cases.

that WereObaerVed and the. substantive differenCes Ln outcoLe once again'

highlf:ght:theflituatiOnnentered nature of the cioCeSsas it was

mented . in:, these 'school districts ;

c,.



Parental Reaction.

Regardletis of the outcome, the prevailing attitude of the parents

who agreed to be interviewed; by the observers was one of support for the

schools efforts to 'Provide appropriate programs for childrem'Parents

commented favorably on the general competence of the professiOnal teams

and the school's willingness to make changes that woul&benefit children,

as well As on, the:general good will and skill demonstrated

staff. Although several perents felt that the process was

' took too much time, even those parents expressed generally

about the final outcome. The one comment that

by the school

too long and

favorable

could be interpreted

as criticism wasthe-concern articulated by oneTarent that suggested that
,

her child had gotten caught in a 11.Ove-hate relationship between:regular

and special education." These:observations are of particular interest in
'Cr

light of,obserVet comments thai:indicated that,Tarents often.'seeMed tofbe

at aloss when test results were'e*plained; that they seemed vague about

.t
what had been recommeaded,,and,that they often did not seem tomnderstind

'fully the meetings'_puiposes and oUtcomed. It was"also noted that parents'.

ge'neralty were not included'in information sharing and decision- making:

, .

)activitiem, but`' instead inVited.to attend meetings at whiCh a pre
4

vioualy made decislion was reviewed.

One poisible reason for thi&distrepaney maybe that parents-were'
.

re , attuned to the processcharaeteriSticsof,decisiOn,making than to

stantive oUteomes..'School& often have_creaeed the impreSsion that
, .

s:

rrals are the result of the child (and therefore ihe parents prpblem),

r"than'ehe'reiult of a: more complex .interaction between eiii4,Child,

the t
\

Etcher, and the school in&hon*settingi.., ThisjiYpothesis seem:
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. .

to be borne out by the willingness of parents to accept the school decision

and the relief theyfelt=tAlentheiChild was declared ineligible. They

seemed willing to assume the responsibility for providing remedial and

support services at home without questioning the extent to which these

Services should more appropriately be offered at school. When children

were declared eligible for service, again parents seemed to accept the

categorical designation for their child, as-well as theprogram plans,

without mur..h challenge or input.

Teacher Benefits

It's more difficult to assess the effect.of.ihe decision-making

process on teachere At the conclusion of the review, the classroom

teacher in almost all cases still retainediorimarY responsibility for

, /

coordination, planning, and Implementation a the referred .studant's
/.

. .

progress This outcome was viewed with concern by several of the teachers.

They per6eiVed their responsibilities to the,referied stUdentas a tre-

Mendous.effort in. extra time and energy, often wi'ttvminimal results.

One teacher noted that "the clasnroom i.teacher knewstHe student best

and should make., thedecisiOn." It was also argued by this same teachsr

that thetitheandmOney, invested in decision making might be used more,ef-

fectively to traisreguiarorlassrooniteachers to work with low-functioning
- "..

. ..

students -alpoint not entirely without merit The adversarial relation-

ship that Surfaced:isone case between regular, and,speciar education
:

revealed the need for further staff training in the development of a.

mutual Support .structnre. In several instances although the problem

that/precipitated the .referral was not ameliorated, teachers appeared

L
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reluctant to request"further information or help from the team. The

teachers viewed the decision as "irreversible" and the problem presented

by the student as one they would have to resolve independently or ignore.

These opinions were not uniformly heldloy all teachers: In some

schools, the faculty appeared to work cooperatively and successfully to

resolVe problems and support students and teachers. Also observed in some

cases were contacts between classroom teachers and parents that elicited

very favorable reactions from parents.

Parents did express surprise, however, that so little of the team

meeting was devoted to a discussion of classroom performance. Observers

also noted that very little time was taken to use assessment data .to

make decisions about cl,s/room management and instruction, Advice to

-teachers was given incidentally or indirectly;

These-observations are consistent with other information gathered in

. .

thi/study; 'The priMari.decision*makingole of the teams appeare&to

be one:of determining eligibility rather than one of cooperative problem

soivingfothe purpose Of:developing strategies to more effectively

serve children.and teacher's. Teams should not,be faulted, however, if

they adopt-this:view., They are attempting to opirationalize their role

as it:Ilea-been :mandated under t6 Federal gUidelines, When clissrOom

problemS arise, the special education Pp tion is often the only alternative

to the regular clasainOgraM.-

Research is-needed to determine whether alternatives to current
---

practice,can be developed to'more effectivelymrve all students and

, teachers. Under the present circumstances, SoMe'teacher, parent, And

even child dissatisfaction is inevitable; just as it is in other circum-
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stances where decisions are made. The dilemka in special edutation,

however, is further exacerbated by the current uncertainty regarding

what constitutes .a good decision. PethaPs we can be more successful

if decisions to provide special education services are based on functional

rather than artibrarily derived definitions. One model that needs to be

tested for ita efficacy stages the referral process to include pre-referral

review and implementation of classroom strategies and modifications,

more intensive in-class small group instruction, individual in-class

instruction, etc. Children who, despite these modifications, continue

.

_to, demonstrate little *or no growth in achieVement over a period of time

are then referred for more intensive instruction and evaluation, in a

more specialized setting, to determine' whether an appropriate' rogrim can ,

be developed:.

0!7,her alternatives inclUde intensified:and aYstematiC monitoring of

student achievement in the;claseroom with the decisiom to refei students

,based on school-defined expectations for'aChieveMenttather than teacher

judgment of piobleM:behavior. Some of these'alternativei'ar6 Currently

- .

undei investigation. The reW440.
1
Should.proiride'&omeinieresting infotma-

.

tion for future practice.
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Table 1-1

Model of Steps in the Assessment and Decision-Making Process

SteP

Pre-referral .interventions

Referral

Review of referral

Appoint assessment team,

Parental permission to assess

Assegment

leview eissegmeni results.

Eligibility determination

Description

Contact parent after assessment

Develop IEP

Placement decision

Parental'permission

Changes are made in the classroom environment or teaching techniques to

avoid the need for referral.

'SOMeone initiates a request that the Seudent.beevaluated to determine the

need for amodificition in current educational programming,

One person or group:Of perions formally decide on the ppropriateness of

the referralohetherthe:problem can be dealt with in the classroo4, and

Whether it: requires further action.

SpecifiOndividuals are assigned specific resphsibilities for collecting

information on the Student, (:

Parentsare'xeqUeste0oprovide their permigion for the proposed assessment,

of their Child,

Data, are Collected on the student for the purpoie of making educational' decisions;

Team members meet to discuss their results and decide whether further assessment

is necessary.

Team members decide whether the student meets the eligibility criteria for

special education services,

parents. are-notifie(of the assessment results, If the :child is eligible for

eervices,HparentOre.informed of the .date of the IEP meeting.

Team members, including,parent'ortuthorized'representative, meet to formulate

an individual education'program' for thsetudent.

DecisionHismade es to whit program, of services to provide the. student,

for placement ,larents are requested to give apprOvillo.the ;proposed plan of services.

Develop strategies to.implement

IEP

Implement program,

liogress evaluation

Those persons responsible for carrying out the IEP, or others requested by

them, develop. Instructional strategies to accomplish the IEP goals.

The program placement and instructionarplan outlined in the IEP. are initiated;

The student's progress in the program is evaluated to determine whether

changes are needed in the placement or instructional plan.
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4 Table 24

Relationship ofSequence Of Activities in Tay!) Case to 'the Model Sequence

Model Sequence Order of

Occurrence

Description of. Activity

Pre-referral Interventions - No specific pre-referral interventions, occurred,

A
,

Referral i
1 Made by Tony's teacher for academic difficulties. T'clm, I was completed.

, .

Review of referral " 2 Done by Child Study Committee; evaluation was recommended: Form 2

was completed, 1

The assessmenttreas'specified on Form 2 determined the personneliwho

would be involved in assessment. These individual's were listed on

the form,

Ptrental permission to assess 4 Sent to student's home following meeting of Child; Study CoAttee.

Mother, signed and returned form to school.

Assessment S Conducted 'by five indiiiduals using 14 devices or procedures.

Assessment team appointed

Review of assessment results

Eligibility determination

Contact parent after assessment

Develop IEP

Placement decision

Done at Compilation Conference, along with eligibility determination

and placement decisions,

Done itMompilation..Conference by considering eaCkpossiblellatement:

and evaluating eligibility for it,
"

Mother given assessment results at Parentleeting., ..Members completed

and signed FOil 2A (original Assessment OOtipilition),

Not.developObeciuielonOti..declaredineligliblOorspecial

education servicet,. H :- I

. .

,

.111aCeMentsjn LP and 40,FrOgrams.wereCOnsidered'at.Compilgtion

Conference,' butwere rejeCtedbecauSe itlwaeAetermined)thatbily.

was not eligible for either,

Not. obtained becaust4lalementllot made,,

Not developed becauselbni* declared ineligibleiforserViceii,

...

...Althougb'declare(in4igiblOoOpOialtducttion-services;:lonv

Was.provid011,tutor*actdimiOnbj00:J3(Onni0,:k4ieslei,

week)';: and *00.*)#940 by

counieloi130 minutes, once per iimeit)::TheSinen400ialedu4tien,

ieriicet'iyit6iii:begii(befor0 the

Parentallermission for.placement

Develop strategies to implement IEP

Implementintervention

.tftLAS; ri

No specific piogiess evaluation; occurred, lowever, it was

that Tony would be rkvalUated in the ,f
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Table 2-2

Evaluation,of Tony; Aisessment DeVicee and Personnel

'PeriOnnet DeviCes Time

School Psychologist Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test

Wide Range Achievement Test 1.5 hrs

Bender VisUal-Motor Gestalt Test

SLBP Teachers (2) Slingerland

Detroit Test of Learning Aptitude

Peabody, Individual Achievement Test

Informal (work, samples) 5.8 hrs

Developmental Test of Visual-Motor
Integration

Interviews (teacher, tutor)

Developmental Test of Visual Perception

Boehm Test of Basic Concepts

Speech Clinician Interviews (teacher, Tony) 0.1 hrs

Counselor Interview 1.0 hrs

Small group session

1.1Each time entry4i the total.time spent in assessment by the person in the
first column.

I
1;



'Table 3-1

Relationship of Sequence of Activities id Sus e s Case to the Model Sequence

Order of

Occurrence

Description of Activity

Pre-referral interventions

Referral 1

Review of referral 2

Assessment team appointed 2

Parental permission to assess 3

Assessment 4

Review of assessment results 5

Eligibility determination 5

Contact parent after assessment

Develop 'IEP

Placement decision

Parental permission for placement

Develop strategies to implement

IIP

Implement intervention

Progress eValuat ion

Na specific pre-referral interventions occurred,

Made by,Susies teacher for,behavior,and academic problems.

Done by building special ed,team; assessment was recommended.

Done by building special ed teal when assessment was approved;

Written parental approval obtained.

Conducted by three individuils using six devices or procedures.

Done at Educational, Planning Conference with parents present.,

Done at Educational Planning Conference by consiiiering whether

Susie was learning disabled.

Parents given assessment results at Educational Planning Conference.

Not developed because Susie was declared ineligible for special

education services.

Placement in LD program was considered at Educational Planning

Conference via question of whether Susie.was learning disabled.

Not obtained because placement not made:.

Not developed becauselusie was declared ineligible for services.

No interventions were implemented although' advice was given to

Susie's parents and teacher,

No specific evaluation'of progress was planned.

130

ir
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Table 3-2

Evaluation of Susie: Assessment Devices and Personnel

Persjnel Devices T

HSpeed Clinician

SLBP Tutor

School Social
WOrker

rIllinois 'Test' of PsyCholingui8tic
Abilities,:

::Beety Buktenica DeVelOpmental Test
Visual-Motor Integration.'

Reading sdreeningtest

of

3.5 hrs

Peabodylndividual:Achievement Test, : 5.5 hr8

Key'Math'Diagnostic I st of Arithmetic-

Interviews (parentsi Susie). .

ch,itime entry is.the total time spent in assessment and meetings'by the
p rson in thefirotcolumn...

1'4

1

is



Table 373'

RelationshiP of Sequence of Activities in Bert's Case ,to the Model Sequence

Model Sequence1 Order Of

Occurrence

Description of Activity

Pre4eferratinterventions' 1 Several Modifications in the classroom environment were made by Beit's

teacher bb the basis 4i'ff behavioral Observations'.

Referral

Review of referral

Assessment team appointed

Parental permission to assess

Assessment

Review of assessment results

Eligibility determination 4

Made by Bert's teaCher primarily for ;behavior difficulties that also

interfered with acadeiic progress.

Donii by special ed team; assessment recommended,

agency was "suggested" to parents.

Done by special ed team when assessment was approved.

4 '
Written parental approval obtained.

5,7 Conducted by school (2 individuals using 5 devices) and outside agency.

Assessment by outside

6,8

Contact parent after assessment 5,7

Develop IEP

Placement.decision

Paiute' permission for placement

Develop strategies to implement

IEP

Implement intervention'

Progress evaluat 9n

School results reviewed with parent and agency representative at first

Educltional Planning Conference; no decisions made. Agency results

reviewed at second Educational Planning meeting; eligibility decision

was made.

Done at second ducationaltanning Conference by considering whether

Bert was, learning disabled.

Parents given assessment results at'both Educational Planning

Conferences.

Not develop4because Bert was declared ineligible for special

education services.

Placement in LD program was considered at Educational Planning

Conference yia question of whether Bert was learning disabled.

Not obtained becaust placement not made.

Not developed because Bert was daclared ineligible for services.

'Bert's teacher assumed, responsibility for deciding upon and implementing

interVentionsi. Little arectionyis provided ,by assessment and

decisi40444'Process.

No specifiC plans''for progress eveluation''Were 'made.

1.1

Piw, Arid



Evaluation of Bert: Assessment Devices and Personnel

Speech Clinician

SLBP resource
teacher

0

Devicei

Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic
Abilities

Beery-Buktenica Developmental Test
of Visual-Motor Integration

Benton Visual Memory Test

Goldman-Pristoe-WOodcock Test of
Auditory Discrimination

Slingeilind

Time
a

5.5 hrs

3.5 hrs

4 Table ,includes 'only those devices: and' itvolvedjn assessment
at .the schoo4,,An outside:agency:418o conducted'44 112-day assessment
involving sensory screeMingi- pediatric's:id neUrolOgicalezams, intel-
ligence, achievement1 and projective personality testingand Class
rOOMObserVation:
Beth time entry is the toal,time spent,in:astestiment and meetings
by the person in thefireitcolumil.



Table 4-1

Relationship of Sequence of Activities in Doug's.. Case to the Model Sequence

Model Sequence Order of

Occurrence

Description of Activity

Pre -ref erTal interventions

Referral

Review of referral

Assessment team appointed

Parental permission to assess

Assessment

Review of assessment results

Eligibility determination

Contact parent after 'assessment

Develop IEP

Placement decision

1

2

2

3

4

5

5

5

Parental permission for placement 5

Develop strategies to impletent

IEP

Implement.intervention

rogress evaluation

5

No pre-referral interventions occurred.

Made by Doug's teacher for academic difficulties.

Done by screening committee; evaldation reco ended.

Screening committee specified that Doug should be assessed by SUP,

teacher,

Obtained by school social worker over phone then in writing.

Conducted by one individual using three devices.

Done at Educational,Planning Conference, along with eligibili0 IEP,

and placement decisions.

Done at Educational Planning Conference,

Mother given assessment results and proposed services at Educational

Planning Conference.

Developed at Educational Planning Conference to conform to school's

curriculum.

Made,at Educational Planning'Conference.

Obtained at EdtcationalPlannini tonferenee.

Specific strategies tetermined by specific skilli missing from

Doug's repertoite.

The program was implemented.

Doug's progress was monitored by weekly tests. A planned -yearind

staffing meeting was never held.

It
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LBY Teacher

Devices

Reading inventories (informal)

..KeyMath.Diagnostic.Test of Arithmetic 4.5 hrs

Criterionliath'

aTiMeentry is the total time spent In assessment by the person in the
first-Column.



Table 5-1

Relationship of Sequence of Activities in Marilyn's Case to the Model Sequence

Description of Activity

Pre-referral interventions

Referrai..

I. L

Review of referral

1

2

5

Assessment team. appointed

Parental permission to assess 3

Assessment
4

Review of assessment results 5

Eligibility determination 5

Contact parent after assessment 6

Develop,IEP

Placement deciiion

Parental permission for placement 8

Develop strategies to implement

IEP

Implement intervention,

Progress.evaluation

NO

Teacher reported that free -time rewards were used to motivate Marilyn

Made by Marilyn's teacher for academic difficulties.

Done at referral review meeti g after assessment had been conducted.

:Special ed teachers are repo sable for assessment in the 0611001.

No special assignments ofrespnnsibility were made.

Obtained by teacher at fall pa ant- teacher conference.

Conducted by one individual using six devices.
I

Done at referral review meeting, along with eligibility determination.

Done at referral review meeting.

Mother given assessment results at IEP Conference. General program

was discussed.

Done sometime after IEP Conference.

Made at referral review meeting; decision was to provide indirect

special education services.

Obtained signature on second IEP form sent to mother.

School psychologi0., who was, responsible for developing behavior

modificatipn progri, was told by teachers that Marilyn had improved

considerably and a systematic program was not needed.

Teachers, school psychologist, parent, and student were unable to

confirm that a specific intervention had'been implemented.

Done at case review: meeting; deciiion was made not to terminate

services because then services may be started sooner next year

yf she needs them,
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0 y Individual Achievement 'Test

i '(reading leVelaiteet)

home-school's scale
. 4glingerland

/Developmental Teat of Visual-Motor
/ Integration

Peabody Picturelrotabulary Test

School Psychologist: Classroom obaervationb. 1 hr

!TiMeHentry.is the total time spent-4n-assessment by the person in the fitet

CondUetedafter,asseesment 'review meeting for purpose of developing

behavioral Managetedi plan fot'elaieroam.



Relationship of Sequence of Activities in Tom,s,Case to Model Sequence .

Description of Activity

Review ofqeferral

Assessment team appointed

Parental permission to assess

Assessment

Review of assessment results

Eligibility determination

No, specific pre-referral interventions occurred.

Tom was referred by his teacher for academic difficulties and

immature behavior,

Done at weekly staffing meeting; need for language, psychological,

and reading evaluations was Specified.

Social worker was disignated as case manager.. Specific evalUations

recommended who would administer assessment,

First *miss* slip, sent:home:with student, was, lost. A secondalip::

was sent home with the student and returned the next day.

5,7,9 ConduCted by five individuals using 11 devices or procedures, Two

months were taken to complete all evaluations;:resultawere discussed

as individual evaluations were completed,

6,8,10 lona at three weekly staffing meeting's as assessment results became

available.

10 Done at staffing when all assessment results were reviewed. Official

eligibility. was deteriined by special education. director after IEP

conference,

Contact parent atter assessment 11

Develop IEP 12

Placement decision 10

Parental permission for placement 14

Develop strategies to implement,

IEP

Iiplement intervention

Progress evaluation

Mother given assessment results at IEP conference, General

program was discussed.

Developed by SLBP teacher within two weeks following the IEP

conference;

Done at staffing meeting when all assessment results.were reviewed and

eligibility determined, Placement was Made on basis.of who had time

to provide services.

Obtained at meeting of SLBP teacher and mother where short term

etjectiies were, explained.

Specific strategies, other than selecting grade-appropriate

materials were not reported.

Services were initiated.

Extensive progressivaluation was conducted while
, .

A Periodic review meeting was held in Mny,

VYMT4i;OAZ.=4*1;,,,p,,11p4. A 1
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Tabl,A 6 -2

Evaluation of ToM: 'Astiossmint Devices and Personnel

Personnel. Devices:. Time

PsycholOgiet SIISC-LR

:Bender

Clagisroom observation

Record.:'review

Woodcock: Reading Nastery Tests

Informal' (district tests - reading
math,' writing)

Social., Worker . :Interview. (mother)

*BP Teacher

Speech Therapist, Carrow'ElicitedLanguage Test

Dettoit7Auditory MeMory-pubteits

3.5 hrs

5.0 hrs

1.0 hrs.

2.0 hrs

Nurse Developmental:history 1.0 bra
- ,

ViSion and heating screening
b

aEach time entry is the totaltime spent in assessment by the perSon in
the-first:Copt:law.:

bCondUcted Oriorto'the:linal 'review conference.



X

uaigi'af s 'Case to Model Sequence

Pre-Werra intonation.

Referral

Review of referral

Auseuent team appointell

No specific pre-referral interventions occurred.

First referral:aide in 'November by mother.' ',Joey'was referred by/

his teacher, in Deceaber.

Eligibility deterinstioe

Parental pernission for placeient 10

Develop strategies to implement

i"
*Went' intetvestion

Done at.weekly staffing meeting following mother!' referral.

No teat appointed becJ,I,tru extensive teat results were su ailable Ir
previous school, Later, decision was made to conduct' informal tooting

'and:spechilanguage 'evaluation.

Parental persission was obtained to acquire records from previous

school. Permission was not obtained for informal testing or speech!;

language evaluation.

Major "assessment" consisted of the review` of records from J

preview school. Infotial testing and speech/language evalust no were

also conducted by two individuals using five devices! \
Done at staffing meeting when school records and informal testing

results were available.

y '

Joey'. eligibility' for services wee never, forully stated, but on the \l,
basis of conversations With his II-DWAIN,s scheol,, eligibility vu

seemed. First discussion of who could provide services occurred at

the November 112seatinglefiire his previous schoil records were ob!

taut. was obtsined from speciel education,.

director after Program begin.

Parents were in contact with the echool.throughout the process.

First formal meeting' 010 after.asusement was the UP Conference,

Done at the lEP,conference by regular Claii teacher, CLD teachers, and

parents. Specific shorkeri objeitiWee ware4dded,within next two

weeks.

Although placement wu discussed at the, first staffing discussion.
of Joey, final decision aulladi it the "tatting whirl all:ausisment
result, were. reviewed..

Obtained following the UP conference' after, specific Short-tem

ojectives were added arid after, prograi had been started.

Specific, strategies,' other than individualised inetruction, were

not reported.
1,

Services begin on December 3 although offiCial "pot

yet" legated mei parent, had not..eianid IP..

Pitiful was program; Aid! :IAA 'III!
teacher eesigamenta,
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Table 6-4

Evaluation of Joey: Assessment Devices d-Perionnel

Personnel Devices Time a

Psychologist RecOrd:reView

SLEP TeaCher" Claiiroomobservation

GLD'Resource ,Inforial (district tests reading,

Teacher. -YmathOoriting, spelling)

itey.I*0

Speech; herapist :Record :reviey4:'

Informaepreiiive-langUage)

Detroit; (selected subtests)

Carrow Elicited LarigUage Teat'

-Record review

Inierview.,..(Parent),

'Social Worker

thiree

Principal

RecOrd review

Vision and hearing screening

Record\ review

Inter4ew:(parent)
I . -

2.00 hrs

.25 hrs

3.50 his.

2.00' hrs

2.00 hrs

2.00 hrs

2.00 hrs

-Each time entry It the total time spent in assessment by the person
in. the-

bGiven in mid-year for,.deVelOping.the program plan.'
.
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Flowchart of School District's Decision-Making Procne

child plated. on Referral

agenda of Child discussed in

Study Committee Child Study

Commi,ttee

Evaluation

Recommended

Assign Case Manager;

complete Form 2;

copy sent to parents

If leceesaryl,
Referrals

Prioritized

Other interventions

may be recommended;

parents not necessarily

contacted c,

Compilation :Conference

held school officials
onlY, Data .presented

Recommendation Made

Parents contactor
by mail for '2nd

Coispilation Con.

IMMO
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136 Figure 3-2

Steps Followed During Susie's Case

(Sept., 1979) Susie enters third grade
(first year in this school)

(Nov. 14, 1979)

'(807..30, 1979)

(Jan. 21, 1980)

Classroom teacher contacts parents
and BStiregarding a conflict be-

mean Susie and a claismare.

:SSW observes Susiaand classmate,
:Meets withthee to Attempt improving

'their relationship and classroom cooperation

Fall, parent-teacher conference:
teacher-informs parents of Susie's
academic problem; requeits their
support of a referral for special

ad assessment

1
Building special ed team receives

referral, accepts, assigns assessment

Latter #1: Notification to parents of
decision to assess; request for

written parent consent

1
Formal Assessment occurs

SSW contacts, parent about.date
for Educational Planning. onference

Educational. Planning. Conference:
Sutie declared:ineligible fot service.
Parentagiven writtenguidelines

for improving reading skills at home

Parents and:clgsiroom teacher develop
A:OmeWork plan to:temediate Susie's

ecademicAeficit'



Steps followed Duringilort's Case

(Summer, 1979)

(fall, 1979)

(Nov., 1979)

Nov., 1979)

(Dec. 13, 1979)

Informal communication prior to
Bert's:entering tho school

Parent-teacher discussions

Teacher files Student Referral Form*

SSW and classroom teacher meat with
parents to explain assasscont. At
this meeting, they discuss, but are
careful not to recommend, the work
of an agency which doos multi-
faceted peychooducational assessment.

Spacial ed team accepts referral *

Patents give approval for sisemmept (Letter 11*).

Family contacts outside'
&racy

Scho61 staff domes assess-
ment

&binational:Planning Conference 11.
. School presents ammessmat data to

parents and a representative of the
'agency.

Outside agency iSsommes

Educational Planning Conference 12.
Outside agency presents assessment
Aitit.P Student declared.by:tian to
be inaligible,forSLEP services.

family begins treatment
with outside agency

137

Classroom teacher initiates
behavior modification program
in classroom

Ripeated home-school contacts'
'Teacher suggests and neurologist
agrees to teacher
recommend, epeniel ad summer
school,' contact with another'
mental health. agency

* Form appears in Appendix
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October 1979

Novenber.1979

'December 1979

January 1980

June 1980

Figure 5 -1.

Sequence of Activities in Tiffany's Case

XN!ORMAL DISCUSSIONS BETWEEN REGULAR TEACHER
AND SPECIAL. EDUCATION

4,

Pjoimiruicumi_dommusea
Discuss behavior prableM
Parent signs Perliseion:to assess

TEACHER:FILES4ORMAL REFERRAL

EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT CONDUCTED BY SPECIAL EDUCATION

REFERRAL
REVIEW
MEETING

.DECISION. TO PROVIDE
IRECT SPECIAL EDUCATION SERVICE

IEP

EDUCATIONAL
PLANNING
CONFERENCE

PARENT AGREES TO
INDIRECT SERVI

STUDENT DROPPED FROM TITLE I SERVICE

TO AVOID CROSSOVER- IN SERVICE

1st IEP not returned signed by Parent'

4.

2nd IEP sent and returned signed'

FORMALELTING BETWEEN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST AND

SPECIAL EDUCATION TO DESIGN BEHAVIOR INTERVENTION

4,

INTERVENTION IMPLEMENTED IN THE CLASSROOM

DECISION NOT TO.
TERMINATE FROM SPECIAL

EDUCATION SERVICE



Steps in School District's Decision4taking Process

Provide
classroom
aid or con-
sultation .

Written referral by
classroom teacher.
Principal schedules
:student on staffing
agenda,

Team staffing'
occurs weekly.

Obtain parental
permission for
assessment

Discuss stu-
dent pro-
gress; per-
iodic review

Full assessment by
team-determined
members

J.

Team staffing to
review assessment
results

IEP staffing with-
parent

Parent approval

139

Forms:

.

Referral for Special
Education Services

Pupil Staffing Report

Parental Involvement:
Referral and Assessment

Description and
Interpretation

Assessment Review and
Needs Determination

Individual Education
Program Plan

Level and typaOf service
need: Least Restrictive
Alternative Statement

Request for'Parent
IEP Approval 'x

Placement until eligi-
bility confirmed by
Directcre,,

Assigned resource teacher
develops short and long-
terd'goilie

Individual Education
Program'Plan

-Placement is
official

pariodic Review joupil Staffing Report.
Status Report





STUDENT SPECIAL NEEDS ItEFERRAli

form a 1

white: a/mutative recap
unary: parent(*)
pinks sake manager

Student: Grade:

Name of Parent(*)
or Guardians:

Address of Parent(s)
or Guardians:

Date:

Student Data of Birth

Person Making Referral:

School:

Parent(s) or Guardians Phone p:

REASON FOR REFERRAL:

DESCRIBE STUDENT'S TYP/CAL BEHAVIOR IN TM-CLASSROOM:

======

bite Parent(s)/Guardians Informed of

/ty-MWma:

,..,CoMplateind return*, building principMkor child `study chairperson

IJ

411MMINE

VIO1. ,{InK.

Casemanager, Assiguod swsammor

Principal's Signature Date

Child Study Chair Signature 00111WIMM11110
Date



ASSESSMENT

Parent Notification of Educational Assessment

(Sehool)
(Address)

Dear parents/Guardians of

(Date)

for 12

Whites cumulative reci
smary: parings)
pink: case manager

Secauie of)Dimconcern:With Your child's current performance in school,

j we would'like to assess him/her We want to learn more about your child. Your

feetingeankthoughtsere very importantCo us. The assessment suggested will be:

DESCRIPTION OP AREAS
Qc ASSESSMENT' BY DHOW :PLACE

.

Whewthisasseisment is finished,.the'results will be shared with you.

. these reiultawilll be used-to plan for youi child. .

r7 .

- Nesnist have your consent to begiu'the assessment. Please sign the bottom

of one copy ofthis:letier,and return it tschool.,'Ieu may keep one copy.
Assessment, will proceed'only. when you return.this form sighed.

.....,If you would like an exPlasiation.of the assessment procedures or have

the results shared privately with you, please. call
at

Sincerely,

I !ma to the educational assessment.
I 4a not agree to the educational assessment.
Please contact me

Parents Signature
Date



is

3a

for 2I4

Mites atioulative nem(
seamy: pareat(s)
pilau ease ;angler

ORIGINAL

ASSESSMENT COMPILATION

Naas Date
Parent Case Manager
Address Date of Compilation
Phase No. Grade
Sirthdate

Directions: individual Assessment reports shall be attached to
thisiorm. Describe below a summary of data..

.Strengths

A

Areas of Need.

Disability cateieri c 4nfirmed" no

if yes; specify the
pOnfItiedzditability

:Signatures of
persons agreeing
uLabOve report..

Place:on:tile individual:
wrixten_dissgreement

10-19-79



INDIVIDUAL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM PLAN

FORM 3
Mite: eumulpiive resoi,
canary: paissat(s)
Oats apt: manager

Data

Patent
Student'

'Address
Date of Birth

City ., ,..,, , one School

Case )tanager ,1,--r -Phone

peolitheAiiibility:create a hindiCapping.cOnditionlor the'itudent yes

. Grade

no,

If yes, continue:

PROGRAM INFORMATION:
(Responsibility of'School and Parents)

LEVEL OPILACEMENT AMOUNT OF TIME BEGINNING \, .
SCHOOL APPROXIMATE

WEXI,T DATE :LOCATION STAFF PHONE REVIEW DATE,

DIRECT -INDIRECT
\ANDTYPE:OFSEPICE

011111.1

TialTrIreeri771S4T-

=1
WT./am this placement is recommended is

111.11110

If.Level ToiOr V:
.

DetiribithcedUcationai activities and inVolvement' thit student will have in the regular,:

mainstream edUcational program: ...

ATTACH APPROPRIATEGOALS/OBJECTIVE FORM '30

Check here to indicate Document 2 has been provided fOrparent

What were the lesser-restrictive alternativei that have beentried?...,

.Examples:
Volunteer Parent
Bucket Brigade
Resource/Learning Center

. ,

Learning Center
Remedial Reading .--

Title I (including
Cross-Age Tutoring)

SUpport Groups,
School Administrator.
Guidance -

Social Work

LIst any changes in personnel, transpottatiOn facilities, curriculum methods, materials,

requipment, oother-educational services
which-will be made as a result of the proposed

Program:

Signature of approval of ectuCatiiin=plen-aefillepia:

1. , Parent or Guardian.
. .

2. Case manager
3.

4.

S.

10=1B-79.

.(Form completed)

6.

7.

8.



INDIVIDUAL EDUCATIONAL PLAN (1E11

(Attach, to Child Study Form 3)

Student's Noe:
Savo! Year

Team lielberi:
Case Manager

ror 31

*Ito cwuirtlrc IIUF
porings)

phi: cm isnaltr

10/19/19

GOALS

1.

Date

rttten OBJECTIVES

RESPON

ICILITY COMES



1 1. r.

);;

161111 eloodithi hilet

Alternate 31 imp
Coq! Mo1($)
Mak l Cot mogn (off sdiu mthl

*04 ofili

0111 ITU! CM MU

&abet of lodge written

VOUCH? Pall foal Attstemet Score
Level at . Intake

COAL-SETTINTDAVI A4, !JAIN yottamra alms Charlie Score.,

evels of
Predicted

ittatnmont

iuth 1ne than
opected
31 outcou

dotavhat lees
than expected

loyal of .0UtC0:11

OS IMMO Wili111 swvirmaftwourwmosows owoorwommearrowraeseet

Someshac wire

than the expected

level of outcast

more thu
the expected
levti of 'outcast

'1 ItC'l



dee * par ent, you he an iSite/Ceit in your dsild's education. The
school wants you to know about your. child's morals and to help plan
for changes in it. Thus axe the things you say dos

You say ask td have- a person of your dsoice coos with you to ski
planning tees meting. This pence nay be a staff amber or it
say be -mums who does, not work for the school, such as a relative,
a pediatrician, .legal counsel, a tinily malaria, eta. this
person say be someone lobo night help explain the racial, ,cultural,
oohandicagoing performance of yosr child.

2. You sat choose to ham; an assesassent of your child's educational

needs conducted-by other than school personnel at your own
talitatia

3. You any ask to talk with sane at school who cars tell you
about ski aisessonnt and what it showed about. your child's
strengths and needs.

You say ask to sea 'the school's records about your child. You
oar also aek for.copies of 'the records.

You say take part in the teamneetinp when your child's educa-
tional program is planned.,

4. You say-object-to the assessment or.the educational plan. Choth
the 'line on the letter that says °I do'not wise.* The school
will then ootstath,you to discuss. that moat of disagreement. If
osoinsary, a conailiatios einfareaos be annaged. the
mammas will be .hald at -a timaa4 Sawa that is best fat tad'.
'yes and this adsont.

Toe soy still tbSet tailor pxopMed action after the maw:Motion
clialerellea.- You say then ask for" nother,,ccousiliation mamma
or tor an Infoosal due'prooesa hearing

The school not change your child's eductstiona.t program

tintil agnesient is rasched. you do not Attend the confennoe,
the "School' will go ahead with tit* plan. A list of, referral sources
fOr'legal assistance'will ha provided scam your request.

7a
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PROCESS EVALUATION FORM

1. feel myideas were heard and included in.the team planning.

0 1- 2 3 4. 5 6 7 8,.9 '10
never , sometimes always

2. 1 feel that people. have been respectful of each other's individual

differences in thoughts and feelings and.contributions.

0 1 '2" 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 19

never mettles always

3. 1 feel the process involved in planning for this child has maximized

input from all parties involved.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8.9 10
.never sometimes always-

,

4. 1 feel satisfied with the decition reached by the team.

0 1 2 3 4 5* 6 7 8 9 10- .

never sometimes always

. tt, general reaction to the planning process is

6. My:general reaction to the decision is

child's Name 1.1
Signed

'Date .211,18.1.



OUE PROCESS CHCCEIST

iminomanuottiotetoommsmoucatinumum

Out PIOCISS 0011132 POP flit IIIT101011

110$1104
tIrthdito

Minn School

Isnot or Warr
legal Cardin Priam Language of fully

TAM; low lotions

Cost Won
hrsoo floorage 6r copfloor.iff PFTRC uriniTWE_

bete Accupllind

Haim), 10(411121011 ?foothill/Yen

I. ParintIficha Cutlet

3. Sinai Ifforrn

3, CP Amnon Wks

REATIONAl

I, PAMt contacted by 064 to nololo end
for end stops of fonITIikatioraf Annsitot I kprovol

3. Pinot given panntal right Munn

3. Ping ippon) of /teal fluallooll Inning
(Litter II) tent

4, parent looms;
I, ?opinion mini (h WHIR)
H. Pernisslon diolid (id writlog)

5. Focal Iduotionil humid copletn within X1101

dm of CSI decision
Munn use

I, Punt contacted by (down) to noble

multi of foul I aciffiiiiraiTanI to par
parent reinvent trout,

[UPON IDEATIONAL EMI

I, Pont notified of oducstionol ?Wino coition Ifai C
ft went indlor oral losititien gInnI

30 Congener Held: (Specify offline date for Al sod/or C)
I. Dfierwirod that student nu not Ned texiOnsl

services

1

eats Accosallsiin
Path/ day/yr

energised that WARN well onallooll Inds
cave be AA 1.111110$ Intl,

e, Datusinad that stodent'l genial ideational WA
enrol NMI Is 611014 Ifni,

I. kferral wadi to specie) itivatIo4 Sorrigor,

I, Canova hid to Morning out of building VIAVII1
Mil II)

111111.001iIODIATIVALANI

Yr Roc

1, Piront contacted by 400 to
explain Individual 1010111a11 Plea

2. Punt lotificstion of Individual Incitionol Plm
(Fors 3) lent within 10 idol days of tdwitionel
plowing antenna (

deadline date

3, Pinot Iliporno:
a, Perniscion glvre

Onl pernission received by At

14711 iu
Witt,' permission received

No response in 10 sclicol days

deadline dots

?omission dolled writing)

loglowntn:

I, lodividusl Instrwtimal Plan attuned

2. hunt contacted by Iwo) to
onliin Individual Instructional Phil;

161001C EVINS

loth wriolicnvins to 64 hold within calendar year
following plfannt

kidlfof daft
First periodic rovirw. Copy given to or ant to

pent end ottechfd.

Second periodic review. Copy given to on lest to porn'

Ind stnchfd.

Citupood

I I

To be conducted ci least Dace Avery two 'tart for students with

pftwayf 'lament In bedst inntion, folly sere procedural
steps for initial formal Mationst tannin ieginauM
with !argot Coffin ,)

?eadlirs data

Ile Ow Prom; talcillst ;fund

KNISSION Of maw 51111(11

Attach page 3 Ow Proms Chfcblist; Tersintin of Preys knifes Vin
ierination of I Special Iducation miff it comidern.
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APPENDIX B



Student Referral Form
Student Name Earthdato

ens Day Year

GradeSchool

lb

Parson Making Referral Data beyPosition Ninth bey Year

Cited( the areas where the student is experiencing difficulty and describe the behaviors.

UINTELLECTUAL warning rate. transferring MIAs retention. etc.

ACADEMIC moth. ado ascii steam reading, wrifinii. .Ye.

E:1 COMMUNICATION SKILLS speeds gourd production. mice owuy. witiontandind language. onliftinikill ideas. et=

PHYSICAL Heim burins orthopedic consiltbri. state of butts etc.

E] PERCEPTION andltary. gross meter, fine rooter. eta.

SOCIAL /EMOTIONAL relationships Ira peers andier adeiN. self dickelne. IndoloorMoncti.

ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR rsomoss through with do* routines within tat. enviranment

E] VOCATIONAL work tolerance marketable job *Ms. Me

OTHER

254500 441, allPrket

Parent Contacted Yes El

Person making referral do NOT write below this lino.

was Dar.. Year

SST Information

UT Decision To Assess El NO El .Date L_L__
Elena bey Yaw

Rae ord from Section F on the SST REFERRAL FORM



2b

ASSESSMENT SUMMARY FOR

-Student Birthdate / /

School Grade

Date /Pereon'Compliting-Form

PRESENTING PROBLEM:

PARENT INFORMATION:

AREAS TO BE ASSESSED:

Intellectual

Academic

Communication
Health

BY WHOM:

:(over)

Perception
Social/Emotional
Adaptive Behavior
Vocational
Other

BY WHOM:



ASSESSMENT.

AREA(S) TECHNIQUES RESULTS STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES



LEARNING DISABILITIES ELIGIBILITY
WRITTEN REPORT'.

2. Evaluation Team:

Signature/Position

Birthdate

Grade

Sisnature/Position

3. The Evaluation Team has determined that this student has a

specific learning disability based on:

a) a severe discrepancy exists between ability and achievement;

b) there is a severe discrepancy between achievement and
ability in the following areas:

1. oral expression,

2. listening comprehension,

3. written expression,

4.
basic reading skill,

reading comprehension,

6. matematics calculation,

7. mathematics reasoning;

o) the discrepancy is not the result of other known
handicapping conditions or of environmental, cultural or
economic_ disadvantages.



4. A team member, other than the classroom teacher, observed this
student's academic performance in the regular classroom setting on,

(date(s)). Relevant behaviors
during the observation of the student were:

Area Behaviors Per Minute
student peers

Noise
Out of place
Classre
Off Tat
Other:

.

The relationship of the observed behaviors to the child's academic
functioning appear to be:

5. The educationally relevant medical findings, if any, are:

6. The-hetermination. of the team concerning the effects of environmental,
cultural, or economic disadvantage are:

7. The signature of each team member certif:es that this report
reflects his/her conclusion. Any exceptions are listed as follows.:

This conclusion does not reflect my professional conclusion
and I will submit a separate statement:

Signature Position

,11,

locuments in support of this report are included in the student's
..pecial education file.

8. Date of Report



4r;

6b

INDIVIDUAL EDUCATIONAL PLAN (IEP)
REFER TO IEP INSTRUCTIONS.
girded numbers are for data procassing).

1. STUDENT INFORMATION 0
Student

Ceirthdata
Address Ap

Grade

Parent/Other Legal Guardian
School

Telephone Horne Business
,.. ,

...

2. ASSESSMENTS USED AS RAS'S FOR IEP
Date person Date° Paton

- ---/--- ()Health
aleath5yeerinestA/yrder

L_ tional-.ilc --

/
Month Day Year

Years Months

........ 0- -
@Adair*. lishavlor-1....-@

@Vocational J.
@Cornmunication 0 ____

ILINPw
3. PLANNING CONFERENCE !ARTICItANTS

Name Position' Name Position.

a

,®

EP Manager
NM Sr /OM/

4. SPECIAL EDUCATION NERDS 5. GOALS

Penn 437 MOW 437 CSPrInt IMP

1dIefrarent sign and news Yells-Perot cy

7

PPInk-odiesIcarry

II? aeationed 2nd page
Coldenred-sinwiel edesition



INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN (TIP)

This form will be, attached to th'cIEP and a coil, sent to parent as soon as IEP is completed or no

Liter than six weeks after commencement of service.

FORM A

STUDENT

DATES: IEP COMPLETION

IEP

Goal

SCHOOL

IIP COMPLETION

4.10.....4=..mm."
Specific Objective(s)

PROGRAMS)

REVIEW

Definition

of Success

Target
Date

Person

Responsible



THIS TOM MUST RE COMPLETED TO DOCUMENT DISTRICT COMPLIANCE WITII STATE LAW

UE PROCESS CHECKLIST FOR THE DEVELOPMENT 0 THE as..

Student

Address

Birthdate

3Gb001

Parent.orOther Orisery LangUage
Legal GuArdian.- of Family

Telephone: Home Business

Process. Manager
_ Person responsible for compliance with

-.procidurtl safeguards

Air=71177MITI15}11
1.. Parent - Teacher Contact

2. Student Referred

3. SST Asieisment Decision

FORMAL EDUCATIONAL ASSES.IMENTJ

1. Parent contacted by (name) to explain need.-
for and scope of Formal Educational Assessment

2. Parent Nctification of Formal Educational Assessment
(Letter 01) sent

3. Parent Rasponse:
A. Permission Given

Oral permission recefved by at
11Wa (tixeY

Written permission received

. No response in 10 school days (
deadline date.

B. Permission denied (in writing)

I. Formal Educational Assessment completed within 30 school
days of SST decision (

deadline date

5. Parent contacted by (name) to explain
results of Formal Educational Assessment

(DETERMINING EDUCATIONAL NEED4

1. Parent Notified of educational planning conference
(Letter P2 sent and/or oral invitation given)

2. Conference Held: :Specify conference date for A, B, or C)

A. Determined that student does not need Special Edwcatiopal
services

1

Date Accomplished
Month/Day/Year .

I I

I



pampa, Asszquarrl

D. Determined that student's special educational needs can be
pet gq.bailding

C. Determined that StUdent'S jissial,educational needs cannot
be met on buildi'n level

ODTVIDUALEDUCATIOgAL VLAA

Vrirtenr

1. Parent contacted by
EntividUai-Edtdational Plan

(name) tb explain

2. Parent Notification of Individual Educational P!an
(Letter 03) sent within 10 school days of educe,A.:0!.na1
planning conference (

deadline date

3..,ParentResponse:
A;:&.Peimissicon given

Oral permission received by at
'name) (time)

Written permission received

:No response in 10 school-days (
deadline date

PermillEoh denied tin writing)

Implemented:

1. Individual Instructional ?lap attached

2. PatenT-dbffatlid by (name) to explain
Individual Instvuctionir Plan

9b

Date Accomplished
Nonth/DayiYear

I

iMia==ia
Both periodic reviews to be held within calendar year following
placImENT1 ): deadline date ;

'first periodic review.; Copy to be sent to parent and attached. I 1

Second periodic review. Copy to be sent to parent and attached.

TO ba.Conductsd at lack Once every two years for students with
primary placement in Spacial Education. Follow same Aural
steps as for initial Po -Educational Assessment beg_ ,ng with
Parent'Contect.( )

NowDueProctisChecklist started

INATION OP PROGRAM srAvIctsi

Attach page ,3 Due Process Checklist:. Termination of Program Services when termination of
Spacial Education service is considered.



TIMINATIdt (W PROGRAM SCRViCCS

,Upos considering ths termination of any Special Education Strike, this page, with dates for each section, should be shackled"

to. Due Process Checklist.

ItUdent



A

llb

SST REVIEWEU

k. STUDENT INFORMATION

Student Date -

Address Birthdays

Parent'or Other Legal Guardian Grade

Telephone: Home Business

Person Completing Form School

Room Number.

B. STAFF PROVIDING SERVICE TO STUDENT

. Teacher(s) - Please specify subject

Spa-.1a1 Education Teacher(s)

Social Worker

Counsellor

Nur,*

Speech Clinician

Psychologist

Other

C. ASSESSMENT (Witnin last.two ye#rs) - Please attach all available absossment results.

Area

MIIIEMEN

D. HEALTH INFORMATION.

Hearing.

Vision

Other

Date
Monit--Year

E. COMMUNITY RESOURCES SERVING STUDENT - PLEASE LIST AND DESCRIBE SERVICE.

Results Attached
Yes No

F. SSTKISION TO ASSESS: Yes No date
(record this datc. on-Student Referral Form)
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Parent Notification of Educational Assessment
Letter #1

MiPk[

Dear-Parents of

(School)
(Address)

(Date)

To make the best plans ,for your child in school, we would
like to assess himiher. We want to learn more about your child.
.Your feelings and thoughts are very important to us. The assess-
ment.suggested will be:

ASSESSMENT 3Y WHOM 'PLACE

When this assessment is finished, we will let you know. We
can then review the results and make flans.

We would like your consent to begin the assessment. Please
sign the bottom of one copy of this letttr and return it to school.
You may keep one copy. If we do not hear from you by

(Date)
we will assume that we have your consent. If you would like us to
begin sooner, wa must have this letter signed and returned.

- We would be happy to discuss this with yop. If you have
questions, please call at

..1111.1

Sincerely,

I agree to the educational assessment.
I do riot agree to the educational assessment.
Please contact me.

----Trrarentre Signature) (Date)

See back, of yellow copy for Parental Right

(430) .
White - pareet. else a return Tallow - parent copy Pink - school record



Parent Notification of Individual Educatior..41 Program
. - Planning Conference

Letter #2'

(School)
(Address)

(Date)

Dear Parents of

We would like you to come to a meeting to help us write a
plan for your child.. It will be based on the completed assess-
ment. We hope you can come to the meeting.

It will be:

0' Date and Time Place

If you want to change the time or place, please call me at

Telephone

Sincerely,

See back of yellow copy f' Parental Itights

(431) iibite - sekael copy - parent copy

131?
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-PARENTAL RIGHTS

Asa parent, you haVe an interest in your child's education.
The school -wants you. to know about your child's program and
to help plan.for changes in it. These are the things you

may-do:

1. You may ask to have a person of your. choice on the

planning team. This person may be a staff meMber or
it may be someone who does not work:for the school. You
might want someone at the conferenOe to help.the team
understand the racial,'cultural, or handicapping dif-
ferences of your child.

2. You may choose to have an assessment of your child's
eduCational-needs conducted by other than school personnel

at your own expense.

3. You may ask to talk with someone atiMool who can
t411 you about the assessment and what it showed about
your child's strengths and needs.

4. You may ask to see the school's records about your

child. You may also ask for copies of the records.

S. You may.take part in the team meeting when your Child's
educational program is planned.

6. You may object to the assessment or/the educational

plan. Check the line on the letter that says -ni do

not agree." The school will then contact you to discuss

the areas of disagreement. If necessary, a conciliation
conference will be arranged. The conference will be
held at a time and place that is best for both you and

the school.-

If you attend the conciliation cor:ference, the school
will not change your child'a educational program until

agreement is reached. If you do not attend the concilia-
tion.donferende, the school -will go ahead with the plan.



Parent Notification of Individual Educ...zional Program
Letter 03

(School)
(Address)

(Date)

15b

Dear Parents of

4-, the Educational Planning Conference held on
avidual Educational Plan was written for your child.

.ease sign one copy of this plan and return it to school.
TL:J.s will irean that you are willing to have the school begin using

i',. If 106 do no.2;.chear from you by , we will assume
(Date)

that we 1'41,8 yOUr consent. If you would like us to begin sooner,
ws. must hwe this-form sisned;and returned.

t more detailed plan will be written by your child's teachers

after tha services begin. You may ask for a meeting to discuss
the ran at any time by contacting at

Sincerely,

(432)

See b:,,ck yeilo4'copy for Parental Right

state school- eery !allow parent copy
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Parent Nol,ficatis -Armination of Special Education Program
Letter 04

(School)
(Address)

(Date)

rear Parents of

The progress of your child in
----anmeoerce

was reviewed on . A copy of this review is attached.
Cbate)

We would like your consent to and the service. If you have

any questions, please call at
Weliouldbahappy to talk with-you abouralli.

Please sign this letter and return it to school. If we do

not hear from you by , we will end the service.
ate

If this service is ended, there will be a. review of the
progress of your Child within the next twelve months.

Sincerely,

I _ages with this plan.
I 4Unot agree with this plan.
Please contact me.

4.11111.11i

to

See back of yellow copy for Parental Rights

(433) SiltIte -- parents sign & return. Yellow - parents copy Pink school copy
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Date: 4/8/76

From:

TRAINING ATTENDING AND LISTENING SKILLS

.

lc

During group listening/teaching activities:-

(a) Try. to "catch" child attmonal (just looking at you or material,)
at least once the first day. .Praise child - "You're being a good lis-
'tener" "I like.the way (name) is paying attention." The next
day, catch the child attending to you at leasttwice, then three or
more times oh successive days. Alwayt verbally praise child.

(b) Cue the child to attend to you or the materials. If she/he is
ting near the front,.You can i..irect attention with a touch. on the

nd. Usethe child's' name - "Tim, I think you'll like this story."
"Amy, did you ever see such .a big bear ?" etc. Make a comment

to the child to encourage interest without requiring a response from
him/her, Gradually introduce simple questions (ones you are sure the
child can respondto):.-."What'da you think will happen next?" Or use
yes/no type questions, provide a choice of responses, etc. Alaays
introduce the question for that child with his/her name to Cull atten-
tion. Praise responses liberally. Encourage the child to it near you
or near the materials to be.used.

(c) Use eye contact. Frequently look at the child while talking or
reading, and try to catch him/her looking back.

2. During free periods, i,Terendent work, play,-.etc.:

(a) Follow the group-liscening period by taking a moment to ask the
child about the previoc, activity. "Did you like that story?" ,..
"Did you like the way it ended?" ... "Would you like to haVe a dog
.like Harry?" ... etc. (Something simple but requiring some recollec-
tion of the previous activity.)

(b) If child is working on a workshe,At or other academic task, you
might ask him to tell you what he is going to do - color, cut out, copy,
etc.- so that she/he becomes. more conscious at directions and impor-
tance of recalling them. Praise efforts to recall directions or
story content. Praise attention to tasks - "1 like the way you're
working on your letters."
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CHILD STUDY AND SERVICE DELIVERY

CASE .FILE

STUDENT NAME

ld

School Year

19 19 19 19 19 19 19 '19 19 19 19 19

School

Grade
?.

__/

Teacher .

Case
Manager

Special Services*
and Specialist. .

Special Services*
and SpeCialist

Special Services*
and Specialist

'Special Services* 1

and'Specialist .

Special Services* .

and Specialist _

*Should only include special placements (full or part time)

Medical Information (for clinical speech use only)

Date Results

Nearing Tests:

Other significant medical history:

Comments

P.)V La



IPt0?LE

NildIns Team and

`Classroom Teethst

juilding Tam

representstive(1))

;sod -parents

iiildins 'Niemand

'Classroom teacher,

latent, and child

imildIng Teem

Vlyildidg Tear or

*presettAztve(s)

lad Parents

4ise Manager (Sp, Ed.

litcher):and Class-

mom Teacher

luilding Team

jpects1 Ed. Teacher(s),

41aserhos Teacher,

Ind Parents

4see Manager, (Sp. Ed.

Teacher) and Clan-

Amor Teacher

lutldingleam

,Special Ed. Teacher(s),

Classroom leacher, and

Parents

stu
(iroiliiiG41)

S

-11

(also 20)

12

15

lack of

Success

eachor

(or others

r nettle

Wang

Parent

holm.
mot

Full

Assessment

IStaffing

16 Parent

Involve-

'sent.

1 10 school

19 p. SerVICIS 4' days

Begin,

......

21' Team Review J (twice/year)

22 Involvement (3 times/year)

inssum

4 10 school

days

30 school ,

4,
days ----

...1111101111111

(and every 2 years

thereafter if special

services continues)

Follow

Throu h

Team

Rev!

?Arent

nvelvement

Term, of

Sp. Service.

REQUIRED FORMS

Student Information

,
Sheet

-Pupil Staffing Report

(case file, p. 2)

woo-:%\

-Referral and Asses.-

sent Forc(case file,

page 3)

-Statement of "Parent

Rights"

-Cue file, pp, 1, 4-16

- Statement of "Parent

Riehti"

-Case file pp. 13-14,

It-17.

-Rpt..of Periodic Review

- Existing IEP (new II?

may be necessary)

-Parent.Rpt. forme (e.g.,

Status Apt, Final Status

Rpt., Team Effort Rpt.)

-Statement of "Parent Rights"

-Rev IEP orirog. Chg.

-Change of Status

-Statement of "Parent Plod

-Rpt, of Periodic Review

- Parent. Report Forms

-Program Chenge

-Change of Statue

-Statement of "Parente Right!"
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SPECIAL EDUCATION CASE REVIEW SKEET

D3 te

Case ranger

Reason for referral

Cents

Subsequent discussions fa/referring team

Decision:

Date

(1 copy - file in case file)

192
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Steps
5

16

PAFU RIGHTS OF STUDENTS WHO MAY BE HANDICAPPED

It is very important that you be aware of and understand that you have the following
rights:

1. To review and receive copies of al,' records and other written information which
the schOoihasin the student file. You may request a private conference with
a knowledgeable school employee if you wish to receive interpretations of the
assessment procedures, results, or program plan.

2. To provide information regarding your child's needs,and if special education
service is indicated,to be 'a member of the team which will develop your child's
special education program plan. This team conference will be held after the
educational assessment and you will be contacted to determine a mutualiy agree-
able time and place.

3. To requeet that the district consider including on the team additional staff, or
anotheeperson on the team who is a member of the same minority or cultural back-
ground as your child, or who is knowledgeable concerning the racial, cultural,
or handicapping differences of your child.

4. To have an assessment conducted for your child by another person or agency other
than the public School. It will be your responsibility too arrange for and pay
the cost of this assessment.

5. To object to the district's plan to (assesiyour child) or (plan for your child:),
-it is necessary that this objection be'made in writing within 10 school days
after you receive this notice.: Your objectio' should be mailed or otherwise
delivered to the ichool'distrint. If you do object a conciliation conference
will be arranged at a mutually agreeable time and place in an effort to resolve
all problems.

6. To an informal due:process hearing, if following the final conciliation confer-
ence* you still &sleet to the district's plan to assess your child. At both the
conciliation conference and the heating you have the right to be repress tsd by
counsel or emitter person of your choosing.

Your child's present: educational program will not be changed as long as yt.0 object
to the 4moese;loant and/or plan in the manner prescribed in number 5.
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Elenentisxpnd Secon44r1 MAS Score
as of

kerfARAL AND APPLICATION VOR SPECIAL friVCeriC41 ttAvilhc 5M 1CC5

EiLy step. ii tog lepaired, Est. CLD, SAVER. and 504,100 40J 1.401:0360'. 1:1101wt.-r;41.1
Bally Waited and HospitAl Parents

Introduction and Directions:
T.--This 2g7slifiriiiirraT7nd application form covers Suet 1-16 of the Special E4utation Child

Study and Service Delivery System.
2. It take, the case from team intent to refer (Step 4) to, the points of program design, perent

approval, and child about to receive seecial services.
3. All steps refer to activity and flow charts found In Child Study and Service Delivery Manoal.

This manual should be carefully studied for il) dreaded unfoldtng of Special education Child
Study and Service Delivery System. (2) knowledge of oc.essery forms in the System. and ill
additional information to assist La making the wit.. work.

4. Work down this cover page (which you are now reading), responding to NW! ItOt4V .+1,4-e$4L its
order) as you also refer to the activity and flow charts ta the manyat

S. Special circumstances are bound to fell"

t
A page titled "Special Clecuestle,,, ,., t as a

last page In the flow chart section of e manual) nay be a useful referaftsr »i'.ce . 'tribe.

If this fails, call Elementary Special Education (Let. 306) or Secondary ,- , 4: (1arion
(Ext. 331). Every effort will be made to assist you.

06*******.****.*****M...****A*********W*0...***.******ftwoR***A0rnft.m.w.,..rnm...y,..r4...,

Identifying Inforeetten

Child's Name

Address

Crsde School

Foster Chile? Used of State?

Natural rath-:'s Name

Student No.

mi....*11..1.40

Poiret Pother's Name

yew 41, legal guardian?

See flirt:

Some Phone --

Nome Room No. TO,

District of, Lava

Natural MOtheen NA_

Foster nIttler's

Legal guardian odds**.

Referred by (who first noted problem 7)

1I1. Wirral Statement (be specific): Oat
tion service?

aces CO be the child's aeedta) for special &Niece-

IV. Identification Initial Tenn Staffing, and linforw asseeement -- It is assumed that ;neve
steps (Steps 1-3) have been accomplished Wore co idering this referrr1 (awe itroal 4..tio

V. Team Staffing (Step 4) -- Decision to pursue refit et (page 1 of silts refetial fore)

VI. Parent Involvement (5 5) -- Permissive; for, further referral and 434mo:inert (see paid 1

of this refii747rm)
Vit. Team Asaesamen. rr',ps 6 1) -- Appropriate observations. asseeseents. :and *titer:cot* ts

child study tea= eaported v.1 pages 4-12 of this referral form. Corpiled by case r404'
C1400r.0* Tcnr.iCouns.

!Medical
Worker Student ;as appropriato

"Principal. Medical (nurse)--- 17Speeial:it feel, anal )

__Psychologist ___Paret (as *pert:peseta __Wier ':,41A Meebet

VIII. TeamStaffing (Step 12) -- Activittes appropriate at ihis liter Include
1. Assessr 4. review and need, determination (page 13 el this refers: form)
2. Leoel and tree of service need (page 14 of this referral fore)
3. Least restrictive alternative statement sage 13 of this retefe: fees;
4. Incerim plan -- if called for (page 15 thie referral for-,
S. Individual Educacional Plan preparation ages 16-19 of this .erecter farm

*me. 1
Three additional procedures round out the complete Specie :on Child Study and Service 0;.-
livery System: (1) Program Placement and Service (Steps 17- (2) Evaluation and Program. CtkrIgc
(Steps 20-27). and (3) tolloy-Through (Steps 28-31), The manual chart* should ba studied and
followed closely to effect each of the steps invoived (begtl, with Stcp

en student only appears to need Clinical Speech Service (or an artitalattea ptoblcn. just the
cover sheet and pages 13 and 14 of this application need be completed. All other-speech and
lenguage problems require the completion of all pages of this apptication,


